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The Development and Expansion of Extra-curricular Activities in Hong Kong 
Secondary Schools 
Abstract: 
Following the notions of whole-person development and multi-intelligence in the 
waves of education reforms in the last two decades, Extra-curricular Activities (ECA) 
underwent a significant development and expansion during which it was organized, 
reorganized and eventually institutionalized as part of the formal school curriculum in 
Hong Kong secondary schools. Being more influential and indispensable to the school 
experience of every schoolchild in Hong Kong, ECA has captured the attention of 
current research studies which identify this educational activity as an exercise of 
increasing government control or the promotion of capitalist ideology of human 
capital. 
This research offers an alternative approach to study the emergence, 
formalization and organization of the ECA curriculum in Hong Kong. I seek to ask 
the following questions: does the ideological base of ECA as an instructional area 
transit from a traditional one (basically moral and collective oriented) to a modem and 
universalistic one (organized around a scientific and democratic model that focuses on 
the promotion of individuality and human rights)? If so, in what ways has the 
government tried to preserve its interests in the promotion of citizenship training and 
modeling future employees for the growing service sector especially through this 
particular area of curricular training? Does the worldwide curricular reform also have 
an impact on local educational activity as well? 
This research examines the development of ECA in Hong Kong society that ties 
to the important institution of mass education since post-war period. The thesis begins 
with a historical review of the significance of world-wide curricular reform that 
promotes an integrated curriculum which emphasizes students' daily experience as 
part of school based education. To further explain the ideological elements of the 
curricular reform, two sets of data were collected and analyzed. Firstly, three versions 
of official Common-core Curriculum which were initiated at different time points in 
the development process of ECA were compared by adopting a textual analysis. It is 
found that there has been greater emphasis on experiential learning in ECA 
curriculum which is then justified with the needs of a modem participatory society. 
Such a society emphasizes higher applicability of school knowledge to social life and 
thereby the development of individuality. Secondly, the newsletter of Hong Kong 
Extra-curricular Activities Masters' Association has demonstrated a distinct spread of 
this set of modem educational ideologies of participatory citizenship and individuality 
in pubic discourse. Finally, the content analysis presented a picture of the ritualistic 
adaptation of the scientific style and transnational reference in the configuration of 
ECA curriculum. The trend has surpassed the traditional needs of pure technical 
advancement of pedagogy and local policy implernentation as modem functionalism 
would have argued. It is concluded that, the basis of social acceptance to the 
curricular reform which led to the institutionalization of ECA in formal school 
curriculum reflects the globally convergent education discourse viewing education as 
an institution to build upon a scientific and democratic society that centers on cultural 
diversity and human rights. 
摘要
在過往二十年間 ， 香港中學課外活動在教育改革提倡全人教育及多元智能的浪潮











析了兩組文獻。首先，是過往三個版本的官方「共同核心課程 J 0 文本分析發現
官方課程指引持續吸納課外活動的理據，正正在於回應現代社會追求公民主動參





正在於與普世性教育論述接軌 ，視教育為社會實現民主 、科學、 人權的制度。
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1.1 Research Background 
This research studies the emergence of Extra-curricular Activities (ECA) as a 
part of teaching and learning activity in secondary education in Hong Kong for 
various intellectual curiosities. First of all, ECA was first taken as out-of-school 
activities (~*N,~1I§iJJ) and its significance increased as a kind of informal curriculum 
(~FIEtJ[~f~) in Hong Kong mass education, and finally, it became a part of 
curriculum (~f~B~-:g~15J) and co-curricular activities (~~~1I§iJJ). By definition, 
ECA refers to something extra to curriculum, and the effort to promote it as a part of 
the curriculum seems to be paradoxical. Why did ECA expand, in a direction turning 
it in to its antonym? 
The curricular reform to incorporate ECA into the formal curriculum coincides 
with the emergence of the profession of the ECA management. In 1983, Education 
Department called for a conference to review the functions of ECA in mass education 
with school principals and scholars. The official recognition of ECA as informal 
curriculum in this conference inspired a group of enthusiast advocators of ECA to 
found the first teachers' professional association of ECA in Hong Kong, namely Hong 
Kong Extra-curricular Activities Masters Association (HKECAMA). In 1990, the 
association joint venture with the Faculty of Education in The Chinese university of 
Hong Kong to offer Certificate Course of ECA Management as the first of the 
professional certificates introduced in local universities. The course of ECA 
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management also counts for credits in the programs of certificated teachers offered in 
all tertiary institutes in Hong Kong. 
Following the notions of whole-person development and multi-intelligence in 
the waves of education reforms in Hong Kong last two decades, secondary schools 
justify their effectiveness in education by several means, including the promotion of 
ECA. Universities also adopt a new admission criterion to put students' performance 
in ECA into consideration. ECA is now constructed as the building block of formal 
structure of education organizations. Being more influential and indispensable to 
school experience of every schoolchild in Hong Kong, ECA, along with its 
development and expansion in mass education, has been given too little attention in 
the current researches in the field the sociology of education. 
Extra-curricular Activities is a couple of mutually defined concepts with 
curriculum. We need to define what curriculum is at the first place and we know what 
is extra to it. Therefore, the redefinition of extra-curricular activities as co-curricular 
activities involves the problem of redefining curriculum as a whole. Especially, ECA 
is always given a mission to supplement the limited formal classroom teaching to 
promote whole-person development. Perhaps, the incorporation of ECA into formal 
curriculum indeed reflects the full acceptance of the norms of modem ideology of 
individuality in the process of socialization. This research offers an innovative angle 
to study the emergence, formalization and organization of the ECA curriculum in 
Hong Kong. 
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1.2 Defining the Research Objects and Scope 
In the thesis of The Development and Expansion of ECA in Hong Kong 
Secondary Schools, there are two objects that need to be defined: ECA itself and the 
development process of ECA. If the development process of ECA is in a main theme 
of qualitative change, it will inevitably lead to a change in how ECA should be 
defined. In other words, the definition of ECA itself is the result of its development 
and expansion. It is not merely a game of words that sticking to the definition but is 
something essential that deserves intellectual attention, as the changes in the 
definition of ECA, in a large extent, reflects the development process of ECA. The 
implication of the changing and even contradicting definitions of ECA is that, the 
nature of ECA is not intrinsic and it is defined by our social members in a certain 
social condition from time to time. 
1.2.1 The problem of definition and its empirical relevance 
The problems in defining ECA have been discussed in the early work of Robert 
W. Fredrick (1959), The Third Curriculum. He observes, "In the early development, 
'extracurricular-activities' were considered incidental, in fact a dilution of the 
legitimate business of educational institutions. With the growth of leisure in America 
and its attendant problems, educators and social workers and the parents of high 
school youth come to the realization that dances, hobby clubs, dramatics, athletics, 
and sports were not, in fact, extra, but a part of the total education of the young people 
(P.4)" . He further points out, "The extension of this term, which meant originally in 
school use outside the regular, or main, or most desirable activity, called sharp 
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attention to the chief objection to the term" (ibid) . 
The dilemma involved for the educators in defining ECA is to define it as an 
important part of education program, but different from the regular courses of study. 
The idea of the importance of non-study phases of school life was eventually 
expressed in the objection to the use of extra. As Frederick observes (1959:5), "the 
word extra still bothered many teachers, as it still seemed to imply that these activities 
were somehow not quite educational and not quite essential as part of formal 
institutional work." In Hong Kong, this dilemma is often an issue in the discussion of 
ECA (Wm~jC~%f ' 1984; {J~.D)~* ' 1988). The need for further justification as part of 
institution in the developmental process of ECA was eventually exemplified by the 
desirable aim of being a part of curriculum, in spite of the paradoxical results to 
distort the nature of ECA as something non-instrumental and student-oriented ( B BB 
fD .. N~~ , 2000 ; 2006). 
The major concern to the developmental process of ECA is that its nature is 
extra-curricular however in its further development we have to find a way to justify 
ECA as part of formal school curriculum. In this sense, the developmental process of 
ECA is not a mere change in number, but should rather be grasped by its end in 
formalization. By Frederick (1959: chp3), the evolution of ECA in American schools 
was in four stages of development in school establishment: Suppression, Toleration, 
Capitalization (ECA is valued as a kind of capital, or educational resource) and 
Exploration (the motivating force becomes some benefits to the institution the teacher , , 
coach or the administrator in the sponsoring role). The pervious researches of ECA in 
Hong Kong (fflJ BB fD and W ~ ~ , 2000;2006) also recorded similar stages of 
development. It makes empirical sense to define the developmental process of E A 
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mainly as a process of formalization, and the redefinition of ECA will also tell us 
more about this process. 
1.2.2 Definition of Extra-curricular Activities 
The term "Extra-curricular Activities" was first and commonly used in America, 
referring to "the peripheral activities engaged in by students in educational 
institutions" (Fredrick, 1959:4). Many terms have been proposed to substitute ECA 
but no one term has yet received universal acceptance 1. This is simply because of the 
flexible peripheral nature of ECA. It may be hard to define the nature of ECA because 
the development of ECA is changing its nature. However, for analytical purpose, 
certain natures of ECA have to be assumed and so its changes in the developmental 
process can be discussed2 . A reasonable way to define ECA is by its original 
conceptual term, that is the traditional and common understanding of ECA. 
1. Traditional definition 
Dictionary o(Education: Extra-curricular Activities 
"Programs and events, carrying no academic credit, sponsored and 
organized by pupils' or students' organizations or by the educational 
institution, designed to entertain, instruct, and/or provide exercise of 
I Frederick (1959:7) has listed the 13 tenns used to designate "student activities": 1. Extra-curricular 
Activities; 2. Extra-class Activities; 3. Cocurricular Activities; 4. In-formal curriculum; 5. 
Semicurricular Activities; 6. Creative School Activities; 7. Activities; 8. Campus Activities; 9. 
Noncurricular Activities; 10. Allied Activities; 1l. Group Activities; 12. Intercurriculum; 13 . Third 
Curriculum. 
2 Philologically speaking, when we speak of change and development we first assumed certain origin 
and nature. For example, when one says to A "you are changed." it implies that A is still A, but only 
with some changes that did not turn A into not A. How can we tell A is A? It is by the assumed "nature" 
ofA. 
For the relation between development and nature of things, see Popper (1962), The Open Society and 
Its Enemies. Chap l. 
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interests and abilities; subject to some measure of control by the 
institution." 
(Good, 1945:7) 
Following this definition, Frederick (1959: chap. 1) lists four natures of 
"extra-curricular activities": 1) Voluntary participation, 2) No academic credit, 3) 
Sponsorship by school authorities, and 4) Approval by school authorities. The first 
two concepts explain the term extra-, and the next two explain why it is curricular 
because it is still educational and organized by schools authorities. Hinton (1964) also 
adopts this notion in his research on ECA. 
There are many terms used for the similar definition. Fredrick suggests the term 
"school activities" to emphasize the dominant role of students, and in the British 
context "out-of school activities" was used for a very long period of time even in the 
post Second World War period. 
The Third Curriculum: Students Activities 
"Student activities are those school activities voluntarily engaged in 
by students, which have the approval of and are sponsored by the 
faculty and which do not carry credit _ toward promotion and 
graduation" 
(Frederick, 1959:6) 
A Handbook of British Educational Terms: Out-of-School Activities 
"Activities which are carried on by clubs or groups of pupils and 
which are organized by school, but which are carried on out of 
school hours. They include such hobbies as debating as debating, 
music, philately, and chess. The term does not cover team games and 
sports" 
(Bamard and Lauwerys, 1963:142) 
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In Hong Kong, the Chinese term "5*)7}1J§IJJ" has been commonly used ()WJBtjfD 
and jIi~~, 2000) (literally translated as extra-class activities) that since the first 
monograph of ECA in China3. The British term "out-of-school activities" was used in 
the first government document related to ECA in Hong Kong, A Report on 
Government Expenditure of Education by N.G. Fisher in 19504• Since the notion of 
"extra-curricular activities" has been officially adopted in Hong Kong Education 
System (Govt. Secretariat, Hong Kong Government, 1981: 7.24)5, it was used to refer 
to "5*)7}1J§IJJ" in government documents. In the guidelines of Cross-curricular 
Studies in 1980s (civil, moral, sex and environmental education) 6 and Common-core 
Curriculum( ~ rnJ *~ ) [;\ 5* t~ ) 7 in 1992, ECA is taken as "a kind of informal 
curriculum" . 
"Extra-curricular Activities" was not clearly defined in these early government 
documents. It was taken as "the cultural, recreational and sporting activities 
complementary to the curriculum" (Govt. Secretariat, Hong Kong Government, 1981: 
7.24) and the notion of "informal curriculum" was also not clearly defined but only 
with the emphasis that it was extra to the regular course8. This ambiguity shows the 
peripheral nature of ECA at its early stage of development. The conception of ECA 
originally made in Hong Kong has the same four natures proposed by Fredrick (1959: 
chap. 1). 
3 
4 In A Handbook of British Educational Terms (Bamard and Lauwerys, 1963), "extra-curricular 
activities" is not found while "out-of-school activities" is instead used. This means the term commonly 
used in the British context in early period should rather be "out-of-school activities". Very likely, the 
term "extra-curricular activities" was first commonly used in an American context. 
S In the Chinese version, "Extra-curricular Activities" is translated as "~*5}15jJJ". 
6 See General Guidelines on Moral Education in Schools (Education Department, 1981), Guidelines 
on civic education in schools (CDC, 1985) and Guidelines on environmental education in schools 
(CDC, 1986). 
7 Guide to the Secondary 1 to 5 Curriculum (Curriculum Development Council, 1992) 
8 See note 6 and 7. 
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2. Reformist definition (form Extra- to Co- curricular Activities) 
Guidelines on Extra-curricular Activities in Schools: Extra-curricular Activities 
"Extra-curricular activities (ECA) are activities that take place 
outside regular class teaching and yet are related to student learning. 
As such, they fall within the scope of the school curriculum." 
(Education Department, 1997: 1 ) 
Basic Education Curriculum Guide: Co-curricular Activities 
"Co-curricular Activities: Activities that provide students with 
learning experiences to be gained inside or outside the classroom, 
including the actual environment in the community and work places. 
Traditionally known as extra-curricular activities, they form an 
integral part of the school curriculum complementing the formal 
classroom learning." 
(CDC, 2002: Glossary) 
ECA was still defined as "outside of the regular classroom" in 1997, but the 
emphasis of being "related to student learning" and "falls in the scope of school 
curriculum" (Education Department, 1997: 1) reflected the trend of its formalization. 
In 2002, ECA was defined in the new curriculum issued as "Co-curricular-Activities" 
("~~~~1J5i}]"in Chinese9). It further extended the scope of ECA from "informal 
curriculum" (CDC, 1992) to regular courses, and even to the community outside 
school. "Co-curricular Activities" was also defined as an important means to 
implement "Life-wide Learning" (~15 {1I~~), which referred to "a strategy that 
aims to move student learning beyond the classroom into other learning contexts" 1 o. 
9 The Chinese term "~~~ li*$'jJ" was originated in Taiwan to refer to the English term "Co-curricular 
activities" which is used in America to emphasizes the relation between student activities and regular 
course. Source: personal interview with ~-*t~tl[ (2004. 9.15), the founding chairman of HKECA 
Masters' Association (W~~:9}$'jJ±{I:thbtf) . 
10 In the Basic Education Guide issued by CDC (2002), concept of subjects is replaced by Key 
Learning Areas the in school curriculum. Besides, Co-curricular Activities and ECA are defined as the 
Life-wide Learning program in the Key Learning Area Curriculum Guide of all these eight Key 
Learning Areas. Source: http://www.edb.gov.hkJindex.aspx?nodeid=3759&langno= 1 Webpage of 
Education Bureau 
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Classroom activities and teaching activities after class were also included in ECA with 
this new definition. The non-study nature of ECA was twisted into another extreme, in 
a sense that it is all about learning. The incorporation of ECA into formal classroom 
teaching inevitably changed its nature of voluntary participation and no academic 
credit. 
These changes in the nature of ECA were by no means justified with the 
pedagogical or intellectual reasons in the science of education. Indeed, the adoption of 
the term Co-curricular Activities in Hong Kong education system was in some sense 
random. It was even not well accepted to identify Co-curricular Activities with ECA 
or formal classroom experience in the field of education in America (where this term 
originated) : 
The Greenwood Dictionary of Education: Co-curricular activities 
"Noncredit academic endeavors constructed by student organizations 
outside of classroom efforts which promote in-class learning (e.g., 
language clubs, student publications, moot court, and mock trial 
organizations, etc.)." 
(Collins III and O'Brien, 2003:60) 
The Greenwood Dictionary of Education: Extra-curricular activities 
"Student organization pursuits which may be social, athletic, or 
avocational (e.g., sororities, basketball teams, chess clubs, etc.)." 
(Collins III and O'Brien, 2003:135) 
In this definition ECA and Co-curricular Activities were both noncredit and 
organized by student organizations. Co-curricular Activities were then distinguished 
for its academic purpose from ECA. This was totally different from the governmental 
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one in Hong Kong which was more radical to take ECA fully as a part of the 
institution. Why was a more radical definition accepted in Hong Kong but not this one? 
So what is the nature of ECA? It should be remembered that in the Fredrick's work 
(1959), Co-curricular Activities were merely one of the alternatives to designate ECA 
or student activities (Fredrick 1959:7; see note 1). At that time this term was not 
conceived as to refer ECA to something else, and people used it in the traditional 
meaning. So it is not about the terminology of "extra-/co-"to make things different, 
rather, it is the reason and condition that people make different conceptions to these 
wordings. 
1.3 The Sociological Perspective 
The intention of the research is not to judge which definition of ECA is correct or 
more reasonable, as it is the problem for the educators and scholars in the field of 
educational policy, to discuss whether we cherish freedom or recognition in ECA as to 
which will be most beneficial for education system. In this context, sociologists are 
mainly interested in why and how society thinks and reacts to the evolving 
development in the education system in Hong Kong. 
When the development of ECA is taken as a process to define ECA as a part of 
institution of education, this becomes about the social acceptance of ECA, and thus 
should be appropriated from a sociological perspective. Students' participation in 
ECA becomes functional and necessary in order to fulfill the role expectations of the 
system. For a private sector or a university, ECA becomes a criterion in recruitment. 
For the government, it acts properly to promote ECA in education reforms. The 
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implication of ECA as a part of institution may vary for different social actors 
(individuals, state and intermediate organizations like schools).Social actors are the 
unit of social actions that has a meaning and directed at other humans and induces 
responds, and involves interaction and interpretation of meaning. Institution does not 
consist of physical elements and it does exist as social facts in the inter-subjectivity of 
social actors who act on the base of meaning and interpretation (Berger and 
Luckmann, 1966). 
The incorporation of ECA in the formal structure of schools concerns not only 
daily experience of teachers and students. It involves the policy of the government 
(state) and implementation of schools (organizations). Teachers and students are the 
objects of these policies and system but the rationale of these actions is inevitably 
based on the social opinion of them. As a premise, all these social actors involve in 
the incorporation of ECA in school formal structure must in a consensus of why we 
should promote ECA and how does ECA function for our schooling process. So how 
do our social actors come to value ECA as a significantly important activity in the 
schoolip.g process while it has been considered as something not essential? This is 
about the value~ of social actors and is about changes in these conceptual and 
ideological meanings. This is about, as discussed in this thesis, the meaning and 
cognitive system and the related complex within the social structure of modem 
societies. 
1.4 The Organization of Thesis 
To tickle the question I raised above concerning why and how social members 
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come to consensus to promote ECA as the formal structure of school system, I 
organize the thesis in the following approach. 
Chapter 2 introduces vanous kinds of sociological theories that could have 
analyzed the development of ECA. The applicability and limitations of two major 
research traditions in the sociology of education, namely functionalism and conflict 
perspective, will be further discussed. These theories and researches regard 
curriculum and school system as a logical consequence of social changes in modem 
societies, such as the technical advancement in economic development, the 
reproduction of capitalist system and the middle class domination. In this sense, social 
members come to consensus to promote ECA just for their social position and the 
development level their society is at. Chapter 2 will also introduce the alternative 
theoretical model I propose in this thesis, namely the sociological intuitionalism or the 
institutional theory of education. In this theoretical perspective, policy makers and 
their followers at the local level of global community are rather directed by the 
universally diffused ideologies of education reform, in realizing a democratic and 
scientific modem society with exemplary models of school curriculum on a 
transnational basis. 
So how does the Hong Kong society come to the consensus to promote ECA as 
an integral part of curriculum reform? Serial research questions will be raised to direct 
the study to examine the implications of the curriculum reform took place in Hong 
Kong. These questions question if the ECA reform consistently reflects the demands 
of the government and capitalists for patriotism and economic production as the 
functionalistic and conflict theory would have suggested. 
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Chapter 3 introduces the methodology I adopt in this thesis. It accounts for the 
method I use in analyzing the documents in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. The temporal stages 
and coding scheme of the textual analysis and content analysis on the three versions 
of official school curriculum and the newsletter of the analysis on Hong Kong 
Extra-curricular Activities Masters' Association will be discussed. 
Chapter 4 summaries the second documentary search for the brief history of the 
development of ECA in Hong Kong society and school system .It presents a historical 
review of the significance of world-wide curricular reform that promotes an integrated 
curriculum which emphasizes students' daily experience as part of school based 
education, providing necessary empirical basis for the discussion of Hong Kong case. 
Chapter 5 and 6 further explain the ideological elements of the curricular 
reform. Two sets of data are collected and analyzed. Chapter 5 presents a textual 
analysis comparing three versions of official Common-core Curriculum which were 
initiated at different time points in the development process of ECA. That shows a 
strong ~orrelation between the incorporation of ECA in official school curriculum and 
a set of modem ~ducational ideologies of participatory citizenship and individuality. 
In Chapter 6, the analysis on the newsletter of Hong Kong Extra-curricular Activities 
Masters' Association demonstrates a distinct spread of this set of modem educational 
ideologies. This thesis attempts to argue, the influence of economic and technical 
advancement and the domination of government and the middle upper class in 
determining curricular making are not as permanently strong as the traditional 
theories of functionalism and conflict perspective would have suggested. 
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Chapter 2 
Theoretical Framework and Research Questions 
2.1 Current Theories and Research Studies 
To tackle the problem of establishing ECA as part of Hong Kong formal school 
curriculum from a sociological perspective, this chapter will review the relevant 
theoretical discussion in relation to sociology of education. 
2.1.1 The basic model: the functionalist account of modern mass education 
Functionalism believes that modem education is to promote equality, justice and 
efficiency in modem capitalist society (Grusky et., 1994: 39-54). School is the major 
agent of socialization transmitting common modem values and skills into children 
facilitating them to perform their adult roles properly. In a fair competition system, 
selection of individuals to respective social positions is based on ones' merit rather 
than his/her ascribed status, so that individual citizen will fit in the social structure in 
order to maximize its highest efficiency. This effective selection and socialization will 
bring along the social progress towards an egalitarian and just society (Sadovnik, 
2001: 17). 
In modem societies, there are highly differentiated and specialized roles and 
associated skills and values. Organic solidarity is a form of social order refers to 
social integration based on the difference and interdependence of social members in 
modem_ societies. In an increasingly specialized and diversified society, education 
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bears an important mission to socialize individuals with modem values and skills that 
maintain the integration of social system (Karabel and Hasley, 1977, P.l 0-11). 
Following these notions, functional theorists claim that the development of 
curricula is indeed a response to the development of society1} . The complexity of the 
society in continuous social-economic development generates more duties for the 
education system. To make individuals effective adults in modem societies through 
rational educational programs, mass education in every society needs to promote new 
curriculum to increase their effectiveness. Functionalists presume that equilibrium of 
social system can only be maintained by the means-end consistency, and the existence 
of building blocks of current system implies certain functions (F einberg and Soltis, 
1992: Chap. 2). The institutionalization of ECA into mass school curriculum is just 
one of the many cases of functional equilibrium. 
This view is expressed in the Education Blueprint for the 21st Century Review of 
Education system: Reform proposals (Hong Kong Education Commission, 2000), 
which can be regarded as the manifesto of education reform of Hong Kong 
government: 
"Education holds the key to the all-round development of a person 
and prepares him/her for work and life. Education nurtures talents 
for the society and promotes its prosperity and progress. In an 
ever-changing society, it is imperative that our education system 
keeps pace with the times and be responsive to the needs of 
learners." (1.1) 
"Meanwhile, our economy IS also undergoing structural changes. 
J J Human Capital Theory (Schultz, 1968) 
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Hong Kong has long passed the stage of competing through low 
wages, and is steadily moving up the ladder of value-addedness. A 
knowledge-based economy is taking shape quickly. Hong Kong's 
future development will depend on whether we are able to harness 
new technologies, develop new industries, new business strategies 
and new operating modes, and whether we have people who are 
nimble and creative." (1.8) 
"In the new millennium, we must adopt a broader definition for 
education in order that students are able to develop multiple abilities. 
Activities that take place inside and outside the classroom contribute 
equally to an all-round education." (3.10) 
F or the reformers, the relation between ECA and the new educational goals such 
as multi-intelligence and leadership training are formulated in this functionalistic 
view. The emergence of ECA in mass education and its curricula such as "activities 
that take place outside the classroom" (Hong Kong Education Commission, 
2000:3.1 0) is to socialize our school children with the required skills for the effective 
adults in our ever-advanced society and economy. 
2.1.2 Counter currents: critical theory o/modern mass education 
The world view from conflict perspective, however, takes a critical stand towards 
modem society. The division of labor in society is not disinterested and desirable, but 
is an order distorted by the interest of the powerful few. The hierarchical social 
structure is the result of domination of ruling class and competition of status group 
rather than the consent of all. Education is just a component of this established order. 
Neo-Marxists basically deem that school is the "ideological apparatus" (Althusser, 
1972) for cultural and ideological reproduction that strengthens the world view and 
interesLof the dominant class (Apple, 1982). 
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1. Allocation Theory and Status-Group Competition 
Allocation theory (Collins, 1971) suspects that there is no proof of the actual 
effectiveness of education that curricular development increases productivity of 
individuals and fulfills educational goals. To Collins, education has no any real effect 
in values or skills transmission, but functions as a legitimation to the discriminated 
allocation of social status, power and wealth according to individuals' achievement in 
education. So what is the function of education? Collins conceives educational 
certificate as a status symbol more than a credit for real competence and it is certified 
by the dominant status groups. He argues that education serves for the reproduction of 
social hierarchy by selection rather than socialization, that dominant class may utilize 
the allocation function of education to reinforce their dominance (Collins, 1979). 
In this view, what is taught in school is unimportant and is irrelevant to the future 
role of a student. Instead, education socializes individuals with the role which it is 
chartered to be assigned to them, that individuals tend to adopt qualities appropriate to 
the roles and expectations which their educational status ensures (Clark, 1970; see 
also Rosenbaum, 1976; 1978). This theory is valid to the case of ECA in prestigious 
elite schools in Hong Kong. My pervious research ({)~BfD, 2003) studies on the 
structure of joint school competition between the prestigious elite schools in Hong 
Kong, found that there is an exclusion to students from mediocre schools by a "status 
culture" (Collins, 1977) which emphasizes self-assurance and independence of 
individual. According to the notion of allocation theory, ECA in the schooling process 
is to nurture the status culture of students, that the participation of students in these 
extra-curricular activities is to confirm their elite role expectation. 
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This explanation is not satisfactory when we notice that ECA was expanding 
from the few prestigious elite schools to all schools in Hong Kong as part of the 
institution. If this is about the socialization of status culture, what "status culture" is 
going to nurture through ECA for the students other than the elite class? 
2. Correspondence and Cultural Reproduction Theory 
According to Bowles and Ginits (1976), modem mass education reproduces the 
social relations of production. Education transmits appropriate values for members 
from different strata of hierarchy and reproduces class structures. For example, 
students from the working class are taught to respect discipline of work, which 
emphasizes role learning and passive obedience, and the elite students are taught with 
aspiration, knowledge and skills that emphasize personal autonomy for leadership 
position (Hickox, 1982). The differentiation in characteristics for the subordinates and 
managerial class in workplace is resulted from the rules of correspondence in 
education. ECA, which emphasizes leadership and independence of students, can be 
taken as the means to nurture status culture. 
The phenomenon that ECA is given more emphasis in prestigious elite schools in 
Hong Kong than ordinary schools 12 confirms the notion of cultural reproduction 
despite it helps to a small scale for students entering university until the last decade in 
Hong Kong. The influence of class background on students' access to ECA has been 
shown in some pervious local researches about ECA ({J~t)~~, 1988). My previous 
research ({J~ ~ tD, 2003) also found that lower class students present a more 
dependent and passive attitude than middle class students in ECA. This is to suggest 
12 ~~EA¥&tx~~R§C~ (1994) 0 .:SAtftfJ}!Jt 0 ~~ : EA¥&tfj~Rff!± 0 
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that ECA is less accessible to working class students than middle class students, and it 
makes education different for students from different class backgrounds. In other 
words, they are modeled by different types of class culture. Then, why does the 
official curriculum incorporate ECA to force all students, including those from 
working class to participate? Correspondent theory may explain the variation in 
performance of students in ECA from different class backgrounds, but it is far from 
adequate to explain the expansion of ECA in mass education. 
Bourdieu (1977) suggests that curriculum indeed is a reflection of middle class 
interest and cultural hegemony. He argues the function of school is to legitimatize the 
high form culture by its authority over the lower class students. Since "first 
pedagogy" in the middle class families is transferable to "second pedagogy" in 
schools, middle class students who are rooted in high form culture are guaranteed to 
be winners. For Bourdieu, education is the "re-conversion strategy" for middle class 
parents to transfer their economic, social and cultural capital to their children. 
Although "institutional cultural capital" (certificate and degree) and "embodied 
cultural capital" (knowledge, aesthetic sense and disposition) are less important than 
economic capital. in the class reproduction, it serves as a field of social life to express 
"distinction" (Bourdieu, 1984) and these cultural capital will indirectly transfer into 
wealth, social network and social status. Besides economic capital, class boundary is 
also drawn by ones' procession of cultural capital, and education is the field where 
this mechanism of class reproduction takes place. 
In this view, there is a hidden agenda for the elite or dominant class to organize 
curriculum according to their interest. New curriculum in this sense reflects the 
"re-conversion strategy" of middle class. The investment in ECA of middle class 
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parents on their children can be taken as the accumulation of cultural capital (artistic 
sense and disposition).When ECA becomes part of the curriculum, there is a higher 
threshold requiring more cultural capital debarring the lower class students from high 
school attainment. This makes sense of the fact that ECA was incorporated into 
formal school curriculum and assessment for all students. 
Contrary to the allocation theory, the approach of critical theory takes education 
as something productive, since the effectiveness of school socialization depends on 
the students' class background. The actions and strategies of individuals in this social 
structure are already pre-determined, the design of curriculum is also of no exception 
to reflect this structure. 
3. Resistance Theory and Critical IRadical Pedagogy 
Apple (1982) argues both school and state are the "contested terrain" that 
involves constant conflicts and negotiations between different classes. Even though 
schools must operate within a set of rules given by the state governing body, there are 
rooms for the schooling system to resist the hegemonic domination of the mainstream 
ideologies determined by the state. Schools serve as a safe and open environment in 
which students can contradict these expected norms and dispositions. Eventually 
students will carry these learnt skills and could potentially challenge the hierarchical 
power relation exist in society. 
Giroux (1983) proposes a radical pedagogy as the means of resistance to the 
establishment instead of individual disobedience. Teachers have the ability and the 
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responsibility to develop this radical pedagogy as this will encourage students to be 
critical towards the establishment yet maintain a practical footing in the mainstream. 
He argues this self-marginalized approach against mainstream ideologies will only 
inhibit this group of people's chances of challenging and changing the establishment 
since they lack economic resources and have stopped developing and learning 
relevant skills after dropping out the system. 
The development of ECA can be taken as a chance to develop radical pedagogy, 
as it provides room for students to develop their own social experience and world 
views apart from the practice for public examination. However, this is a normative 
issue and does not help to understand the expansion of ECA in mass education. 
Actually, why do teachers promote ECA in Hong Kong? The background of 
advocators of ECA in schools points out the possible answer. In the early period of 
institutionalization of ECA (1980s), teachers were the participants of social and 
student movements in 1960s and 1970s 13 . When they became teachers, their 
experie~ce and enthusiasm in activity organization may drive them to organize ECA 
as a pursuit of th~ir education ideals. However, their effort seems to be inadequate to 
explain why ECA is accepted as part of the institution. Later on, what is it like when 
the position of ECA coordinators is instituted in the school establishment? Is it 
possible to take ECA as radical pedagogy again? Or more likely, ECA is taken as the 
means to fulfill the missions of schools which are given by the government? To 
discuss the intention of the advocators, we should further analyze their publication as 
kind of their discourse in ECA (it will be discussed in chapter 6). 
13 Personal interview with ~* 1~ tli (2005.9.15), the founding chairman of HKECA Masters' 
Association (w1m~*j}$IJJ±' f±ta~) 
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4. Sociology of Knowledge 
For the issue of curricular reform, the above-mentioned notions seem to be too 
general to tackle the problem of how the curriculum is organized. The expansion of 
ECA involves a transformation in the paradigm of curriculum. The basic conception 
of curriculum must be changed to integrate instruction activities which are not clearly 
defined with traditional subject categories. For some sociologists, this is about the 
relationship between curricular organization and social structure. 
Bemstein develops the theory of language codes (1977) to explain the structural 
advantages of middle class students. "Restricted code" refers to particularistic and 
context-based way of expression and thinking of working class students; while 
"elaborated code" enables middle class students to think and express In a 
universalistic way which IS abstract and context-free. Formal education requIres 
elaborated codes to success, but one's language code is developed in family. The 
family structure of middle class families is "personal", emphasizing reason and 
individuality of children in communication, while the "positional" one of the working 
class is based on order and authority of parents. Working-class school children are 
thus structurally disadvantaged in schools as their language code developed in family 
does not fit with the language code that is used in schools, favoring middle class. 
This view is also taken in his analysis of curriculum. He suggests (1971) the 
reform of curriculum indeed is a shrift of educational knowledge codes from 
"collection" (strong classification and framing) to "intergraded codes" (weak 
classification and framing). He analyses curriculum with two concepts: 
"classification" (the strength of insulation between subject categories) and "framing" 
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(the degree of control of pedagogy to teachers and students). Strong classification of 
curriculum refers to the distinctive boundary of traditional academic subjects, and 
weak classification refers to a more integrated form of curricular organization. Strong 
framing refers to the limited subject options and the weak one implies more freedom. 
In the new curriculum with little control and less boundary, middle class students with 
elaborated codes are more adapted, because they are used to communicate and reason 
with authority, express themselves and make personal choice in a more elaborated 
situation. 
The expansion of ECA in curriculum can be taken as a shift to "integrated codes" 
because it brings more pedagogical freedom. Bemstein argues the new curriculum 
represents the social evolution from mechanic to organic solidarity which is based on 
heterogeneity (functional complement of social members with different values and 
skills). This evolution is a trend in modern societies and the middle class prevails in 
this trend because their cognitive properties fit with the new forms of social 
organization. The new curriculum in this sense is productive to cope with the 
evolutio~ of society, but class inequality is an inevitable result of this trend. 
So generally speaking, critical theories of education do not fully rebut the 
functionalistic view in spite of its own effort in exploring the problems of inequality 
and power relation in education which have been neglected. If the relationship 
between curricular organization and social structure is further looked into, certain 
progress related to the evaluation of society is undeniable for the critical theorists 
such as Bernstein. 
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2.2 Limitations of the Current Theories 
Effectiveness and legitimacy of curricular development are the two identified 
themes of this traditional debate in sociology of education. Conflict theorists suspect 
that education cannot be equally effective to every individual to make a fair 
competition, and they claim that fair competition is only an illusion that wins consent 
over the dominated for the advantages of the dominant class. However, if education is 
not equally effective to every individual to provide a common ground of 
legitimization in the first place, how can it be possible to gain legitimacy? Conflict 
theory is not able to answer these questions, nor can the functionalistic one. These 
mainstream theories also neglect one crucial question: why did our society gradually 
accept ECA as part of core training in the formal school curriculum? If ECA is part of 
the integral attribute that functions for the maintenance or advancement of either 
normative need or prescribed /privileged status of the curriculum, we might also need 
to examine how theses functional attributes have functioned ideologically in the 
schooling process. 
Functionalistic view towards ECA itself is the justification of ECA. It can be said 
that ECA is incorporated into the formal school curriculum because this view is 
accepted. Institution takes a social process to consolidate, especially when it is known 
that ECA was not taken for granted as part of the institution just a few decades ago. If 
the functions of ECA are the only legitimation of its incorporation into formal school 
curriculum, it could have processed faster, or later than it did. Therefore to explain the 
social conditions making our social actors believe in the functions of ECA is more 
critical to the problem. It is more critical to explain the social conditions which 
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convince the social actors the functions of ECA. The question to functionalists should 
rather be under what social condition the functionalistic view is accepted. 
F or the conflict theorists, they do not deny functions, because they still speak of 
the functions for few. When they take the capitalist logic, class-based interest or the 
privileged few as the origin of existing suppressive order, they are still taking a 
functionalistic view for the origin of system, that the existence of the subsystem is for 
certain functions to maintain system such as class reproduction of capitalist society in 
schools. The only thing this view differs from the functionalism is that, they do not 
think the functions they observe in the system are legitimate under the modem 
ideologies of quality and freedom. The question to the conflict theorists should be 
why the system sustains in spite of these illegitimate functions. If the "false 
consciousness" (Eagleton, 1991) is the case, we still need to discuss the social origin 
of this common ground. 
Function (productivity) and social reproduction (distinction) are thus inadequate 
to acco~nt for the origin and presence of curriculum. Since it is almost impossible to 
evaluate the effe~tiveness of curricular reform, curricular studies tend to place the 
inquiry in a "normative frame" and relate it to the issues of inequality and power 
relation (Meyer et. aI, 1992:22). The uncertainty in the effectiveness of education 
makes allocating effect the only function that is sure to take place. The only issue of 
unequal distribution of wealth, status and power can only be taken with their 
theoretical presupposition of the origin of system. The restricted stand of conflict 
theorists is the reproduction of the unequal order, while the functionalists can only 
justify the system with function of competition. 
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2.2.1 Facts unexplained 
Despite the efforts conflict theorists counterbalancing the simple progressive 
view towards modem society and mass education, their own explanation is still far 
from a satisfactory one. If the expansion of ECA in mass education is merely a 
response to the ever-higher social-economic complexity or to the cultural hegemony 
of the dominant, therefore some facts could hardly be explained 
At the very beginning of emergence of ECA, there was a kind of "out-of school 
activities" but not part of the curriculum (JtDBEfD ' W~~: 2000). IfECA has always 
favored the dominant class, then why did the ruling elites wait for such a long period 
of time to initiate this change in curriculum to ensure ECA is accepted in the 
curriculum? 
It was an impulsive and spontaneous expanSIon of ECA in H.K. secondary 
school in 1980 's just after the introduction of 9-year compulsory education ({}~ t)j~ , 
1988 :72). It was not restricted to the elite schools but was an isomorphic change 
across all schools. Previous local studies ({)~tJ~~ , 1988: chap. 1) also indicated that 
social-economic status affects only the students ' access of ECA but not their 
aspirations. If ECA is only a class issue, why do school children from different classes 
have the same aspiration towards ECA? 
Finally, our society was ever-fervent in the curricular reform in spite of its 
inefficiency in implementation. Since the promotion of new teaching strategies in the 
student-oriented approach in 1980s, a general failure of its implementation in class 
rooms has been reported in the local researches (Morris, 1990: chap 2; {)~W~ " wAAJi 
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. ' ~~~1~' tJ3:P1*' ~*{~ ~ , JWJ~BA ' 1997). While it is not guaranteed to be efficient 
and practical to reform the curriculum with ECA, ECA were still increasingly 
accepted in our school curriculum. If function is the only legitimation, it is difficult to 
explain why ECA were legitimized. Rather, there should be a common ground that 
legitimizes ECA regardless of its actual functions which are still in doubt. 
2.3 The Alternative Model: Sociological Institutionalism 
In the curricular research of sociological institutional ism at the world level, a 
global union since post-war period in the subject organization, curricular categories, 
as well as some major topics of content has been shown (e.g. the global expansion of 
science and social studies). Surprisingly, the ideologies in this "universal curriculum" 
place emphasis on equality, human rights and rationality (Rauner, 1998; Frank et aI., 
1995; Meyer et aI, 1992). This ideology forces the researchers to question if the 
curriculum construction has always been governed by the drive to preserve capital 
power and class domination, then according to "universal curriculum", the legitimacy 
capitalist system ,will be weakened. If the configuration of curriculum is merely a 
response to the local interest and history, then the ideology of the universal curriculum 
should be irrelevant. In order to grasp the origin and configuration of curriculum, 
Meyer and his colleagues raised a set of different questions and offered an alternative 
perspective to the traditional debate in the sociology of education (Meyer al et., 1992), 
why did a curriculum change into a specific form at a particular point in time? That is, 
what kind of social structure or social force occurred that inspired these changes? 
The basic perception of sociological institutional ism on modem mass education 
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is rather originated in the Weberian tradition: the spread of mass education from the 
West to the globe in post-war period is indeed a part of the project of modem 
rationalistic culture construction (Meyer et aI., 1992). This is a universal institutional 
process of rationalization-to organize individual and society in the culture of 
"instrumental rationality" (Meyer and Jepperson, 2000). In this process, rationalistic 
culture diffuses into all aspects of society and rationalizes the relationship of 
individual and its environment (from family, society, state to the globe). The 
consequence of this process is the emergence of a universal model of individual and 
society, namely modern society, and modem rationalistic culture is the self-indicating 
idioms of modem society in its mass education (Meyer and McEneaney, 2000). 
2.3.1 Basic arguments: universal ideologies as the institutional environment of 
curriculum making 
Schools as organizations operate on the logic of survival (Meyer and Scott, 1992: 
Chap 1). In modem society it becomes an organizational myth to adopt and subject to 
a formal structure for these institutional organizations to generate support from the 
general public. In order to cement the organization's legitimacy and continuing 
support from its benefactors, inspection is ritually exercised according to these formal 
structures to ensure these organizations operate on a uniform environment across the 
board, as a ceremony to the rationality of modem institutional organizations. This 
view argues, "Independent of the productive efficiency, organization which exists in a 
highly elaborated institutional environment succeeds in becoming isomorphic with 
these environments and gain the legitimacy and resources needed to survival" (ibid: 
34). 
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Curriculum, which defines the goals and content of teaching activities in schools, 
is the formal structure of mass education system. Following the idea of sociological 
institutionalism, curriculum as the formal structure of schools reflects isomorphic 
adoption of some standards to promote legitimacy. The universal modem ideologies, 
as highly accepted cultural frames of modem societies, constitute the institutional 
environment of schools and its formal structure. ECA is incorporated into curriculum 
in such contexts of curricular making. By sociological institutionalism, the basic 
themes of modem ideologies can be taken as follow. 
1. Rationalistic culture and universal model of individual and society 
Meyer and Jerpperson (2000: 100) refer "rationalization" to "the cultural account 
of society and its environment in terms of articulated, unified, integrated, 
universalized, and causally and logically structured schemes (Weber, 1927; Parsons, 
1996; Kalberg, 1994)". 14 This rationalistic culture diffuses into all aspects of society, 
from family, society, state to the global society, individual and his or her environment 
are rati~nally conceptualized as a single system that each part is interdependent. 
Individual is assigned with different roles, responsibility and rights. As a result, the 
relationship between individual and society is rationalized with the scheme of 
"state-citizen" (Ho, 2004: chap. 1). 
14 Meyer and Jerpperson (2000: 103) suggest, 'In Western culture, nature is tamed and demystified 
through the extraordinary development, expansion, and authority of science. Nature is presented by 
elaborate lawfully defined entities set in imagined lawful relation to each other; the laws involved are 
held to be universally binding rather than cultural-specific. More and more domains are incorporated 
over time into this cognitive system: psyches, elements of human society ... or human behavior 
previously seen an arbitrary is given analysis in terms of psychological , medical, or environmental 
bases. Responsive individual and social actors are to take scientific knowledge into account in their 
activities; in fact, doing so becomes, in an ever-broadening array of world regions, a desideratum of 
rational behaviors.' 
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Rationalization of society constitutes the actor-hood of state which is responsible 
for the development programs of society (e.g. economic modernization, political 
democracy, and social progress). Since these programs demand the effort and 
involvement of individuals, individuals are celebrated for their role as citizen to 
contribute in the development of society. Yet, the goals of these developmental 
programs are the well being of all individuals. In this sense, the existential rationale of 
state is celebrated by its effectiveness to promote collective interests of individual 
citizens. Individual is not only the means to achieve the end of society but in itself the 
end of society. Individual and society legitimatize each other by this rational 
interdependency (Ho, 2004: 17). 
During the post-war period, the new wave of globalization and decolonization 
ascended the locus of legitimacy of society from individual nation-states to the 
transnational community. Instead, the international organizations are highly 
legitimated to speak in the social and political issues for the universal values of 
human rights and environment protection (Jacobson, 1996). Individuals' qualities and 
rights have also expanded from nation-bounded citizenship to transnational 
endowment of human rights (Soysol, 1994; Rauner, 1998). 
2. The pursuit of modernity in the cultural form of science and world model 
The scheme of modem rationality defines not only the shared goal of progress in 
social modernization and rationality, but also the proper means to achieve it. The 
institution of science and the isomorphism among nation states are some of the 
mechanisms to pursue modernity by modem societies. 
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In modem societies, science is given the highest authority to the truth because of 
the prevalence of the ideology of rationalistic culture. The "cultural account of society 
and its environment in terms of articulated, unified, integrated, universalized, and 
causally and logically structured schemes" (Meyer and Jerpperson, 2000: 1 00) makes 
science the only legitimate form of social action: 
" .... the authoritative voice of sciences and professions stems from the 
posture of pure other-hood; that is, from their claim to speak for wider 
truths and standards, beyond and local situation or interests (Meyer 
1994a) ... The prestige and authority of this form of agency become 
explicable if we explicitly recognize the dependence of modem 
actor-hood on a rationalized culture of nature and moral law. The 
carriers of this law can be seen as crucial authorities in the 
maintenance of actor-hood. If fostering the actor-hood of states, 
organization, and individuals is a crucial desideratum in the modem 
system, the consultants who help actors do so are prized authorities 
(Brunsson 1989; Meyer 1994a)." 
(Meyer and Jepperson 2000: 108) 
As a result, there is a global trend of institutionalization of science into every 
aspects <?f social life: 
" .... the wider cognitive cultural frames make up institutions such as 
science, and that these frames structure the identities and activities of 
such social subunits as national state. Global cultural frames, 
prominently including science, shape national cultures ... Further, the 
science involved speaks with authority to the full range of topics 
recognized in the modem system. Not only are some traditional 
technical issues involved, but so are the details of family and sexual 
relations; physical, psychological, and social health; economic, 
organizational and political management; and so on. Almost all public 
issues now involve scientific testimony and evidence, from prenatal 
life (for example, the abortion question) to the definition of death (for 
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example, the euthanasia debate)." 
(Drori, Meyer, Ramirez and Schofer 2003:7-8) 
Social modernization is also a global trend that entrenched on the isomorphism 
among nation states. The concept of isomorphism as the mechanism constructing 
modem societies has been discussed in the early work of Benedict Anderson (1983) 
on the origin of modem notions and nationalism, namely Imagined Communities: 
reflections on the origin and spread of nationalism. Anderson suggests nation state is 
the only legitimate form of polity for local societies to act for their sovereignty. The 
implication is simply that, a local society must legitimatize itself with the properties 
defining a nation state in order to be accepted as a proper member of the global 
community. In this isomorphism, the proper form of social, economic and political 
organization for a nation state is defined with the established and well-accepted model 
among nations. 
The isomorphism among nation states shapes not only the shared goals of 
progress and modernization but also the proper means to achieve them, including 
mass education and curricula as the building blocks of a normal modem society: 
" .. .it is likely that there is uncertainty and ambiguity about whether 
and why mass education makes sense, and what curricular content 
would lead to the distinct national goals ... Perhaps, in this situation of 
uncertainty, curriculum policy makers tend to copy authoritative, wise 
or exemplary practices of model states or educational curricula might 
simply be a function or rhetorics or practices in dominant countries, or 
of ideologies developed by educational professionals in such locales. 
This would definitely generate curricular homogeneity 
internationall y." 
(Meyer et. aI, 1992:8) 
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F or sociological institutionalism, these imagined communities of notion states 
are a rational system, that the role of the state is rationally defined. In the rational 
scheme of state, mass education and its curricular reforms bear the shared mission to 
realize the project of modernization. However, the cost-effectiveness of education can 
never be clearly defined and this uncertainty of individual states has to be resolved in 
the global convergence of curriculum in organization and ideologies. This is, the 
alternative of individual nation states is restricted to the shared world model 
curriculum under the logic of isomorphism. For example, it is inconceivable that a 
nation from the periphery in the world system initiates a new curriculum without any 
justification by its similarity to the established model in the developed countries. 
2.3.2 Ideological themes in modern education 
Some researchers in the research tradition of critical theory do not deny that 
education reforms sharing common features in individual countries are responses to 
globalization. They regard the coercive capitalist ideologies in education as a global 
phenomenon. Fo~ them, the common theme in the universal education reform is about 
"instrumental economics" and "quasi-market mechanism" (Tsang 2001: 13-18). 
Carnoy (2000) characterizes it as "finance-driven, emphasizing decentralization, 
privatization and better performance". Apple (2000) simply calls it neo-liberalism. 
However, in addition to the world-level data of globally convergent curricular 
outline (Rauner, 1998; Frank et aI., 1999; Meyer et aI, 1992), another curricular 
research program at world-level (UNESCO group, see Benavot and Braslavsky et. , 
2006) also supports the argument of sociological institutionalism on the prevalence of 
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universal educational ideologies in curricula around the world. 
Fiala (ibid: 28-34) compares the alms of education in curricula between 
1955-1956 and 1980-2000. "For 1980 and 2000 developmental aims were quite 
common among countries, suggesting that an ideology of education that views it as a 
mechanism through individuals are socialized for their own development and as 
mechanism to facilitate nation-building and economic expansion is common." 
(ibid:34) The study finds that general images of importance of individual, national 
and economic development appears throughout the postwar period, and the major 
difference between the periods is the substantial percentage of countries expressing 
the aim of personal and emotional development. The aim of personal development 
jumps from thirty nine percent in 1955-1956 to seventy three percent in 1980-2000, 
while the national one keeps round fifty percent and the economic one drops from 
fifty-seven percent to thirty percent. Taking all three developmental aims into account, 
although economic expansion is a goal of education systems, a narrow economically 
focused human capital view of education captures only a portion of it for the latter 
half of the twentieth century. "The more general view, focusing on development of a 
full human being, seems more central to the developmental aims of education" 
(ibid :23). This generates challenge to the classical view that curriculum making is 
mainly for the interest of power elites and the order of economic reproduction. 
The percentage of countries expressing the alms of employability (skills in 
economic production) and normative aims (equality, democracy, and human rights, 
etc) in their curricula also shows a substantial change from 1955-1956 to 1980-2000. 
In spite of the substantially high percentage (around fifty percent) of countries 
expressing the aim of employability, the jump of aim of equality from twenty three 
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percent to sixty-four percent, and democracy from twenty four percent to forty-seven 
percent, shows a noticeable trend of contemporary ideologies of education. This 
ideology appears to suggest education is not only a mechanism of economic 
reproduction as functionalistic view suggests, but is also a mechanism for expressing 
global-level normative concerns, increasingly focused on equality and democracy as a 
human right (ibid: 24). 
Based on these findings, Ramirez, Suarez, and Meyer (ibid: 40) make a different 
interpretation from the traditional conflict and functionalistic perspective: 
"All of the integrating processes take place in the absence of a 
centralized global polity command structure. In such a context, social 
control takes the from of the socialization and social disciplining of 
individual persons ... this in turn presupposes a high degree of 
legitimated human agency that must be nurtured and protected, with 
social progress linked directly to the development of individual 
persons. The human capital revolution is global, multi-dimensional, 
and related to the rise of human rights education." 
Individual is entitled to human rights on a transnational base (e.g. Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights enacted by the UN), regardless to one's economIC 
background, status, gender and race. Individual is also expected and entitled to be a 
rational and responsible actor for the general principles like justice and progress. 
Following the basic notions of institutional theory aforementioned, two modem 
educational ideologies are developed and found in modem mass education and its 
curricula: 
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1. Celebration of individuality 
The discovery and development of different potentials of individual are 
legitimate and necessary. The sanctity of individual is celebrated as inviolable, so the 
uniqueness of every individual is highly appreciated and valued. School knowledge is 
asked to fulfill the whole-person development (interpersonal communication, aesthetic 
and physical sense) regardless to its relation with economic production. Sufficient 
personal development is taken as human rights that effective curriculum must fulfill 
(Ho, 2004: Chap 2). 
2. Universal participation 
All students are required to have broadened VISIon, higher aspiration and 
awareness to the social environment as a whole because they are entitled to adapt 
different roles. With the increasingly rationalized relationship between individuals and 
the environment, connectedness between these two is thought to be increasing. All 
members are given chance and are defined as capable citizens to involve in social 
affairs (from family, community, society to the -globe) because they are equally 
important and valuable. School knowledge is thus asked to be applicable to 
individuals' social participation (ibid). 
These two themes constitute "the world discourse of education" (Schofer and 
Meyer, 2005), that education is "institution to build a scientific and democratic 
society around cultural diversity and human rights" (Benavot and Braslavsky et., 2006: 
136). 
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2.3.3 Other institutional forces in modern education 
Modem rationality also constitutes the institutional forces of SCIence and 
universal curriculum as discussed. The evolution of ECA as part of the institution of 
education is expected to be found interaction with these institutional forces. The 
following phenomena are predicted to be relevant and significant to the process of 
expansion of ECA in the institution of education. 
1. Professionalisation 
In our rational modem society, professionalism is a very core legitimate "agency 
of principle" (Meyer and Jepperson 2000: 108). It claims that the scientific form of 
knowledge gives authority to speak for wider truths and standards beyond local 
interests. To be legitimate, individuals or organizations in such a highly elaborated 
environment of rationality in modem society must act in the scientific principles that 
are carried by the professionals. Professionalisation of ECA management thus implies 
the recognition to ECA by the wider society. 
2. World model of curricular reform 
The modernization process is entrenched on an imagined model of modem 
society at the transnational level, and the justification of modem states is their 
isomorphic structure. According to this notion, it is the imagined world standard 
curriculum of the local societies to legitimize their curricular reform. Hong Kong 
should be of no exception. The surprisingly convergent curriculum model around the 
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world displays such an institutional force of world model curriculum reform beyond 
local interest and history. The development and expansion of ECA in mass education 
overseas is expected to be a model for Hong Kong. 
2.3.4 The distinctive role a/mass education in modern societies 
In the theoretical perspective of sociological institutionalism, modem mass 
education becomes the most significant mechanism of personnel under the 
rationalization project (Meyer 1977). Being more rationalized, organizations in 
modem societies justify their recruitment and personnel by a qualification system. It 
is also inconceivable to disregard the "social charter" (Meyer 1970; Barber 1989) of 
education system in promoting a new branch of knowledge or profession in a modem 
society. As new roles emerge as accountant and later financial analyst in the field of 
business, education system serves as the social charter to confer ability and authority 
to individuals to take these roles properly. As the very foundation of modem societies, 
this meritocracy is operating under the logic of confidence. Qualification system 
serves as the basis to maintain the general confidence in the whole system, that we 
find a good reason to believe that most of the positions are fitted by most suitable 
persons. Universities, schools and professional organizations are the unquestionable 
ultimate resort in justifying the qualification system. As a result, modem 
organizations avoid intense investigation to its actual effectiveness by a ritual quality 
control of human recourses. 
This view to education differs from the realistic one. The function that education 
sociological institutionalism refers to is more than transferring advanced skills to 
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citizens for coping with a higher complexity of social economic development. This is, 
rather, the function of authorizing individuals to act with roles that they are socially 
chartered to take. The significance of mass education is to maintain the general 
confidence in believing that our society operates rationally to allocate individuals to 
the right positions. For the case of citizenship training, education becomes the 
unquestionable agency to transfer necessary new skills to citizens in order to empower 
them to realize the modernization project. This distinctive view of sociological 
institutionalism to education regards school curriculum as a reflection of a society'S 
visions toward modernity, directing this research to address the problems concerning 
the development of ECA in a quit different approach from the traditional theories. 
2.4 Research Questions 
This research attempts to study the development and expansion of ECA in Hong 
Kong mass education. The major objective of this research is not merely to examine 
the process of the curricular reform that led to the institutionalization of ECA, but also 
the implications of these changes: what are the social forces structure and configure 
curricular design and finally leading to the ECA institutionalization in schools in 
Hong Kong? To answer this question, two sets of guiding questions will be fully 
examined and discussed in the following chapters: 
1. To what extent do the development and expanSIon of ECA in school and its 
curricula reflect the prevalent world culture that is commonly present in modern 
society? 
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la). Does the ideological framework that promotes ECA in school curriculum reflect 
its response to the modem vision of a participatory society, and that our school 
knowledge in school curriculum is increasingly presenting a notion of social 
applicability? 
I b). Does the development of ECA in the school curriculum reflect the modem 
ideological pursuit in individuality, that curriculum is organized and designed to 
fulfill the sufficient personal development of students as unquestionable human 
rights? 
I c). Does the curricular development of ECA reflect a transnational reference of a 
typical curricular model that is prevalent worldwide, and that the justification of the 
core position of ECA in curricula rely more and more on the sample presented in 
other societies in the world community of education? 
I d). Does the institutional forces of science display a substantial influence in the 
evolution of curriculum, that the scientized knowledge and profession of ECA 
management emerges to support the formalization of ECA in the formal school 
curriculum and structure? 
2. To what extent do the development and expansion of ECA in school and its 
curricular education reflect Hong Kong's response to the local interest and history, 
or reflect more as a response to the world society as the progress our mass 
education takes place? 
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2a) Has government's control and will, or the interest group of ECA management 
determine the timing and form of curricular reform incorporating ECA, regardless of 
the global trend and norms as discussed in question la to Id? 
2b) Has the change and pedagogical advancement of ECA as part of the formal school 
curriculum contributes to the effectiveness of school reforms, as the functionalist 
tradition has predicted? 
In answering these questions, there are also some questions raised in Chapter 
2.2.1 we need to notice in the coming part of empirical inquiry in this paper. If it is 
only the interests of the dominant class configuring school curriculum, then why did 
the ruling elites wait for such a long period of time to initiate this change in 
curriculum to ensure ECA is accepted in the curriculum? If ECA is only a class issue, 
why did it expand from the elite schools that were mainly occupied by middle class 
students to all kind of schools as an institution, and why do school children from 
different classes have the same aspiration towards ECA(I:'®tJ~* ' 1988: chap. I)? Why 
do ECA still be justified by functional attribute despite a general failure of its 
implementation ip class rooms since the promotion of new teaching strategies in the 
student-oriented approach in 1980s (Morris, 1990: chap 2; i,®~Ji ' Ji~J[~ , ~iJ 
1R ' tJjY1* ' ~*{~§l , mJ1P'9BA ' 1997)? 
These sets of research questions can be summarized in a phenomenal one: did 
the ideological base of ECA as an instructional area transit from a traditional one that 
is basically moral and collective oriented, to a modem and universally one, that is to 
build a scientific and democratic society around individuality and human rights, as 
institutional theorists argue? If so, what is the significance of world curricular reform 
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and different social forces in this process? 
If there is a common ground that legitimizes ECA regardless of its actual 
functions, power conflict and interest which are still in doubt, is it the universal 
education ideologies that entrenched on the base of the world-wide curricular reform 
as intuitional theory suggests? How do the local agencies of mass education, such as 
the government as policy maker, school authorities and teachers as practitioners and 
professional bodies as the disseminators of advanced ideas in public discourses, cope 
with the world-wide curricular reform and the universal diffusion of modem 
educational ideologies in the local context of particular history and interests? The 
interplay, between theses lower-order process and actions regarding social actors and 





The comparative researches of institutional theory on curriculum largely directs 
to studying the curricular structure and outline from a macro-sociological analysis, but 
they pay less attention to the portrayal of the interplay of dynamic forces in the 
concrete process. That is, how are these lower-order processes of the 
institutionalization of ECA in the school system of Hong Kong embedded in 
higher-order effects of universal educational ideologies? Instead of generalizing 
causal relation and to carry out predictions, the historical review is to trace the 
significance of universal educational ideologies in the particular historical event- the 
institutionalization of ECA in Hong Kong formal school curriculum from the post-war 
period. This effort is to trace the institutional origin of ECA in studying the 
institutionalization process. A concrete case study of Hong Kong in this thesis will 
help us to uncover the profound story in such an institutionalization process. 
To empirically examine this historical process, this thesis begins with an 
examination of the historical process of the formalization of ECA in Hong Kong mass 
education through a secondary documentary analysis on the historical materials. To 
ful1her explain the ideological elements in the institutionalization process of ECA, 
detailed textual analysis and comparison for the official Common-core Curriculum 
and newsletter of HKECA Masters' Association will be carried out, and content 
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analysis on the newsletter counts for changes in the author and the orientation of 
content of articles will supplement in order to avoid subjective reading and referring. 
3.2 Sources of Data 
3.2.1 Secondary documentary analysis 
1. Historical materials on mass education and ECA 
There are three themes for the secondary documentary research. The first one 
is the general development of mass education in Hong Kong. The basic idea is that, 
the evolution of ECA was embedded in the context of emergence and reform of mass 
education system, and the development of ECA takes a social process in both school 
system and in the wider society. For this purpose, the archival and documentary 
search focuses on the works regarding the historical development of mass education 
system in Hong Kong. Many historical studies on Hong Kong's educational 
development unfolded valuable sources and data materials that warrant a thorough 
anal ysis and sociological 15 • 
The second theme is academic researches and statistics specific for ECA. 
HKECA Masters' Association paid a noticeable effort to collect historical data and 
15 The works of Anthony Sweeting, Education in Hong Kong: pre-1841 to 1941: fact and opinion: 
materials for a history of education in Hong Kong (Sweeting, 1990) and A phoenix transformed: the 
reconstruction of education in post-war Hong Kong (Sweeting, 1993), offer a general picture of the 
development of education in Hong Kong from the early colonial period with a focus on government 
policy and social history. And the works of~~* and ~~¥~~, Nl/1f1i~Ii'!JI;f/fff: /ff!tgffjfJ~ (~~ 
¥J,~£ ' 1983) and Nl/1I;f/fffi!&J!ljj\fJf :/tfitt¥Ii'!Jiiflfg( (~~* ' 1998), provide concrete statistics to 
describe the development of mass education in war period. 
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records of the development of ECA. The association's researches and statistics were 
collected in ffJ/! /!MI/JliJf5E (i~.L-~~* ' 1988) and l!l!!/!lg;);: ltiflffJ/! /!lgl/J-± tE 
!JJjJft+#-iF3t~ (~*t~tZflJI' 1994). They provided the first hand data to describe the 
development of ECA in the early period of its formalization in school establishment 
in 1980s. For example, some researches traced the changes in the number of school 
having ECA group and ECA coordinator, or the number and types of ECA. This 
theme of research focuses more on the aspects of implementation and response of 
schools at a micro-level. 
m}Btj5¥D and W~~ in the Faculty of Education in the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, is another critical source of this search. Their works (m}Btj5¥D " W~~ , 
2000~ 2002~ 2006) systematically reviewed the historical development of ECA in Hong 
Kong society and education system and offered a clear temporal dimension to this 
research. Their first hand analysis on ltiflD lff-iFiI by iJ)j~~*' (1962-67) , D lff 
~j@-fjj (~~W~, 1967) and Dlff~-iF¥/i (~~W~ , 1976-78) provided necessary 
empirical base to the historical review especially of 1960s and 1970s in Chapter 4. 
The archival materials constituted an important source of data for further analysis and 
sociological interpretation. 
2. Government / Official documents 
The third theme of this search is government document. This is to portray 
the development of ECA in education policy and curriculum. There are several kinds 
of government documentation, one is related to policy making another one is related 
to curriculum guidelines. Hong Kong Education System (Govt. Secretariat, Hong 
Kong Government, 1981) and The School Management Initiative: setting the 
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framework for quality in Hong Kong schools (Education Department, 1992), 
reflecting the thoughts of policy makers in initialing the reforms regarding ECA and 
providing concrete factual description of the policy. 
Another kind of government document is curriculum guideline. F or the 
Cross-curricular Learning (ff%~~fjf4 § B"J~~) and ECA, the guidelines searched 
are namely Guidelines on Moral Education in Schools (Education Department, 1981), 
Guidelines on Sex Education in Secondary Schools (CDC, 1986), Guidelines on Civic 
Education in Schools (CDC, 1985; 1996), Guidelines on Environmental Education in 
Schools (CDC, 1992; 1999), and Guidelines on Extra-curricular Activities in Schools 
(Education Department, 1997). To portray the role of ECA in the reform of formal 
school curriculum of Hong Kong, official Common-core Curriculum (~f8Jf~)G\~fj) 
for all government and subsidized schools is searched from its publication in 1975. A 
detailed content analysis will also be carried out on Common-core Curriculum in 
Chapter 5 to examine the ideological elements of the reform 16. 
3.2.2 Official School Curriculum: Common-core Curriculum 
Hong Kong Government enacted three versions of Common-core Curriculum for 
secondary schools as a general outline for government and subsidized schools: 1) A 
Preliminary Guide to the Curriculum for Junior Secondary Forms in 1975; 2) Guide 
to the Secondary 1 to 5 Curriculum in 1992; and 3) Basic Education Curriculum 
16 The latest version of Common-core Curriculum and relevant documents of curriculum 
development is uploaded in the webpage of Education Bureau, so this website is also an important 
source to search for the curriculum development In last decade. 
(http://www.edb.gov.hklindex.aspx?nodeid=2376&langno=2) 
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Guide (primary 1 to Secondary 3) in 2002. 17 
When a strong private school system is absent in Hong Kong l8, government 
becomes the only curriculum designer of mass education. Most of the secondary 
schools are subsidized or directly run by government except those do not attend to the 
local public examinations HKCEE and HKALE I9, and they have no alternative other 
than the official Common-core Curriculum guidelines 20. From the theoretical 
perspective of institutional theory, curricula in mass school reflect the visions of 
social development in the society. However, these visions can only be expressed in the 
official curriculum in Hong Kong, as the mass education system is highly centralized 
and the Government monopolizes the policy-making over the under-developed civil 
society and exercises strong control on the school curriculum in spite of loose 
implementation (Morris, 1992 and 1996; Sweeting, 1993). 
3.2.3 Discourse ofprofessional bodies: Newsletter of HKECAMA 
HKECA Master's Association consists of educational professionals, scholars and 
practitioners of I;:CA who steer the public discourse and is the first and only registered 
professional body of ECA coordinators in Hong Kong. The newsletter Ke wai huo 
17 The first Common-core Curriculum in 1975 was only for junior secondary forms (F.1-3) ; the 
second one in 1992 extended to F.1-5; and the third one in 2002 is including primary 1-6 and secondary 
1-3 while the second one retained as the guideline for FA-5. As 9 year-compulsory education for school 
children in Hong Kong ends in Form 3, this selection curriculum guideline covers most of the 
secondary school students. 
18 See Review of Private School Policy (Education and Manpower Bureau, 1999). 
19 Over 88% of local secondary schools in Hong Kong (excluding international and English Schools 
Foundation schools) are subsidized or directly run by government. Source: *J@W~fXil{'F$1i~ ~ 
WJ { 9='~ff!1~ 2006/2007 ~ http://chsc.edb.hkedcity.net/secondary/ 
20 In Chapter 2 of A Preliminary Guide to the Curriculum for Junior Secondary Forms (Curriculum 
Development Committee, 1975), the idea of Common-core Curriculum was defined clearly: "These 
guidelines take into account the curriculum requirements of the White Paper- in particular the 
statement that 'in junior forms, all pupils should follow the same general curriculum .. . '" 
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dong tong xun (~)7}$fj]~~R) is the first and only periodical publication published 
particUlarly for ECA in Hong Kong from 1988. Up until 2005 there were 29 volumes 
and 150 articles. This allows an examination of the changes in the discourse of ECA 
in the society with a consistent scheme. 
Established in 1984, the association has joint-ventures with The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong and The University of Hong Kong to provide Certificate/ 
Professional Diploma and Masters Program in the management of extra-curricular 
activities in secondary schools in 1990 and 2004. Up to 2006 over 350 secondary 
schools have joined the membership 2 1. The changes in the discourse of this 
association, as shown in the analysis on the newsletter, will provide a fruitful 
empirical base to trace the transformation of ideas and conceptions towards ECA in 
Hong Kong society. 
3.3 Temporal Dimension 
There are three phases of the development and expanSIon of ECA in Hong 
secondary schools. Phase I "Pre-institutionalization" ends with the introduction of 
ECA as a kind of Informal Curriculum in the official Common-core Curriculum 
Guides in 1992. Phase IIA "Initial Institutionalization" ends with the introduction of 
Life-wide Learning ( 11I ,@3.3t3l ) in 2000 launching a deepened curriculum reform 
for a integrated curriculum. This reform continues to present and classified as Phase 
lIB "Completion of Institutionalization". For analytical purpose, this temporal 
21 Source : http ://www. hkedcityne ihouse tool slihouse.phtml?id=ea2228& Webpage ofHKECA 
Masters '-Association 
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dimension will be adjusted slightly in different sets of data. 
3.3.1 Secondary documentary analysis 
In order to have a more detailed analysis on the early period of development of 
ECA, Phase I "Pre-institutionalization" will be divided into three parts in Chapter 4. 
They are Phase lA - Before 1967 (pre-government intervention), Phase IB- 1967-1981 
(absorption by government) and Phase IC- 1981-1992 (initial expansion in school 
establishment). 
3.3.2 Official Common-core Curriculum 
The three versions of official Common-core Curriculum Guides represent three 
phases of development in school curriculum (Version 1975: 1975-1992; Version 1992: 
1992-2002; Version 2002: 2002~). In late 1970s and 1980s, the preliminary 
incorporation of ECA took place in school establishment and it had not been 
consolidated and fully accomplished. Version 1975 (Phase I) reflected the constraint 
of the restricted concepts of curriculum as merely lecturing on the development of 
ECA, that the pervasiveness of modem cultural frame to encourage active 
participation was relati vel y weak and ECA was difficult to be incorporated into the 
curriculum. In Phase IIA, there was a noticeable curriculum reform to develop 
Informal Curriculum, and ECA was taken as the tools of reform in response. In 
conjunction with the introduction of School Management Initiative (~fxrgf-'*JTm 
1Mi), Version 1992 basically expressed the vision of education reform in 1990s. In 
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Phase lIB ECA is further institutionalized as Co-curricular Activities (~~~ ~li5m)J) and , 
Life-Wide Learning(~1J111~~) to extend classroom learning in the proposal of 
Curriculum Development Council in Learning to Learn: The Way Forward In 
Curriculum Development: Consultation Document (CDC, 2000) 22. The ideas of an 
individual-centered and experience-centered curriculum were fully accepted and 
expressed in Version 2002. 
3.3.3 Newsletter of HKECAMA 
Because the newsletter was first published in 1988, Phase I of the analysis on 
the newsletter starts from 1988 but not 1975 for official Common-core Curriculum 
Guides. In this analysis, Phase I is from 1988 to 1992 (Vol. 1-10), Phase IIA is from 
1993 to 2000 (Vol. 11-20) and Phase lIB is from 2001 to 2005 (Vol. 21-29). 
3.4 Method of Analysis 
Chapter 4 is to offer a comprehensive understanding of the historical process of 
the formalization of ECA in formal school curriculum, before further looking into the 
22 Section 3.35: Life-wide learning (connecting the formal and informal curriculum) 
Life-wide learning refers to the learning experiences that take place beyond the classroom. The 
rationale for life-wide learning is that effective learning takes place in authentic environments, e.g. 
responsibility is better developed through community service than inculcation. Traditionally, the school 
curriculum is defined by class time-tables which is called the formal curriculum. Extra-curricular 
activities that take place outside class lessons are called the informal curriculum, and often regarded as 
less essential. However, the entitlement of students to the five essential learning experiences suggests 
that both the formal curriculum and informal curriculum are equally important*. They should 
complement each other as their purpose for teaching and learning is different. Their boundaries would 
become blurred, as some classroom learning has to be extended outside the classroom*. (* Sentence 
that are highlighted denote the my own highlight marking for illustrative and analytical purpose) 
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details of official curriculum in Chapter 5 and public discourse of ECA in Chapter 6. 
This is to trace the institutionalization of ECA in the context of the development of 
mass education system and society in Hong Kong, in order to examine the interplay of 
diffident social forces and the significance of particular political settings and events. 
The search in the development of education policy and curriculum is also expected to 
reflect the response of the Government to these forces and events as policy maker. 
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 will examIne the diffusion of modem educational 
ideologies in Hong Kong society as the drive for curricular reform that eventually led 
to the formalization of ECA. For this purpose, a more detailed analysis on the 
development of school official curriculum and HKECA Masters' Association (~#!~ 
9}1I5tJr=t1f:t1%tf) will be carried out. Two sets of documents will be analyzed to 
portray the influence of modem education ideologies across time. The one for school 
curriculum is the three versions of Common-core Curriculum (:ttf8Jf~)G\~fi) , and 
the one for HKECA Masters ' Association is the newsletter Ke Wai Huo Dong Tong 
Xun (~9}1I5tJJ~g~). In these two sets of documents, a stronger modem cultural 
frame (the modem educational ideologies as conceptualized in Chapter 2) is expected 
to shape the later, phases of the formalization of ECA. 
The reason to mainly adopt a textual analysis is that pervIOUS curricular 
researches at the world level (Benavot and Braslavsky et. aI. , 2006: 15-34) have 
already counted for the quantitative presence of aims presenting modem education 
ideologies of progress, individual human rights and democracy. The particular case 
study on Hong Kong official curriculum in this research should rather focus on the in 
depth qualitative presence of these aims, such as the concrete phrase of expression. A 
supplementary content analysis of the newsletters of HKECA Masters' Association 
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will also be adopted in Chapter 6, to count for the shift in author and orientation of 
content of the articles. This is to reveal the influence of the competing social forces in 
curricular making through a concrete quantitative comparison. 
The institutionalization of ECA involves the matter of conceptions and ideas. As 
a premise, all these social actors involve in the incorporation of ECA in school formal 
structure must in a consensus of why we should promote ECA how does ECA 
function for our schooling process. To respond to my question in Chapter 1-"why do 
our social actors value ECA while it has been considered as unnecessary in the 
schooling process?" We have to examine the values of social actors and the changes 
in these conceptual and ideological meanings. The reality we grasp here is not 
subjective at all, but is rather the social facts in the "inter-subjectivity" of social actors 
who act on the base of meaning and interpretation (Berger and Luckmann, 1966). 
Government and professional bodies are significant stakeholders of the education 
system. Their discourse represents not only the small social circle of policy makers 
and professionals, but navigating the imagination of general public to the advanced 
education system realizing progress and modernity. 
3.4.1 Textual Analysis 
The textual analysis of official curriculum in Chapter 4 is to compare the 
changes in the three curriculum guidelines to demonstrate the correlation between the 
consolidation of modem educational ideologies in the official school curriculum and 
the institutionalization ofECA. For analytical purposes, the comparison is categorized 
into Definition of Curriculum, Aims of education and Pedagogy according to the 
common structure of content among the three curriculum guidelines. The expressions 
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or conceptions of ECA and curriculum are expected to be increasingly influenced by 
the modem educational ideologies throughout the three phases. These ideologies are 
conceptualized in the Chapter 2 into two themes: cerebration of individuality and 
universal participation of citizens. 
The textual comparIson between the newsletter of HKECAMA and official 
Common-core Curriculum Guides in Chapter 5 will further examine the diffusion of 
modem educational ideologies from official curriculum. Similar expressions of the 
aims and functions of ECA are expected in the textual comparison. Two more 
ideological themes conceptualized in the Chapter 2, scientization of knowledge and 
transnational standard of curriculum, will be examined in this textual analysis. 
3.4.2 Content Analysis 
The content analysis of the newsletter in Chapter 6 is to portray the objective 
trend of the changes in public discourse across the three phases of development of 
ECA, and to rev~al the influence of the competing social forces in curricular making 
according to the theoretical framework in chapter 2.5. Theses competing social forces 
are compared in two groups. Firstly, the local needs of particular power and conflicts 
versus the universal norm to adapt convergent individual- and experience-oriented 
curriculum. Secondly, the functional needs of pedagogical advancement versus the 
ritual adaptation of scientific form of knowledge. 
In order to carry out comparison, we have to operationalize these theoretical 
concepts with a coding scheme. The 150 articles in the newsletter will be coded into 
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two schemes: the orientation of content and the background of author. Three 
categories of author and four categories of content are coded, and they are 
conceptualized as relevant to the competing social forces in curricular making. This is, 
different categories of author and content are expected to reflect influences of 
different social forces in the discourse. 
1. Orientation of content 
A .Pedagogical or technical approaches ofECA 
The Pedagogical/technical Oriented Articles refer to articles discussing 
experience, skills and models of organization of ECA. According to the functionalist 
perspective, the institutionalization of ECA implies the technical advancement of 
ECA management. Most of the articles should discuss the pedagogical/technical 
approaches of ECA aiming at a higher educational effectiveness. 
For example, in Planning and Implementation of ECA (Vol. 1: p.4-5), the author 
discusses the general strategies of schools authorities and teachers in organizing ECA, 
like to keep a systematic records of students' performance and to organize a 
coordination group joint by both students and teachers. In How to Organize Fun 
Fair? (Vol. 1: p.6-7), the author demonstrates the meeting records of a service unit of 
a secondary school in organizing a Fun Fair. In Volume 7, the authors discuss the 
know-how of leading group activities (p.1-2), proposal of ECA planning in a 
secondary school (p.6-8), and the feasibility of computerization of administration 
(p.4-5). These articles are to share experience and demonstrate some skills or methods 
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of planning and leading activities as exemplary. They show a direct pedagogical 
orientation. 
B. Theory or research ofECA (academic articles) 
The Theory/research Oriented Articles are the statistics and discussion of 
educational theory that are not related to the pedagogical and technical approaches of 
ECA. Sociological institutionalism suggests science is deeply institutionalized in 
modem societies. To be legitimate, individuals and organizations must act according 
to the scientific principles that being promoted by professionals and scientists (Drori, 
Meyer, Ramirez and Schofer, 2003). The form of discussing ECA should reflect such 
a trend so the increase of the articles in scientific form is expected. 
For example, in volume 15, one of the authors of The Role Orientation of Hong 
Kong ECA Coordinators discusses the theory of management science (p.6-7). Other 
authors publish the qualitative research of the organization of ECA such as the change 
in the number of items of ECA and schools adopting compulsory participation system 
in local secondary schools in Report on the ECA survey results (p.2-4). The research 
in Working Pressure of ECA Coordinators (p.4-5) is about the sources and of working 
pressure of ECA coordinators in local secondary schools. These articles highly rely on 
the scientific form of presentation like statistics and quotation of academic literature 
rather than a direct form of expression. They show an intention to construct a new 
branch of scientific knowledge regarding ECA. 
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C. Discussion of policy implementation 
ECA has reformed under the environment of education reform as suggested in 
Chapter 4, and the advocators and practitioners of ECA show their extraordinary 
concerns to this issue which is highly related to the development of ECA. The articles 
discussing policies can also reflect and influence the local policy and power setting of 
the institutionalization of ECA. 
For example, the author of The Impact of 'SMI Manual on School 
Administration' on the Development of ECA in Schools (VoI. 9: 1-2) discusses the 
relationship between a particular policy in the education reform and the development 
of ECA. (For SMI Manual on School Administration, can see Chap. 2.5.1) The 
author of Is there enough resources for ECA? (VoI. 4: 11) discuses the resources 
allocation system guided by the government in local secondary schools. They express 
the opinions of the ECA advocators to the local policies related to ECA. 
D. Introduction of foreign model ofECA 
This type of articles is unrelated to the pedagogical and technical approaches but 
introduces the curricular reform and school system in different countries such as 
Japan, Singapore, Malaysia and Mainland China. The pervious studies of sociological 
institutionalism (Meyer et aI. , 1992; Ho 2004; Mak, 2002) suggested that the 
curricular development reflects the force of global cultural construction that is the , , 
policy makers tend to copy authoritative or exemplary practices of model states. In 
this sense the development of ECA in Hong Kong should be deeply influenced by 
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foreign model. 
This type of articles is mainly in the form of report on exchange tour. For 
example, Malaysia and Singapore (Vol.2:4-6), Taiwan (Vol. 11), and Japan 
(Vol.I7:8-10). Some of them are in the form of report on academic conference. For 
example, Report on National Curricular Reform Experiment: a seminar of 
comprehensive practice course (Vol.25: 14) is to report a seminar of education reform 
in Asian counties and cities. These articles reflect the influence of the world curricular 
reform in the local discourse of ECA. To avoid over-representation of this type of 
articles, those involve concrete silks and experience of organizing ECA will be 
prudently coded as Pedagogical/technical Oriented Articles. 
2. Background of author 
A. ECA practitioners 
This category refers to teachers, principles and organizers of ECA in leisure and 
sports service organizations and youth centers. The editors of the newsletters are also 
in this category as the executive committee of the association is elected from the 
representatives of member schools. Therefore, members in the committee are actually 
teachers. It reflects the influence of ECA practitioners in the discourse of ECA and 
their concerns are expected to tend to be technical and pedagogical. If 
institutionalization of ECA implies the functional advancement of ECA management 
and particular interests of the ECA coordinators as professionals, the voice of ECA 
practitioners should be prominent. 
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B. Scholars in education 
This category refers to researchers and scholars In education. If 
institutionalization of ECA implies the institutional forces of science to award 
authority to scholars and scientists acting as the cultural agency in different aspects of 
social life (Meyer and Jepperson 2000: 108), then the number of these authors is 
expected to be increased. 
C. Laymen 
This refers to those are not from the field of education. If the discourse of ECA is 
not influenced by particular social groups reflecting different social forces as 
mentioned above, the number of these authors representing the involvement of the 
general public in the discourse of ECA is expected to have an increase. 
3.5 Reliability 
3.5.1 Reliability a/textual analysis 
The strategy of the textual analysis is to analyze the educational ideologies in the 
local official curriculum and the newsletter of HKECA Masters' Association. So the 
reference for my conceptualization and operationalization of these ideologies is 
indeed a problem that not to be overlooked. This is resolved with the intertextuality 
between this research and the pervious curricular studies of institutional theory at 
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world level. My conceptualization and operationalization of these ideologies such as 
full development of individuality and universal participation of citizens are basically 
coherent with the pervious curricular studies of institutional theory at the world level 
(Meyer et aI., 1992) and local level (Ho, 2004; Mak 2002) Moreover, another 
pervious curricular research at the world level (Benavot and Braslavsky et. aI., 
2006: 15-34) has already counted for the quantitative presence of aims presenting 
modem education ideologies of progress, individual human rights and democracy. 
These previous studies serve as necessary reference for operationalization. 
3.5.2 Reliability of content analysis 
The major problem of the method of content analysis is impressionistic reading 
and inferring. In order to minimize the limitation, first is to define the data with an 
absolutely clear scheme that the typology is inclusive. Second is to code the data with 
reference to the theoretical sense (Carney, 1972). As shown, the classification scheme 
of content analysis strictly follows these methods. To further testify the reliability of 
the categorization in the content analysis of the newsletter of HKECAMA in Chapter 
6, we have assis,tance from two research colleagues. We carried out coding for the 
articles with the same coding scheme stated in Chapter 3.4. The results of their coding 
both resemble to mine with a variance less than 1 %. 
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Chapter 4 
Exploring the Institutional Origin of ECA • In the 
Development of Hong Kong Mass Education 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter this research has discussed the changes in values and 
conceptions towards education and ECA in Hong Kong society. To better answer the 
research questions proposed in the previous chapter, that what the social origin of the 
new curriculum incorporating ECA is, this chapter will review the development in 
ECA under education system and Hong Kong society as a whole, as well as the 
evolution of ECA that is embedded in the context of emergence and reform of mass 
education system. 
For analytical purpose, I classify five stages of the ECA developmental process: 
1) Phase lA - Before 1967 (pre-government intervention); 2) Phase IB- 1967-1981 
(absorption by government); 3) Phase IC- 1981-1992 (initial expansion in school 
establishment); 4) Phase IIA- 1992-2000 (consolidation in education reform); and 5) 
Phase lIB 2000", (accomplishment of institutionalization). In the very beginning of 
government promotion and control in Phase I, the notion of "out-of-school activities" 
(5*~1J5IJJ) and "youth activities" (~Y41J5IJJ) were very modest to merely "vent 
youth's energy" or "make school life more meaningful" 23. Since the 
institutionalization of ECA in school establishment in mid 1980s and the education 
23 Personal interview with ~JfH~t& (2005.9.15), the first chairman ofHKECA Masters' Association 
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reform in 1990s, ECA began to rephrase as a mean of education and a part of the 
formal structure of school to promote individual-centered leaning and full personal 
development of students. The changes in the purpose of ECA defined by the 
government can also be traced by the title regarding ECA. ECA was termed "informal 
curriculum" in Phase IIA, and it is finally renamed as "Co-curricular Activities" (~~~5* 
~I5IJJ) in Phase lIB. Also, the first curriculum guideline regarding ECA issued by the 
Government was General Guideline on Moral Education in Schools (Education 
Depart, 1981), and it was renamed as Guideline on Civic Education in Schools 
(C.D.C., 1985; 1996). These changes indicated the transformation of ECA from a 
simple traditional moral education, which emphasized collective and promoted a 
passive and obedient citizenship culture, to a modem civic education, which promoted 
an individual-oriented and participatory citizenship culture. More details of this 
transformation will be discussed in following chapters to support the argument that 
the development of ECA is deeply influenced by the diffusion of modem citizenship 
culture in the wave of world curricular reform. 
The, official definition of ECA has been changed dramatically from being extra to 
curriculum to become part of formal curriculum. Functionalistic view cannot be used 
to explain as the drive behind the developmental process of ECA. Rather, we should 
examine under what circumstances was the functionalistic view be accepted as the 
justification of ECA being incorporated as part of the mainstream curriculum. In this 
research I suggest that conflict perspective, which concerns largely local interests, 
can only be used to explain the social origin of these changes in the modem missions 
of mass education up until the 1990s. As it will be demonstrated in this review, the 
world-wide reform of integrated curriculum and the introduction of quality assurance 
system, which should rather be taken as the construction of modem citizenship culture 
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as discussed in Chapter 1, are found to be noticeably significant in the 
institutionalization of ECA since 1990s. Before discussing the applicability of these 
competing theories, the historical process of ECA institutionalization will be briefly 
summarized. 
4.2 Phase IA- Pre-government Intervention: Before 1967 
The mass education was not well-developed in the lowly integrated (Lau, 1982)24 
and industrialized colonial society. The basic agenda of early colonial government 
was to maintain Hong Kong as a base in Anglo-Chinese trading, so it avoided direct 
involvement in local Chinese society except necessary duties like pubic security and 
hygiene. Colonial government adopted the education policy of "laisser-faire" 
(Sweeting, 1990; 1993), meaning the government was not responsible to provide mass 
education. The government directly operated very few schools but encouraged 
Christian missionaries, Anglican and Catholic Church to operate Grant Schools (:fig)] 
~fX) and Subsidy Schools (~~tr~fX). By 1960, schools in public school system 
only occupied 1/3 of the total number ofschools25. The subsidy from government was 
insufficient, so school children from lower class and particularly girls could rarely 
finish their secondary education. Because of the lack of availability of regular 
secondary education 26, students who graduated from secondary schools were 
guaranteed future socio-economic status. The purpose of elite education was to train 
enough English speaking professionals and administrators to support trading firms 
24 For Lau, ' lowly integrated' means the separation of the state (colonial government) and society 
(local Chinese society). 
25 ~** (1 998) 0 NiIff!X/flPi!{J!f:f;'-jJf : /tli~!JJIJ!J/i!flj.ff! 0 ~~ : -=-~~~~~(~~)1f~~0"§] 0 p.7 
26 There were 41313 out of 378839 (about 1/9) primary students able to continue their junior 
secondary in the year 1959-1960. (~5R* ' 1998) 
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and colonial government rather than to promote progress and equality in local society 
In this context, no special attention was given to ECA except in a few missionary 
schools that insisted on the educational philosophy of whole-person education. 
Exceptions were also found in the private Chinese schools with Communist 
background since the post-war period27 . In spite of their difference in ideology, they 
shared a common objective that education was more than the means to earn a living 
and obtain a certificate. Individual teachers and missionaries voluntarily organized 
ECA after class in forms of religious and collective activities such as sports and 
camping. As a response to the communist influence in schools, A Report on 
Government Expenditure of Education (Fisher , 1950), which was probably the first 
official document related to ECA in Hong Kong, suggested government schools 
should promote a sense of belonging for the students by "out-of-school activities" 
such as morning assembly and house activities. Education Department also suggested 
secondary schools to promote civic education through "visiting activities" (Education 
Department, 1960). In spite of these suggestions, secondary schools in general did not 
promote ECA. There might be some leisure activities organized in schools after class, 
but they were thought to be not important as regular studies and thus were not taken 
as regular activities in schools (W~~ " ffllBBfD ' 2000 ). 
27 W ~ ~ and mJ BB ~D (2000) analyze "Introduction of Schools" in B rt iF fJti (i1)3 M ~J, 
1961-1967), and find that ECA presents only in the self-introduction of few missionary schools and 
communist Chinese schools during the 1960s. 
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4.3 Phase IB- Absorption by Government: 1967- 1981 
The riots in 1966 and 1967 forced the colonial government to be responsive and 
took on the responsibility in the reform on public administration as a response to its 
legitimacy crisis (Lau, 1982). Indeed, the reform went beyond education, it extended 
to provide public housing for half of the population and absorbed professionals and 
business leaders into the consultation committee of different bureaus. As part of its 
reform, the colonial government accomplished the target of free primary education in 
1972 and free junior secondary education in 1978 28 . Also, free education was 
considered as basic human rights, thus providing this civic service was considered the 
responsibility of govemment29. It reflected a directive change of colonial government 
towards a progressive and reformist colonialism. 
Kowloon Disturbances 1966: Report of Commission of Inquiry (Hong Kong 
Government, 1967) concluded that most of the participants in the riots were youths. 
So youth problem was given a high priority in the agenda of the colonial government. 
The Commission pointed out the problem was of "youthful animal spirits ... and the 
need for more facilities for more healthy recreation and constructive activities as 
adequate outlets for their energy and emotions" (Hong Kong Government, 1967: 147). 
In this context, out-of-school activities were organized as tools to promote a sense of 
belonging. In 1967, The Education Department called for an active response from 
schools to organize summer activities for students such as camping and visiting30; in 
1968, an inter-bureau central panel organized the "Summer Youth Program"; the 
28 The number of enrolment of primary schools increased form 378,839 (1960) to 725,172 (1972). 
For secondary education, the number increased from 43,131 (1960) to 288,915 (1978). (W~* ' 1998) 
29 Education Department (1965). Education Policy. Hong Kong: Hong Kong Govt. Printer. 
30 ~W~(1967) 0 <~W~~E 64/67 "& 72/67 5m ' 1968 > 0 ~m!&JfftM~~ 0 
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government and the Jockey Club also subsidized The Boys and Girls Clubs 
Association of Hong Kong (W1{t /j\ jtMMtf ) and other community servIce 
associations to organize summer youth activities (-W~~ , ffl]BtjfD ' 2000). 
4.3.1 Absorption by government, schools and social service organizations 
In 1970s, Governor Sir MacLehose (and later Lord) further confirmed this policy. 
In order to promote leisure and sports activities, new government offices were 
expanded: in 1971 The Duke of Edinburgh's Award set up its Branch of Education 
Department; in 1974 Education Department set up Leisure and Sports Services Office 
to support and coordinate arts, music and sports activities3 }; in 1977 the government 
set up Music Office; and in 1978 the Education Department set up Community Youth 
Club. (ffl]BtjfD' -W~~ ,2006) Sir MacLehose was intentionally promoting leisure and 
sports activities to encourage a sense of belonging for citizens: 
"Steps had to be taken to make people to feel at home and 
secure .. .. Promotion of sport and recreation was something that 
helped this process, and so did promotion of the arts. In both cases it 
brought people together who otherwise might have had little in 
common ... I admit to being an enthusiastic supporter of these fields 
of activity not normal in most governments because of the new 
opportunities for health and pleasure, and also the pride in their city 
that they brought to Hong Kong people. Hong Kong also earned a 
reputation in the world as a place where there was more to life than 
manufacture and money. I think this made a considerable 
contribution to the international credibility of Hong Kong." 
(Blyth and Wotherspoon, 1996: 123-124) 
31 Adversary Inspectorate Division of Education Department was responsible to coordinate the art 
and leisure activities in schools. (Education Department, 1974:9) 
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Leisure activities for the youngsters were more organized due to the active 
mobilization of colonial government. Previous studies of ECA in Hong Kong (~~t)~* 
1988; mJBEfD' W~~ , 2000; 2006) tended to classify the 1970s as the beginning of 
the institutionalization of ECA. Yet, they also pinpointed school was only one of the 
organizers of these youth activities because compulsory education had not yet been 
fully implemented. The involvement of leisure and sports organizations and youth 
centers brought about a new type of practitioner as program manager. Unlike teachers 
and commissioners, their promotions and careers largely depended on the assessment 
of efficiency in organizing youth activities (mJBEfD ' W~~ 2000). They were more 
motivated to raise the number of attendance and social support. In short, youth 
activities were more organized in procedures and planning in the organizational 
context. 
In secondary schools, the expanSIon of ECA was also on gOIng In formal 
administration structure. In 1971, there were only 10% of schools setting up "ECA/ 
out-of -school activities working group". This increased to around 35% in 1979, and 
drastically to around 60% in 1983 ({)®.L-~~* ' 1988:72). It is obvious that the expansion 
of ECA in secondary schools coincided with the e~pansion of compulsory secondary 
education in the late 1970s. 
The educational elements of ECA such as multi-intelligence or creativity are 
taken for granted today. However, in the context of the developing mass education, 
providing ECA to students merely aimed at "to vent youth's energy" or "to making 
school life more meaningful" (w m~!1. ff % ' 1984). Up until to this stage, 
extra-curricular activities was still not a commonly used term, instead, people called it 
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leisure activities (fJ:J'B~1r5IJJ) or out-of-school! class activities (~~1r5IJJ)32. The 
purpose of ECA can be taken as a means of control in the political agenda of the 
colonial government to lessen the anti -social behaviors as motioned above. It is not 
suspiring that the form of ECA was still a kind of loosely organized collective 
activities rather than a systematic instructional program as we know today. 
4.4 Phase IC- Initial Expansion in School Establishment: 
1981-1992 
The government accomplished its basic mission to promote mass education for 
all children in Hong Kong in 1980s. However, this rapid expansion was criticized to 
be too hectic. The implementation of nine years of free education plan was moved 
forward to 1978 to accommodate this increased in numbers of children attending 
secondary schools, as well as the push to the boycott of child labor by the E.U (Blyth, 
and Wotherspoon, 1996). Because of this rapid expansion, ECA found a gap in the 
education system to promote its effectiveness. 
4.4.1 ECA in the expansion of education 
The new compulsory school system forced youths who were supposed to drop 
out in the old elite system to stay in schools. These youths were not competitive and 
motivated in academic competition, but relatively active in other aspects. As a result, 
juvenile crime and discipline problems rose and became problematic in many schools. 
32 Personal interview with ~*1~t&, the first chairman of HKECA Masters' Association ( 2005.9.15) 
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The old way to deal with these low achievers in schools was to discharge them, but it 
was under human rights for one to receive education regardless of his ability in 
studying. It was too hard for teachers to make changes on their old practices which 
were only applicable to elite education, so disciplinary problems brought on by these 
low-achievers became an issue. Therefore, issues such as raising sense of belonging 
of the students and bringing moral education to them were given a higher priority in 
the agenda of education policy makers in early 1980s (~~~j(~~ , 1984). In the 
General Guidelines on Moral Education in Schools (Education Department, 1981), 
ECA was proposed as a means to implement moral education. In 1981, the term 
"Extra-curricular Activities" was officially adopted in Hong Kong Education System 
(Govt. Secretariat, Hong Kong Government, 1981: 7.24), and "Extra-curricular 
Activities" was included in the discussion of "The Establishment and Maintenance of 
Standards in the School System" (Chapter 7). 
The development of ECA was also in the context of competition between 
secondary schools after the huge expanSIon. For newly-established schools, 
interschool competition (music, art, speech, debating and sports etc ... ) was a platform 
to struggle for distinction and reputation. School~ started to intentionally organize 
students to participate in competitions (W~~ , 1995). Some researches showed that 
in many schools the principle of voluntary involvement gave way to compulsory 
involvement, teachers were assigned to organize ECA and students were compulsory 
to join a certain number of ECA33 . 
Another local social background of the development of ECA in mass education is 
33 There were 35% schools forcing students to join at least one items of ECA in 1983 and it raised to 
45% in 1988. Source: ~-*l,~'IBlJi (1994) 0 fJll1'lm,/;: f!f=#!fJll1'lmlJJ~tEf1jJ!!+J!!I±f5<:~ 0:m=~ : JJi 
ftj &ltBh&ffr±~~N0~ 0 P.93 
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the re-unification of Hong Kong and China. There was an awareness of building an 
open civil society for Hong Kong, and democratization in social and political aspects 
were urged. In such an environment schools were asked to reform the curriculum. 
Education policy makers promoted the ideas of "cross-curricular learning" (civic, 
environmental, moral and sex education) to cope with the ever-changing demands in 
the modernizing Hong Kong society to its citizens. In the guidelines for these 
Cross-curricular Learning (~~~f~f4 § B~~~), ECA were taken as the tools to 
implement these Cross-curricular Learning which are hard to be taught in classroom 
learning34 in the form of "informal curriculum"(~FlEtYl~f~). ECA began to attach 
to school curriculum as kind of "informal curriculum". 
In 1983, there were two milestones of institutionalization of ECA in Hong Kong 
mass education. Firstly, Education Department proclaimed that performance of 
secondary school teachers in organizing ECA was a criterion of their promotion (W~ 
~ '\ fffjBtjtD ' 2000: 15). Secondly, Education Department called for a conference with 
principles of secondary schools to discuss the issue of ECA development. In this 
conferen~e, Education Department proclaimed that it is the responsibility of teachers 
to organize ECA, in secondary school ({J~t~~**1 ' 1983). These confirmed ECA as a 
regular activity in secondary schools. After this conference The Hong Kong Extra 
Curricular Activities Masters' Association C~~~J}1r5mjJ3::.1±ta\W) was found in 
1984. The association held seminars and training courses for ECA coordinators from 
different schools, and up to 2006 over 350 secondary has joint the membership35. 
Simultaneously, the professionalisation of ECA management took place at the 
34 See Guidelines on Civic Education in Schools (CDC, 1985), Guidelines on Sex Education in 
secondary Schools (CDC, 1986) and Guidelines on Civic Education in Schools (CDC, 1992) 
35 http://www.hkedcity.net/Webpage ofHKECA Masters' Association. 
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level of university. In 1980, Faculty of Education at the Chinese University of Hong 
Kong introduced an elective course on ECA in its program of Certificate of Education. 
In 1984, all of the teacher-training institutes subsidized by government upgraded the 
class of ECA to "complementary studies" (courses count for credits) (W~~ , maR 
fD ' 2000: 15). 
4.4.2 The consequences and crises of initial efforts to formalize ECA in school 
establishment 
Most of the secondary schools established in the 1970s and 1980s had set up 
ECA working groups ({I~t)j* 1988:72), incorporating ECA working groups as part 
of the standardized administrative structure. By 1993, 83.88% of secondary schools 
had set up ECA working groups, and on average each school has 30 items ofECA (~-* 
1~tGf*~ , 1994: 87). 
These figures indicate the lack of diversity between ECA in different schools. It 
confirms the report of Fung (~~tJ~* ' 1988: 65-67; ~-*t~tQJ;' 1994: 100-110) that the 
problem on the development of ECA was "formalism" (monotonous). As mentioned, 
teachers and students were forced to participate, and these figures further tell us their 
choices were even limited. Secondly, ECA were claimed as a means of education (The 
top ten ECA can basically be exhausted by the categories of academic, physical and 
art education) more than a kind of simple leisure activities in the school context. 
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Table 1: Top ten ECA items in secondary schools36 
1983 1988 1993 
Item (%) Item (%) Item (%) 
Basketball 91.40 Basketball 93.80 Basketball 93.50 
Table Tennis 81.72 English 87.98 Librarian 90.10 
Field and Track 77.42 Table Tennis 86.43 English 87.80 
Chinese 76.43 Chinese 86.05 Table Tennis 88.20 
English 74.19 Volleyball 82.56 Chinese 86.30 
Science 72.58 Librarian 82.56 Field and Track 85.20 
Volleyball 71.51 Fine Art 80.23 Fine Art 83.30 
Fine Art 70.43 Field and Track 79.43 Soccer 82.10 
Badminton 70.43 Science 79.07 Badminton 81.70 
Mathematics 66.67 Badminton 76.19 Mathematics 81.00 
Although ECA was absorbed into school establishment, it was only an extra part 
of currioulum. There are many difficulties in developing ECA like 'they are not 
interesting enough for students' and 'students are already suffering from academic 
works (these are the top two reasons that student do not participate in ECA37). The 
problem of "formalism" (monotonous) and "exam-oriented culture" (~~.D)~* ' 1988: 
65-67; ~-*1~tillJI ' 1994:100-110) became the major obstacles for ECA to obtain 
higher recognition and a core position in our mass education by the end of 1980. 
At this time the advocators of ECA realized that ECA was in the cn SlS of 
36 Source: 1!!fllfcjJ!J!tJ!!f'fMHIJ (1983-1993) t/fJ}/fFfllf!f (~*t~tmJI ' 1994:67-99) 
37 Source: 1!!fllfcjJ!J!~tJ!!f'fMHlJfl7fjflil (~*1~tmJI ' 1994: 100-110) 
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marginalization in the school establishment. This was because subsidized schools 
which were newly established in the wave of expansion of public school system in 
late 70s had awaken from the enthusiasm of their education ideals and realized that , 
their success indeed depended on students' academic performance (jI**i ' 1994: 
35-40). Schools began to diminish ECA for the sake of focusing more on public 
examination, and teachers who were not well-versed in organizing ECA tended to 
evade the duty by giving way to students' academic performance (-W~~ , 1995). 
In spites of these crises, the mass incorporation of ECA in schools generated a 
group of ECA coordinators as the advocators of ECA in school establishment. To 
struggle against the trend of marginalization, they urged to claim ECA as part of 
curriculum(mJ8EfD .. W~~ , 2002:2-3). They needed a stronger justification, and the 
reorganization of moral education into civic education indicated the direction to 
promote ECA. ECA was first motioned in General Guideline on Moral Education in 
Schools (Education Depart, 1981), and it was renamed as Guideline on Civic 
Education in Schools (CDC, 1985; 1996) in 1985. In 1992, a more integrated and 
individual oriented Common-core Curriculum was issued to incorporate ECA as 
informal curriculum, which was to supplement the formal classroom teaching in 
promoting full person development. The empowerment of individual citizens for their 
social and political participation was ever-accepted as the major educational aim 
(C.D.C, 1992; see a more detailed discussion in Chapter 5), and ECA was placed in a 
stronger position in the formal curriculum under this trend of coming curricular 
reform in 1990s. 
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4.5 Phase IIA- Consolidation in Education Reform: 1992-2000 
The economic miracle and the changes in employment structure brought a vast 
wealth to Hong Kong (the service industry took an overwhelming 85% of the GDP 
and labor force by the end of 1990s38). The approval of the Basic Law also denoted 
that the "one country, two system" principle was coming to Hong Kong after 1997. In 
such context, Hong Kong society was highly consensual that the priority shall be 
given the continuity of economic prosperity and development of civil awareness. 
(Sweeting, 2004) The notion of human capital and civic education thus were 
fashionable in public discourse and official documents 39. Government has 
accomplished the goal of ensuring basic equality of chance in the enrolment from 
primary one to secondary three in 1980s, and shifted its focus from quantity to quality 
in mass education in 1990s (1WSffR:J1C ' 1998). This was the basic local environment of 
the education reform that moved a step further to formalize ECA in the mass 
education establishment. 
To enhance the quality of mass education (which is a given mission of Hong 
Kong society to 'maintain its social and economic development and modernization), 
Hong Kong Government carried out a wide-range of education reforms. This was the 
moment for the advocators to develop ECA in school establishment on a new platform. 
Prior to that ECA was in the crisis of marginalization as discussed above. It shows 
that the educational functions carried by ECA themselves could not justify a step 
further of institutionalization, and it must be accomplished in education reforms that 
38 http://www.info.gov.hk/ef3.htm Webpage of Hong Kong Government 
39 See Guide to the Secondary 1 to 5 Curriculum (Curriculum Development Council, 1992), and 
School Management Initiative (SMI) Manual on School Administration: setting the framework for 
quality in Hong Kong schools (Education Department, 1992) 
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these functions are highly accepted to consolidate ECA as part of the institution of 
education. 
4.5.1 Inspectorate system 
Education Department established an ever-sophisticated inspectorate system, 
called Quality Assurance Framework. In 1990s, reforms in public service introduced 
system of accountability into mass education. In SMI Manual on School 
Administration, budget is taken as input; schooling is taken as process; and 
effectiveness of education is taken as output (Education Department, 1992). Schools 
began to run in an ever-formalized way: a regular administrative structure with a set 
of clear responsibilities for different positions. Its final aim is a better management of 
resource and consequently a greater effectiveness. In this process effectiveness and 
efficiency are ensured by a clear procedure of inspection and management. That is the 
basic logic of institutional organization suggested by sociological institutionalism 
(Meyer and Scoot, 1992). Activities in schools run in a more organizational context. 
They reflect the demands of the environment to schools. All sorts of activities in 
schools (including ECA) need to be rephrased in a s-ingle unified system that seeks the 
same set of educational aims. To put it in a simpler way, schools need to present a 
structure of relationship between means (educational activities) and ends (educational 
effects), but this relationship is ritually represented by a set of management and 
inspectorate system. 
The School Management Initiative: Setting the Framework for Quality in Hong 
Kong Schools (Education Department, 1992) elaborates that ECA should contribute in 
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the following ways: 1) reinforcing classroom learning and allowing students to put 
their knowledge and skills into practice; 2) facilitating the teaching of certain skills 
and the inculcation of certain values which may present difficulties in a formal 
classroom setting; 3) promoting students' personal development by broadening their 
interests, developing their potential and providing opportunities for character 
formation and leadership training; 4) promoting students' social development by 
offering opportunities for the broadening of their social experiences, the practice of 
social skills and the internationalization of moral and social values; and 5) making 
school life more challenging and interesting. The implication is, functions of ECA 
were officially admitted. As a result, ECA became a kind of regular activity in school 
that needs to be managed, regulated and coordinated in the general educational aims. 
1. ECA as indicators 
In Education Indicators for the Hong Kong School Education System 
(Educational Department, 1997), indicators related to ECA are: student unions 
(educational process indicator 41); students' participation in interschool and intercity 
competitions (ed\lcational effects indicator 52); students' participation in school music, 
drama, speech and dancing festival (educational effects indicator 53); and students' 
participation in social and voluntary service (education effects indicator 54). 
In Quality Assurance framework (since 1998) 40, the Key Performance 
Measures is to indicate the performance of schools. There are certain numbers of 
indicators related to ECA: budgeted expenditure per student on student support of 
ECA (5.3); number of ECA clubs/interest groups in each of the following categories: 
40 htlp:llwww.edb.gov.hklindex.aspx?langno= l&nodeID=2188 revision date: 01 July 2007 
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academic, sports, art, interest and social servIces (10.1); total number of learning 
activities organized by KLA subjects41 to extend, enable and enrich students' learning 
(10.2); percentage of students participating in a list of designated inter-school events42 
(20.1); and percentage of students participating in a list of designated uniform/social 
and voluntary services groups43 (21.1). 
How do these figures reflect the growth (which is supposed to be the actual 
effectiveness of education) of students? These figures only make ECA measurable. 
These quantitative figures are abstract and de-contextual, and can be compared 
between different schools very objectively. The inspection on the effectiveness of 
ECA is ritually celebrated in a form of inspectorate system. The access of ECA to 
school establishment at this stage took an advanced form: school must organize the 
ECA on the list unless they will be defined as performing poorl y (to be shown 
objectively by the figures) in the report of Education Department. In the process of 
institutionalization, ECA was considered as something essential, so schools organize 
ECA not necessarily because of their educational ideals, but rather of avoiding 
suspicion and illegitimacy. 
The Education Department did not justify the criteria of the ECA list, nor is the 
public told clearly why ECA is valid to be the indicator of schools' performance. 
41 In the Basic Education Curriculum Guild (CDC, 2002), subjects are recognized into 8 key learning 
areas: Chinese language, English language, Mathematics, Science, Technology, Physical , Arts and 
Personal, Social and Humanities Education. 
42 Any of the following events: Hong Kong Schools Music Festival, Hong Kong Schools Speech 
Festival, Hong Kong School Drama Festival, School Dance Festival, and Inter-schoollinter-port sports 
events organized by the HK Schools Sports Federation/Hong Kong Sports Association for the mentally 
handicapped (applicable to special schools). 
43 Any of the following events: The HK Girl Guides Association, The Girls' Brigade HK, HK Red 
Cross, Scout Association of HK, HK Air Cadet Corps, Civil Aid Service Cadet Corps, HK Adventure 
Corps, HK Sea Cadet Corps, HK St. John Ambulance Brigade, The Boys' Brigade HK, HK Road 
Safety Association, The Community Youth Club, Junior Police Call, and The Hong Kong Award for 
Young People. 
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When ECA was accepted as indicator of school performance it means that ECA 
became important in schooling process, but the question is: Why is ECA valid to 
indicate performance of schools in the first place? The Quality Assurance framework 
does not explain the rationale. I suggest that the general acceptance of ECA as integral 
part of schooling process more or less is generated under the slogan of balanced and 
whole-person education. Hence we must trace this back to the larger context of the 
curricular reform which aims at whole-person education as discussed below. 
4.5.2 Curricular reform 
The second major scope of reform since 1990s was the curriculum reform. It also 
reinforced the institutionalization of ECA. In 1975 the first version of official 
Common-core Curriculum C:;!=f([nJf1~>G\6*fj)44 was introduced to prepare for the 
coming compulsory mass education (CDC, 1975: Chap 1), but "Extra-curricular 
Activities" was not mentioned in this curriculum. By 1990s, this curriculum was 
discredited for its poor applicability to students' social life. As a result, the second 
version of "Common-core Curriculum" was issued in 199245. It is clearly stated that 
the demands for'students of more participation and higher aspirations towards society 
are the economic and political considerations to renew the curriculum (CDC, 1992: 
Chap 1). The major change in this new curriculum guide is the notion of "informal 
curriculum" (~F JE~J!§*fj) which supplements the formal class teaching, and ECA is 
taken as a form of "informal curriculum" (CDC, 1992: 3.2.3). It is believed that the 
new ideas of curriculum will certainly improve the effectiveness of schooling, and 
44 A Preliminary Guide to the Curriculum for Junior Secondary Forms (Curriculum Development 
Committee, 1975) 
45 Guide to the Secondary 1 to 5 Curriculum (Curriculum Development Council, 1992) 
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ECA becomes a means of curricular reform to make curriculum more 
experience-oriented and students-centered. This is the first attempt of the 
Common-core Curriculum to incorporate ECA. 
In 1997, Education Department issued Guidelines on Extra-curricular Activities 
ln Schools, admitted that ECA is part of the school curriculum. It states clearly 
"Extra-curricular activities (ECA) are activities that take place outside regular class 
teaching and yet are related to student learning. As such, they fall within the scope of 
the school curriculum" (Education Department, 1997: 5). In this guideline, the aims of 
mass education are taken as aims for ECA "since ECA is part of the school 
curriculum,,46. In chapter 2, it defines the responsibilities of ECA Coordinators and 
teacher advisors; in chapter 3, it defines the procedure of the implementation of ECA 
including setting goals, planning, manning, recording and evaluating; and in chapter 4 
it defines the management of resources like the financial reports. There is also an 
Annex I particularly for the "Evaluation of ECA" to define clearly the standard of 
evaluation. ECA became a rational program in a rational organization: it has clear 
goals, with proper means to achieve and the evaluation system ensuring it operates 
rationally. 
The incorporation of ECA into official curriculum coincided with the school 
formal administration structure. It just makes sense because curriculum defines what 
and how is taught in school, and it is the basic blueprint of the structure of schools. 
When ECA was absorbed into curriculum it inevitably led to the absorption of ECA in 
46 The original statement is "The overall aims of education of Hong Kong have been outlined in a 
booklet called "School Education in Hong Kong: A Statement of Aims" published in 1993 by the 
Education and Manpower Branch, Government Secretariat, Hong Kong Government. Since ECA are 
part of the school curriculum, the aims listed in the booklet can also be considered for 
ECA."(Education Department, 1997: 5) 
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formal administrative structure of schools, and vice versa. The notion of informal 
curriculum in a curriculum guide indeed is paradoxical, because being informal 
implies it is ambiguous and hard to be clearly stated and managed. In the perspective 
of sociological institutionalism, it is the rationalization of school organization to cause 
such expansion of the jurisdiction of curriculum from regular classroom teaching to 
all sorts of activities in school. If we further consider the similarity of curricular 
reforms among Asian countries since 1980s and 1990s that abandoned subject-based 
curriculum and introduced student-oriented and life-oriented approach 47, it will 
certainly help explain the origin of the expansion of ECA in the institution of mass 
education. This curricular reform is entrenched on a worldwide basis and this will be 
discussed in more details in the following chapters. 
4.6 Phase IIB- Accomplishment of Institutionalization: 2000~ 
4.6.1 New wave of education reform 
1. Promotion and assessment system 
In 2000, The Education Commission issued Education Blueprint for the 21st 
Century: Review of Education System: Reform Proposals. This paper proposes the 
"Assessment/record of Students' Overall Performance". It means that apart from 
recording students; internal examination results, schools should consider the records 
47 Since 1980's, integrated curriculum spread in Asian countries U=p~~W-fm ' 2001; ~m±' 2000; 
~~fa ' 2001; Lam and Lidstone, 2001; *~ .. **~cp , 2004). Academic high-form subject knowledge 
(e.g. physics, world history) subjects gave way to integrated "learning areas" (e.g. language, humanities, 
integrated science), as more emphasis is given on the general understanding to society and the abilities 
applicable to individual's social life. 
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of students' participation in different types of learning activities (e.g. sports, art, 
co-curricular activities, community services and work-related activities) in the 
students' portfolio (Education Commission, 2000: 5.3.32 and 5.3.33). In the "Review 
of University Admission System", this paper recommends universities to consider 
students' all-round performance when setting admission criteria, that apart from 
public examination result, internal assessment reports of the non-academic 
performance should also be included (Education Commission, 2000: 5.4.17). The 
response from the 8 tertiary institutions was very positive. They proclaimed a certain 
quota will be given to students who have distinguished performance in ECA just after 
the consultation with the govemment48. Although it is not a prerequisite for admission, 
in the "examination! university-entering" oriented education system of Hong Kong 
(Sweeting, 1993), to be accepted as a criterion of university recruitment certainly 
implies a highest form of recognition. Performance in ECA became an indispensable 
part not only for the assessment on school, but also for assessment on individual 
students. ECA from this stage was fully absorbed by the establishment. Schools and 
individual students, not necessarily for the education ideals of whole-person education, 
must perform better in ECA as it is more essential to promotion and assessment. 
2. The new curriculum 
In 2002, Education Bureau issued a new version of Common-core Curriculum 
(renamed as "Central Curriculum"), Basic Education Curriculum Guild (CDC, 2002). 
This curriculum is suggested to be implemented in a "whole-school approach" and it 
is defined as a "comprehensive school life experience" (CDC, 2002: Ch.2.3.1). 
Curriculum refers not only to classroom teaching, but to all sorts of activities in 
48 2000.2 .2 1 ~8A¥&~ 
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school. Therefore, the boundary between formal class teaching and informal 
curriculum was further wrecked. In this curriculum, experience of individuals is given 
an unquestionable trait of the entire learning process, and activity teaching is 
encouraged in order to make the learning process of students more experiential and 
thus more effective. The niche of ECA in formal curriculum was ever-broaden in the 
framework of Life-wide Learning(~:1JflI~~). The two major tasks of ECA in 
bringing Life-wide Learning are: 1) to provide the Five Essential Learning Experience 
(1if.i£~~~*~~)49, and 2) to enrich classroom teaching in both the form of 
classroom teaching activities and after-class teaching activities in the newly 
categorized Eight Key Learning Areas50. As a result, Extra-curricular Activities was 
renamed as Co-curricular Activities(~~~~1J§'}]). The implication is obviously that 
ECA was no longer extra to curriculum, and ECA was taken as "the extension of 
regular classroom teaching,,51. The status of ECA changed from "a kind of inform 
curriculum" (CDC, 1992: Ch.3.2.3) to an "integral part of school curriculum" (CDC, 
2002: Glossary) in the new curriculum. 
ECA is no longer a simple tradition moral education in the form of loosely 
organized collec~ive activities, but is a systematic instructional program with clearly 
defined aims and procedures in an integrated curriculum which is based on individual 
49 "All students should be provided with life-wide learning opportunities to help them to gain the 
following five essential learning experiences: l).Intellectual Development (mostly through classroom 
learning in KLAs); 2) Moral and Civic Education (character formation) ; 3) Community Service; 4) 
Physical and Aesthetic Development; and 5) Career-related Experiences." (CDC 2002: Chap.6.3) 
50 The eight "Key Learning Areas" are: 1) Chinese Language Education; 2) English Language 
Education; 3) Mathematics Education; 4) Science Education; 5) Technology Education; 6) Personal , 
Social, and Humanities Education; 7) Arts Education; and 8) Physical Education. 
In the Key Learning Area Curriculum Guide for these 8 KLNs, "Co-curricular Activities" and 
ECA are defined as the "life-wide learning" program that serves as a teaching and learning strategy. 
Source: http://www.edb.gov.hkIindex.aspx?nodeid=2365&langno=1 revision date: 01July 2007 
51 "Life-Wide Learning" is "enriching, enabling and extending" regular classroom learning. And ECA 
is taken as kind of "Life-Wide Learning". Source: 
http://www.edb.gov.hklindex.aspx?nodeid=4055&langno=2 revision date: OlJuly 2007, 
http://www.edb.gov.hklindex.aspx?nodeid=4056&langno=2 revision date: 01July 2007 
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experience. This curriculum, in the perspective of institutional theory, is echoing the 
"world discourse of education" to view education as "institution to build a scientific 
and democratic society around cultural diversity and human rights" (Benavot and 
Braslavsky et. , 2006: 136). 
4.6.2 Professionalisation 
To cope with the trend of formalization of ECA, ECA coordinators need to be 
more "professional". The Hong Kong Extra-curricular Activities Masters ' Association 
(W~6*~}1~'}]3:. {3:tJ%tr) plays a noticeable role in the professionalisation of ECA. 
One of the major tasks of the association is to offer training courses for ECA 
coordinators from different schools to raise the quality of ECA. Yet, in the very 
beginning of the association, the founders were just a group of experienced 
enthusiasts in organizing ECA. The professional standard of ECA management rather 
took "a process of construction"s2. 
The association successfully collaborated with institutes of tertiary education. In 
collaboration with the Facility of education at CUHK, the association jointly offers 
Certificate Course of ECA Management, Professional Diploma Program in 
Management of Extra-curricular Activities in Secondary Schools and Master in Arts 
Degree Progranl in Student Activities in Education. The profession of ECA 
management emegered and claimed a jurisdiction over the knowledge about ECA. 
ECA management became scientific and thus legitimate in our modem society. The 
ECA coordinators in secondary schools were under pressure to join these programs in 
52 Personal interview with ~-*t~tli , the founding chairman of the HKECA Masters' Association (W~ 
ij*)7'f-$IJJ:±1I:tjjbWr (2005.9.l5) 
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order to not be regarded as unprofessional. These processes finally strengthen the 
position of ECA in mass education. 
4.6.3 A wider range of institutionalization 
When ECA is institutionalized in the formal structure of school organizations 
(curriculum, administration and assessment) and professional bodies, individual 
schools and students find it difficult to deny the importance of ECA. As a result, ECA 
is not only institutionalized in schools, but also in other aspects of social policy. In 
2005, The Commission on Poverty has launched the "School-based After-school 
Learning and Support Programs" for the disadvantaged schoolchildren. Schools and 
NGOs received HK$ 75 Million to implement this program53 . It shows that while 
education is highly institutionalized in our society that it serves in a wide range of 
government program to promote social progress, ECA is taken as an indispensable 
part of education 54. Also, the evaluation system of these programs 55 in the 
ever-rationalized public service implies that the formalization of ECA is an 
irreversible trend. The adaptation of ECA in this complex of rationalized institutional 
organizations further stimulates its formalization with a system of record, 
measurement and management. 
53 Commission on Poverty: Task Force on Children and Youth (2006). Implementation of the 
School-based After-school Learning and Support Program. 
Source: http://www. cop.gov.hkleng/pd{!TFCY%20Paper5%202006eng.pd( 
54 Ibid. P.2. "The 2005/06 Programs included diverse activities such as school tuition classes, cultural 
activities, leadership training, personal growth, extra-curricular activities and visits." 
55 Ibid. P .2. "Schools and NGO are required to each submit an interim and a final evaluation reports . . .. 
The final report covers assessments on achievement of the goal(s), participation and completion rate, 
feedback from students and parents on the Programs and other outcome measures included in the 
program plan as well as any academic or affective outcome such as engagement in learning, academic 
attainment, attitudes etc." 
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In the very beginning of the reconstruction of mass education in early post-war 
period, ECA was only a kind of loosely organized collective activities and deemed as 
something dispensable and irregular. The mass incorporation of ECA in schools in 
late 1970s was critical to the process of institutionalization of ECA. However, the 
form of collective activities promoting moral education did not maintain, and it was 
eventually transformed into a more modem form of activity learning with individual 
experience. ECA becomes a systematic instructional program with clearly defined 
aims and procedures to promote in the new integrated curriculum. 
4.7 Summary and Research Focus 
4.7.1 Applicability of the competing theoretical frameworks to the empirical 
Hong Kong case 
1. The limitation of current theories in explaining the institutionalization of ECA 
ECA was incorporated into the school curriculum in expanSIon of mass 
education system and its reform. The development -of mass education can be taken as 
a response to the development of Hong Kong society. The emergence of mass 
education in 1970s basically took place with the background of industrialization and 
development of local mass society, that is education is for an educated working class 
and fulfillment of human rights. From this stage, schools in Hong Kong began to 
incorporate ECA massively for a sense of belonging and stability of the youngsters 
who were supposed to be excluded in the old elite education. The issue of 
reunification with China and continuous social-economic development in 1980s also 
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strengthened the position of ECA for its educational functions of citizenship and 
leadership training. 
In different theoretical presumptions, social forces shaping education system are 
taken differently. From the functionalistic view, ECA was incorporated into the 
institution for its functions of social integration and human capital, and the 
institutionalization is unquestionably a progress to cope with a higher complexity of 
our economy and society. This view is shared by the advocators of ECA and the 
reformist policy makers. From the conflict perspective, the history of ECA 
institutionalization however displays the power relation and control. In the 1960s and 
1970s, ECA was taken as the means of governance to promote a sense of belonging 
and stability of youngsters; since 1980s ECA was incorporated into school 
establishment with increasing curriculum guidance, management, indicators and 
inspection. The government began to manipulate the capitalist ideologies of human 
capital and management into ECA reform. This view of control and power relation is 
generally shared by the researchers in curricular studies related to ECA (Sweeting, 
1993; ~Wfi " Ji%~~*1 ' 2002 ; mJBtjfD " Ji~~ '2000;2006). In the historical 
review of this chapter, the unique local history and functions are found significant in 
the emergence of mass education and ECA, such as the 1967 riots, a hurry expansion 
of mass education in 1970s, and the rapid economic development and the issue of 
unification with China. 
However, for a more comprehensive account of this issue, we better not restrict 
our discussion at local and micro level. In relation to the education system in Hong 
Kong, the institutionalization of ECA was in crisis of marginalization in late 1980s 
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and early 1990s56 and inclusion of ECA in official school curriculum was not 
accomplished until the impetus of education reform in middle 1990s. This education 
reform also took place on world-wide scale in curricular reform and public service 
reform, which was a part of the universal movement in constructing rationalistic 
culture in the view of sociological institutionalism on mass education (Scott and 
Meyer, 1994; Meyer et aI., 1992). 
We can easily grasp the institutional effects of universal ideologies of modem 
education on the development of ECA in Hong Kong mass education. The purpose of 
ECA is transformed from traditional moral education, which placed emphasis on 
obedient citizenship culture and civic responsibilities, such as to promote the sense of 
belonging and lessened anti-social behavior of youth, to the modem teachings of ECA, 
which was the inclusive development of individual to encourage participation with 
citizens, and nurture the ability to exercise rational and independent judgment. Had 
ECA maintained its traditional and passive culture, conflict perspective of state 
control could be used to explain the curriculum configuration. However, the 
development of ECA in official school curriculum has incorporated the vision of 
participatory and open society. The affinity between official school curriculum and 
the universal ideologies of education will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
2. The contribution of an alternative theoretical perspective 
The basic notion of institutional theory on education is that this expansion of 
mass education around the globe in the postwar period is building on the universal 
educational ideologies of individual human rights, democracy and equality. In the 
56 see Chap.2.4.2; see also {'~.L-)j~(1988:Chap.ll). 
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theoretical perceptive of institutional theory, the decline of the traditional academic 
curriculum towards a more integrated form, recognizing students' daily experience as 
part of school based education, reflects the influence of individuality and participant 
citizenship on curricular making (Meyer et aI., 1992; Benavot and Braslavsky et., 
2006: 136). The interplay of particular interests and power such as the competition of 
state, capitalists and professional groups in controlling curriculum is of no exception 
to justify with the universal educational ideologies. 
Peripheral factors such as elite class interest, state control and economIC 
development alone are not the maIn influence on the accomplishment of 
institutionalization of ECA, rather this world-wide curricular reform is found 
historically significant to the success of institutionalization of ECA57 as examined in 
the historical review of this chapter. At the later phase of development of ECA in mass 
education since 1990s, the expansion of ECA increasingly relies on the institutional 
force of the world community of education. 
Since the 1990s East Asian countries, including Hong Kong, aimed for an 
integrated curric,ulum, in which the concept was centered on daily experience and 
consequently more activities-oriented (~~ .. ** 9§' tp , 2004) 58 . The general 
consensus was heading towards these new teaching strategies, it was noted the 
implementation of this student-oriented approach was not as effective as first 
proposed (Morris, 1990: 28). Despite this, the attempt to legitimize ECA continued to 
57 The concept of historical significance is not a simple casual relation. Because history does not repeat 
itself, we are impossible to experiment to see if the institutionalization could accomplish even without 
these peripheral factors . So prediction and casual relation is not applicable in explaining particular 
historical events like the institutionalization of ECA in Hong Kong. 
58 In the 2002 version of Common-core Curriculum (CDC, 2002), the trait of learning is defined as 
Five Essential Learning Experience and the subjects are reorganized in the new framework of eight 
Key Learning Areas. The subject of Integrated Humanities and Integrated Science are also promoted by 
the Government to prepare for the coming curricular reform. 
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assert itself on a transnational base. 
4.7.2 Dimensions of institutionalization of ECA 
The historical review on the developmental process of ECA in this chapter shows 
that the institutionalization of ECA in the school establishment was in three major 
dimensions: 
1. Rationalization of administration structure in schools 
ECA was formalized in the adaptation to an ever-rationalized schooling system 
(everything being accountable and manageable with indicators and procedures) which 
has been discussed in details in Chap 4.5. The formalization of ECA in the formal 
structure of schools occurred in the context of the rationalization of schools as 
institutional organizations in modern societies. However, while ECA is formalized 
with the expansion of formal structure in schools, this foundation does not guarantee a 
core position in formal structure for ECA. To sustain the incorporation of ECA in the 
formal structure of schools not only as regular activities but also as integral process, 
indicators and means of reform, ECA needs more justification of its importance in 
educational effectiveness. Social acceptance of ECA could not be achieved without 
curricular reform and the rise of ECA management as a profession. It is more critical 
to explain the social origin of curricular reform and the emergence of ECA 
management, than to merely take the formalization of ECA as the expansion of formal 
structure in schools. 
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2. Curricular reform 
Curricular reform integrating formal and informal curriculum generated the 
niche for ECA to occupy a core position in school curriculum. It is based on the 
isomorphic global environment of the world-wide curricular reform, which is 
entrenched on the universal cultural frame of rational individuals and participatory 
society as discussed above in this paper. In Chapter 5, we will investigate the 
evolution the official "Common-core Curriculum Guidelines" (tfJOJf;t{{}~f~) since 
its conception in 1975. This is to empirically examine the prevalence of modem 
educational ideologies such as individuality, equality and democracy which is 
predicted in the institutional theory on education, and its relation with the 
incorporation of ECA in formal school curriculum. 
3. The emergence of the profession in ECA management 
HKECA Masters' Association concentrates its effort to construct and promote the 
professional standard of ECA management with reference to world curriculum. 
Even though the, association is not the only participating body of the development of 
ECA however it plays an active role in influencing the development of ECA, ensuring 
the rationalization and continuous curricular reform are being maintained. With the 
gradual acceptance of ECA as being part of the formal school structure establishment 
in both school administration and curriculum, this will strengthen the social 
recognition of HKECA Masters' Association as an institution; reversely, the higher 
social acceptance of this profession of ECA management will also strengthen the 
position of ECA in school establishment, as the association is the major source of 
justification of educational effectiveness of ECA. 
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From the institutional theory point of view, the active role of HKECA Masters' 
Association in formalizing ECA as part of formal school curriculum reflects the 
institutional force of science as social consciousness in modem societies. In the 
rationalistic culture of modem societies, to be legitimate, knowledge must be 
incorporated in the system of science (concretely the knowledge system of 
universities), irrespective of personal gain and interest. Acting as the "agency of 
principle" (Meyer and Jepperson 2000: 108), professional bodies in modem societies 
carry the authority of knowledge to interpret the governing rules in different aspects 
of social life, such as educational psychology in the field of education. The profession 
of ECA management is emerged in this context to formalize ECA as a legitimate 
knowledge. 
The question IS that do these professionals rely on the universal modem 
educational ideologies as predicted in the institutional theory on education? Chapter 6 
will further investigate the education discourse of ECA in Hong Kong through a 
textual analysis on the newsletter of the association. Remarkably, the association is 
one major interest group in the institutionalization of ECA in Hong Kong, so their 
educational discourse will further reflect the universal normative ground for the 
interplay between particular interests. 
4.7.3 The significance and expected findings of empirical analysis 
The conceptualization of these dimensions of institutionalization is not only 
based Qn my conceptual and theoretical analysis but is also expected to be empirically 
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examined in a more detailed research. In this chapter, the details of institutionalization 
of ECA in administrative structure of schools have been discussed. More importantly, 
it is mainly a matter of changes in the perceptions of ECA. So the textual analysis on 
the transformation of the official Common-core Curriculum Guides and the newsletter 
of HKECA· Masters' Association in different periods of institutionalization will be 
carried out in the following chapters. Besides, same set of ideologies is expected to be 
found in these two sets of documents to show that: education and curricula are visions 
of local societies to pursue modernity which is constructed at a transnational ground 
of universal norms, and these norms are not isolated in the curricula but rather spread 
more widely into the local society. 
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Chapter 5 
Explaining the Change and Organization of ECA in Official 
Curriculum (1975 to present) 
5.1 Introduction 
The incorporation of ECA into school curriculum is a key to appreciate the 
process of institutionalization of ECA in the school system. In this chapter, a textual 
analysis will be carried out on the official Common-core Curriculum (~fPJif1{JG\~~j.) 
for secondary schools since its introduction in 1975. The objective is to provide 
empirical confirmation to the hypothesis: the incorporation of ECA into school 
curriculum is not an isolated incident but is rather the result of the entire curricular 
reform, and this curricular reform reflects the force of modem educational ideologies 
that is entrenched on a worldwide basis. 
Sociological institutionalism suggests school curricula are not only constructed 
by local interests in local settings, such processes are also on going with and deeply 
influenced by, a worldwide curricular reform. The forces of local interest and history 
in curricular making are filtered with the common ground of modem visions/concepts 
towards progress and equality (e.g. societal development, human rights and 
democracy) (Meyer et aI., 1992). 
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5.1.1 Focus 
From the world cultural perspective, the narrative of curriculum development in 
the last three decades follows this line: 1) the worldwide curriculum integration 
movement (5*f~*ft~JiIJJ) from 1980s shaped the Hong Kong curricular reform with 
a legitimate world model59; 2) this world model curriculum is individual-centered and 
experience-oriented. It is deeply rooted in the modem educational ideologies to define 
every student as a capable citizen and a rational actor with a higher awareness and 
aspiration to participate in his or her rationalized environment (family, community, 
nation and the globe); and 3) the traditional formal curriculum in Hong Kong mass 
education, which is "academic rational" 60 , was discredited because this form of 
knowledge is poorly applicable to individuals' participation in social life. In the 
pursuit of legitimacy, there was a curricular reconstruction merging the formal 
curriculum (based on classroom teaching and subjects) and ECA as an informal 
curriculum (based on activities and daily experience). ECA matched the agenda of 
curricular reform that to make curriculum more individual-centered and 
experience-oriented, thus accessed to a core position in the new curriculum. 
59 This can be chased back to the postwar educational movement initiated by UNESCO where an 
integrated approach to reorganize the pedagogy of school subjects was highly recommended. It first 
happened in the science subjects (1957) and then in the social science teaching area (1963). Such 
movement was then later adopted by many countries despite their level of national development. The 
movement soon got diffused and became an exemplary model for many other national societies (see 
Meyer et al 1992; Wong 1991) 
In 1980's, "curriculum integration movement" also got reinforced among Asian countries. In spite of 
the variation in economic development and local (political and historical) setting, the outlines of the 
curricular reform in these countries are surprisingly consensual. Academic high-form subject 
knowledge (e.g. physics, world history) subjects gave way to integrated "learning areas" (e.g. language, 
humanities, integrated science), as more emphasis is given on the general understanding to society and 
the abilities applicable to individual's social life (CP~~Wg~, 2001 ; ~ffl± ' 2000; ~~fa ' 2001 ; Lam 
and Lidstone, 2001 ; ~~ .. **~cP , 2004). 
The coincidence of Hong Kong curricular reform with this world model was not haphazard. From 
the world culture perceptive, there is a worldwide force structuring all these things to happen, unless 
the curriculum in one society would be varied from the others for their different local settings. 
60 Morris (1992; 1996) refers "academic rational" to the traditional curriculum which aims at the 
transmission of the academic knowledge and its boundary is clearly defined by academic subjects. 
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Is that the force of modem educational ideologies to structure curriculum making 
and finally led to the incorporation of ECA into formal school curriculum in Hong 
Kong? If this assertion is valid, that the reform is on going with the modem 
educational ideologies, the affinity of ECA and the transforming curriculum should be 
the modern educational ideologies they share. Textual analysis should show that the 
modern educational ideologies pervade more and more deeply into our school 
curriculum, and this trend should correlate with its incorporation of ECA. If we take 
the curriculum making of mass education as a pursuit of ideal society and citizens 
through socialization process, what are the expected results of this socialization and 
how does this expectation evolve over time? 
5.1.2 Textual comparison 
As mentioned in Chapter 2.5.2, the modem educational ideologies in world 
model curricula are conceptualized as two major themes: 1) celebration of 
individuality. The sanctity of individual is celebrated as inviolable that the , 
uniqueness of every individual is highly appreciated and valued. School knowledge is 
asked to fulfill the whole-person development such as interpersonal communication, 
aesthetic and physical sense; and 2) universal participation of citizens. All members 
are given opportunities and are defined as capable citizens to involve in social affairs 
(from family, community, society to the globe) because they are equally important and 
valuable. School knowledge is thus asked to be applicable to individuals' social 
participation. 
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This set of ideologies, will be examined in the textual comparison between the 
three versions of "Common-core Curriculum"(:ttlPJf~,C}a*fi) for secondary schools. 
1) Version 1975: A Preliminary Guide to the Curriculum for Junior Secondary Forms 
(Education Department, 1975); 2) Version 1992: Guide to the Secondary 1 to 5 
Curriculum (CDC, 1992); and 3) Version 2002: Basic Education Curriculum Guide 
(primary 1 to Secondary 3 (CDC, 2002). For analytical purpose, the comparison is 
categorized into Definition of Curriculum, Aims of Education and Pedagogy 
according to the common structure of content in these three curriculum guides. The 
method of textual comparison is to show that institutionalization of ECA in official 
curriculum is on going with the diffusion of modern educational ideologies. 
5.2. Definition of Curriculum 
The textual comparison of the three Common-core Curriculum guides shows an 
obvious change in the definition of curriculum, which correlates to the changing 
concepts of ECA. 
5.2.1 Definition of ECA 
In Version 1975, there was no specific mentioning of ECA. However, in Version 
1992, the notion of informal curriculum and ECA appeared for the first time: 
" ... Apart from study, students should be encouraged through informal 
curriculum in the form of extra-curricular activities* to use their 
leisure time properly for either recreational purposes or community 
activities. Through leisure activities, students extend their scope and 
would hopefully develop a sense of concern for the community in 
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which they live and a respect for other people* 61." (CDC 1992: 
Chap.3.2.3) 
ECA was avowed clearly as a form of informal curriculum. With the frame of 
informal curriculum, ECA grasped the niche to develop in school curriculum. Besides, 
the development of informal curriculum was obviously justified with the modem 
vision of participatory individual and society that demands students to develop a sense 
of concern for the community and a respect for other people. The connotation was 
that the academic subject-based curriculum was inadequate to promote a higher 
awareness and aspiration in the social participation for students. This confirms my 
theoretical interpretation that ECA is taken as the tools of curriculum reform which is 
featured in modem citizenship culture. 
In Version 1992, ECA or informal curriculum was still considered as something 
"apart from study". In Version 2002, ECA was entitled to a core position in formal 
curriculum, and it was clearly defined: 
"Co-curricular activities: Activities that provide students with learning 
experience to be gained inside or outside the classroom, including the 
actual environment in the community and .work places. Traditionally 
known as extra-curricular activities, they form an integral part of the 
school curriculum complementing the formal classroom learning." 
(CDC, 2002: Glossary) 
From the above quotation, ECA was not extra to curriculum. Curriculum was 
re-conceptualized as a single coherent system with the inclusion of ECA. The 
elements such as "outside formal classroom learning" and "the actual environment in 
61 * Sentences that are underlined denote my own highlight marking for illustrative and analytical 
purpose. 
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the community and work place" were also thought to be co-curricular (part of study), 
but not as "apart from study" in Version 1992. Form the point of view of curriculum 
planners, ECA was taken as a kind of Life-Wide Learning (~tJflI~~), which 
"enriches, enables and extends" regular classroom learning62 . These new functions of 
ECA brought a new title as "co-curricular activities". 
Table 2. Definition ofECA in curriculum 
Version 1975 Version 1992 Version 2002 
No specific mention A form of informal curriculum -Integral part of the school 
curriculum complementing the 
formal classroom learning 
- "Co-curricular " 
5.2.2. Learning as experience 
The incorporation of ECA into the formal curriculum as co-curricular took a 
further step with a deepened transformation in the definition of curriculum itself. 
When formal curriculum (classroom teaching) was defined as learning experience, it 
was hard to keep a clear boundary from informal curriculum, as they were similar in 
the form of activities. In Version 2002, curriculum was clearly defined for the first 
time: 
"The school curriculum is defined as the learning experiences students 
will engage in schools*. Students spend an average of about 7 hours a 
day in school. Every experience during or outside formal lessons also 
adds new learning to students, which would have long-term impact on 
them. Hence, school curriculum planning should aim at providing 
quality time for students during lessons, lunch, recess, or after school 
through nurturing a caring and open learning culture in the school." 
62 Source: webpage of Education Bureau http://www.edb.gov.hklindex.aspx?nodeid=4055&langno=2 
revision date: OIJuly 2007 
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(CDC 2002: Chap.2.3.1) 
Experience in and out of school environment, but not only subject knowledge, 
was constructed as the trait of curriculum, which reinforced ECA as a kind of 
experiential learning, and later became a legitimate core of curriculum. To cater 
students' learning needs by more authentic experience, curriculum is asked to make 
room for ECA: 
"The learning time of students includes: Lesson time, School time 
other than lesson, and Holidays * ... Students' learning needs should 
always be given the top priority in planning the school calendar and 
time-table. Allowances should be made for the formal curriculum, 
co-curricular activities*, life-wide learning opportunities, interface 
programs (e.g. at the beginning or end of term, introduction programs 
for teachers / students), staff development days, assessment measures, 
project learning, etc."(CDC 2002: Chap.2.3.1 and 2.3.2) 
We can also take an alternative VIew: the new definition of curriculum as 
learning experience mandates curriculum to expand its jurisdiction over all sorts of 
school activities including ECA. It creates the hegemony of curriculum - the operation 
of schools is perceived as a single unified system that consists of inclusive learning 
experience for students, and the function of curriculum is to coordinate all sorts of 
these school activities. In extreme, even "holidays" falls in the category of "learning 
time" that should be managed by curriculum. Therefore, ECA should be of no 
exception. When the environment of curricular reform legitimatize curriculum to 
absorb all sorts of school activities that is considered as learning experience, ECA is 
incorporated as well as other kinds of school activities such as projects learning and 
interface programs. 
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5.2.3 The significance o/modern educational ideologies 
The notions of informal curriculum and learning as experience are justified by 
the increasing need of experiential learning, but why did we need more experiential 
learning? This is better explained by the modem vision of participatory individual 
pervades in the curriculum. Since individual is expected to be responsible and active 
in social participation, learning should be individual-based and its effectiveness 
should be defined by how well individual applies school knowledge in his/her daily 
life. Besides, an experience-oriented approach of teaching and learning implies that 
an individual's uniqueness and needs are highly valued. The legitimacy of 
experiential learning is brought out by the modem concept of unique and 
participatory individual and this finally generates the niche of ECA in formal 
curriculum. The following analysis on Aims of Education and Pedagogy will further 
confirm this argument. 
5.3 Aims of Education 
The phrases being used to represent alms of education throughout the three 
Common-core Curriculum guides are contrasting. It shows a very obvious change in 
the rationale and legitimacy of school knowledge. We can portray the penetration of 
modem educational ideologies in the development of whole curriculum in two 
dimensions: the vision towards a participatory society, following by changes in the 
legitimacy of school knowledge (applicability to individuals ' social participation and 
development of individuality). These concepts are crucial in reforming the entire 
curriculum into a more experience-oriented model that led to the institutionalization 
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ofECA in school curriculum. 
5.3.1 Modern vision o/participatory individual and society 
1. A clearer model of participatory individual 
The aims in the official curriculum in the early period showed a relatively weak 
connection between school knowledge and social participation. Although education 
was considered as part of human rights that is regardless of one ' s possibility to 
continue study in higher education, the legitimacy of knowledge was still not clearly 
elaborated with a widen model of individual and society. 
Aims Version 1975 
"The curriculum has been designed to provide a well-balanced 
education suitable for all pupils at this level, whether or not they 
continue their formal education beyond form Ill. A well-balanced 
education is taken to be one which provides the following elements: a) 
literacy (in both speech and writing); b) numeracy; c) a knowledge and 
understanding of man's natural and physical environment; d) a 
knowledge and understanding of man and his social environment; e) a 
developing moral sensibility; f) a developing aesthetic sensibility; g) 
opportunity (actual and potential) of fashioning the environment; h) 
physical education in the widest sense." (CDC, 1975: Chap.2.5) 
We see a great difference in Version 1992. Every individual is expected to be 
responsible for different roles and demands in his social participation after the 
secondary education. This ideal model of individuality is acknowledged clearly as the 
general aim of education. 
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General Aims: social considerations -Version 1992 
"In setting the alms of secondary curriculum, reference should be 
made to the social, economic, political and cultural characteristics of 
the community. These determine the scope of personal development 
and the roles of individuals in the society* ... the curriculum continues 
to promote students' all-round development in the intellectual, 
communicative, social and moral, personal and physical, and aesthetic 
spheres ... helps them to become well-balanced and responsible 
individuals capable of coping with the needs and demands of the 
community*." (CDC, 1992: Chap.3.2.1and 3.3.1) 
Remarkably, mass education is clearly stated as the agency responsible for the 
personal development of individuals and the allocation of their roles in society. 
Individuals are not isolated but connected to the widen community through 
socialization in education system. State is involved in the process of one's personal 
development and the allocation of one's social position through its role in monitoring 
mass education, which is the center mechanism of personnel and socialization in 
modem societies. 
2. Decrease in the presentation of national society in contrast to world community 
One may question that emphasis is also given on the needs of the society of 
Hong Kong as the setting of aims of education is asked to made reference to "social, 
economic, political and cultural characteristics of the community" (CDC, 1992: 
Chap.3.2.1). Indeed, the political issue of the reunification of China and Hong Kong 
is given specific attention in the general aims of Version 1992: 
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General Aims: political considerations -Version 1992 
"In the foreseeable future, the return of sovereignty of Hong Kong to 
China in 1997 and the development of representative government will 
be the major issues of concern in this community. Students should be 
strengthened in their political and social awareness and acquire greater 
understanding of China* through both the formal and informal 
curricula." (C.D.C. Chap.3.2.6) 
This does not rebut the maIn argument of this research that curriculum is 
increasingly influenced by the universal educational ideologies and decreasingly the 
particular local needs. Firstly, it is avoiding passive doctrine of patriotism and 
promoting a more voluntary approach of one's awareness and knowledge. This 
approach is to prepare a more active model of citizens as found in the pervious studies 
on the shift of civil education, in Hong Kong as well as at world level (Benavot and 
Braslavsky et., 2006: 73-88; Ho, 2004). This elaborated model of modern citizens can 
also be found in the following statements concerning local political issues. Secondly, 
the curriculum guide begins to adopt the universal norm in order to realize a 
democratic society. 
General Aims: political considerations -Version 1992 
"As a result of the introduction of representative government, Hong 
Kong is becoming a much more open society than before. People 
enjoy greater freedom, more rights, and in return, they are expected to 
assume greater public responsibility than before. To enable students to 
realize their future role in the community*, education should help 
them to develop social and civic awareness, a sense of civic 
responsibility, and the power of analytical thinking and making 
rational judgment*." (C.D.C. Chap. 3.2.7) 
Curriculum was expected to develop students' ability of analytical thinking and 
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making rational judgment in order to realize their future roles in society. Why were 
the qualities of citizens so similar to the world curricula which emphasized rational 
and active participation of citizens? Was it for the officially recognized local needs to 
promote the representative government in curriculum? Actually in 1992 there was a 
very limited section of legislature directly elected by the people of Hong Kong. So 
why did the Hong Kong Government promote democracy in school curriculum in 
spite of its actual conservative stand? Was that for the political intention of the 
colonial government to encourage a more critical citizenship in Hong Kong against 
the Chinese Government after 1997? 
Ten Years after the handover, the Hong Kong people still have no universal 
suffrage. Obviously, the political agenda of Hong Kong SAR Government is also 
not to promote democracy. However In Version 2002, the vision of participatory 
society presented in the general aims is far more extended: individual is assumed to 
have personal contributions even at the world level. 
Version 2002 
"The school curriculum should provide all students with essential 
life-long learning experiences for whole-person development in the 
domains of ethics, intellect, physical development, social skills and 
aesthetics, according to individual potential, so that all students can 
become active, responsible and contributing members of society, the 
nation and the world* ." (CDC, 2002: Chap.1.2) 
The social participation of students is not restricted in local community, but 
students should consider themselves as part of one whole society in the wake of 
globalization. Individual does not only passively respond to the needs of society, but 
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they are entitled to play an active role to contribute and participate. The mission of 
mass education is stated clearly as to realize this participatory model of society, with 
the new curriculum which emphasizes whole-person development according to 
individual potential as the means. The adoption of universal norm of democracy in the 
official curriculum in Hong Kong goes beyond its actual democratization progress. 
5.3.2 The changing base of legitimacy for school knowledge 
The modem VISIon to a participatory model of individual and society IS 
consolidated as the principle of education (and its reform) all over the three versions 
of official Common-core Curriculum guides. It continuously calls for a new form of 
curriculum which emphasizes more on the association of school knowledge and social 
life. The concept of education is gradually guided by the modem vision of a 
participatory model of individual and society. School knowledge must be justified as 
responding to such vision. The justification of school knowledge is mainly made in 
two ways as shown in the Specific Aims of Education in Version 1992. 
1. Applicability to individuals' social participation _ 
In Specific Aims of Version 1992, literacy, numeracy and moral sensibility are 
further explained and justified: 
ii) To provide students with the maIn mathematical, scientific, 
technical and commercial knowledge and skills needed for 
functioning in a highly technological society*. 
iv) To foster students' ability to communicate effectively In both 
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Chinese and English in relation to the integrating and instrumental 
roles * that each language plays in the Hong Kong Society*. 
v) To support students in identifying and cultivating personal ethical 
values and in applying these values to contemporary social issues*. 
CCDC, 1992: Chap.3.4.1) 
Language and science are not justified as the aims of education by themselves 
but rather the roles and functions they play in a modem society. The basis of 
legitimacy of knowledge is shifted to its contribution to individuals' participation to 
the society. This principle applies even in the area of personal attitude and moral 
value as an individual is required to develop personal ethical values and to respond to 
contemporary social issues. The implication is that social issues are open for all, and 
individual is expected to be a self-determined entity in social participation. In this 
sense the mission of education is to confer ability to individuals so that they are 
legitimated and authorized to participate in public affairs. The justification of these 
attitudes and knowledge transcends from an academic rational basis to a more social 
participatory one. 
2. Celebration of the individuality in the curriculum 
The trait of the participatory society IS individuality. Modem individual is 
entitled a list of qualities like rationality and self-determination regardless of one's 
gender, class and race. Compared with Version 1975, the ideal model of individual in 
Version 1992 is more consolidated with its modem nature. The first of the Specific 
Aims for Intellectual Development in Version 1992 is: 
i) To develop in students the ability to think conceptually; to apply 
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principles of logic; to be creative; and to make decisions based on 
reasons. (CDC, 1992: Chap.3.4.1) 
The ultimate end of the development of the intellectuality of students is to foster 
them to be a rational man. This assumed quality of man is now celebrated as the 
principle aim of education. Students are expected to be a self-determined entity that 
makes their own decisions based on reasons. The celebration of individuality is also 
found in other statements of aims in Version 1992: 
xii) To help students to identify their areas of cultural interest and 
expertise, and to encourage them to develop their imagination 
and creativity. 
x) To help students to learn about themselves; to develop a positive, 
realistic self-image and an appreciation for their roles in the 
family and the community. (CDC, 1992: Chap.3.4.1) 
Cultural interest is highly valued for personal development. Students are 
encouraged to imagine and create, and to express their self. School curriculum is 
required to help students identify their cultural expertise in order to maximize one's 
potential, discovery and understanding of individual self is legitimate and necessary. 
Curriculum is designed to help students to learn about themselves, and to further 
emphasize the importance the value and meaning of the roles they play within their 
own family unit and local communities so that they have to learn to appreciate these 
roles. The internal and external existence of self and individual are viewed as 
unquestionably valuable regardless of one's race, age and class. Personal development 
is not necessarily justified with its relation to economic production but is rather taken 
as a kind of individual rights that effective curriculum must fulfill. 
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5.3.3 The significance o/modern educational ideologies 
The discourse of school knowledge in official curriculum is gradually framed by 
modem citizenship culture and it will certainly broaden the scope of ECA. The claims 
of ECA are presented in the new legitimate form: it is student-based 
(individual-oriented), and to provide a wide range of opportunity for actual contact in 
daily experience, interpersonal communication and personal development (CDC, 
1992: Chap. 7.4.4). These claims ofECA become ever-sounding and are given higher 
acceptance in the environment of curriculum reform which relies more on experiential 
learning. 
5.4 Pedagogy 
When the legitimate form of knowledge transforms from a high-form academic 
one to individual-based experience, the legitimate form of learning will inevitably 
shift to activities. After three phases of development of pedagogy in official 
curriculum, ECA is finally avowed as regular component of Life-wide Learning. 
5.4.1 Teaching strategy 
1. Version 1975 
In Version 1975, an "enquiry/activity approach" (CDC, 1975: 7.8) was advocated 
to "promote a marked improvement in the quality of secondary education": 
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i) Encouraging a new teacher-pupil relationship in which the teachers' 
role is less dominant (acting more as an adviser and partner than a 
instructor) and the pupil's attitude is correspondingly more positive; 
ii) Discouraging the patterns of instruction (,lecturing', note-taking, 
excessive dependence on textbooks, learning by rote, etc.); 
iii) Encouraging a more productive and stimulating approach to 
education in which the spirit of enquiry predominates, children should 
be encouraged to question, think for them -sel ves ... 
(CDC, 1975: Appendix A3) 
However, no detail of teaching strategy was suggested. These rough suggestions 
were rather slogans and are mainly for encouraging a new pattern of instruction in a 
classroom setting. In this underdeveloped pedagogy, ECA was not conceived as a kind 
of teaching strategy because the perception of teaching strategy was restricted in the 
classroom setting of lecturing. 
2. Version1992 
In Version 1992, seven "common basic teaching strategies" were suggested, 
including "Experiential learning - experiments/ role play/ visits and field trips": 
"Experience is a very effective way of providing learning; and teachers 
should encourage their students to discover and explore for 
themselves* ... Visits and field-trips should be organized whenever 
appropriate, especially for studies in Civic Education, Environmental 
Education, Biology and Geography. Students can best understand the 
disciplines of these studies through actual contact*. " 
(CDC, 1992: Chap. 7.4.4) 
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ECA began to penetrate into formal classroom teaching as expenence was 
considered as an effective way of learning. ECA was integrated as co-curricular in the 
form of field trips, although it was restricted to specific subjects only. Formal 
classroom teaching has adopted an activities approach, and it became easier for ECA 
to implement it and accepted in the formal curriculum. ECA was authorized to 
accomplish same set of the teaching objectives of formal classroom teaching, so the 
boundary between them became ambiguous. In this context, it is not surprised that 
ECA was regarded as the "extension of formal curriculum,,63. 
In this process, individual's interest and curiosity is gradually deemed as the 
essence of effective learning. As a result, students are legitimatized to discover and 
explore for themselves through actual contact (experience). We see once again the 
pervasiveness of modem culture to celebrate individuality in the curricular reform. 
This influence is even distinct in the new pedagogical arrangement later on. 
3. Version 2002 
In Version ,2002, ECA is taken as one of the teaching strategies in the frame of 
Life-wide Learning and it is not restricted to specific subjects. According to CDC's 
notion of whole-school curriculum, ECA is a regular component of Life-wide 
Learning which is to "enrich, expand and enhance" the "classroom-based experience" 
in the Eight Key Learning Areas 64. This frame of Life-wide Learning further 
institutionalizes the penetration of ECA in formal classroom teaching. In discussion of 
Key Considerations of Effective Teaching Learning and Teaching": 
63 Guidelines on Extra-curricular activities (CDC, 1997). P.l 
64 Webpage of Education Bureau: http://www.edb.gov.hklindex.aspx?nodeid=4055&langno=2 
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"Age, gender, personality, motivation, self-concept, life experience and 
the cultural background of the students all influence the way in which 
they go about learning*. To help students to learn effectively, schools 
and teachers should adopt a variety of approaches as well as learning and 
teaching strategies for achieving different learning targets or objective: 
Teachers can help students to extend their learning by providing a range 
of life-wide learning opportunities outside the classroom *, such as on the 
school prelnises, at home and in the community, and organIze 
co-curricular activities to complement classroom learning* ." 
(CDC, 2002: Chap.4.2) 
The students' individuality such as age, gender, personality is respected as the 
Key Consideration of Effective Teaching Learning and Teaching, and curriculum to 
cater their diversities. As a result, ECA is taken as a kind of learning experience 
outside classroom to cope with this requirement. 
5.4.2 Life-wide Learning 
"Life-wide learning refers to student learning in real contexts and 
authentic settings. Such experiential learning enables students to achieve 
certain learning goals that are more difficult to attain through classroom 
learning alone. For instance, the development of problem solving skills 
in daily life, and certain positive attitudes towards the improvement of 
society and mankind in general requires contact with a lot of different 
people and a variety of environments and situations * . The experiential 
learning acquired through life-wide learning helps students to achieve 
the aims of whole-person development and enables them to develop the 
life-long learning capabilities that are needed in our ever-changing 
society." (CDC, 2002: 6.2) 
The definition of Life-wide Learning places emphasis on the applicability of 
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school knowledge to individual's social participation such as problem solving skills in 
daily life and the willingness to improve society and mankind in general. The 
increasing awareness between individual and society is thought to be the rationale for 
this new form of knowledge and teaching, which emphasizes on actual and social 
contact. Uniqueness and social participation of individual are found to be the 
justification to incorporate ECA in pedagogy as teaching strategy in some subjects 
and later on Life-wide Learning in all the eight key learning areas. 
5.5 Summary 
There are two major significant findings in the textual analysis of the three 
versions of official Common-core Curriculum guides: 
First, the incorporation of ECA into school curriculum is not an isolated incident 
but rather is the result of the entire curriculum reform. Without the notion of 
experien~iallearning, ECA was hardly redefined and incorporated by policy makers 
and educational , professionals into the school curriculum. Once this notion has been 
fully accepted in school curriculum, the incorporation was done successfully. 
Second, greater emphasis on experiential learning (and ECA as a form of it) in 
curriculum is justified with the needs of a modem participatory society for the 
applicability of school knowledge to social life and development of individuality. 
The functions of ECA (to promote experiential learning and whole-personal 
development) were still insufficient to justify ECA as a part of curriculum before the 
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curriculum reform. The functional theory of ECA can hardly explain the ground of 
social acceptance of the ECA institutionalization. For the social origin of curricular 
reform, sociological institutionalism suggests curriculum is shaped by the forces of 
world culture construction that entrenched on a worldwide basis (Rauner, 1998; Frank 
et aI., 1995; Meyer et aI, 1992). The worldwide prevalence of subjects like social 
studies and science reflects the shared visions of progress (science) and equality 
(universal participation of citizens). The trend of curriculum integration spread from 
the West to Asian countries in 1990s was framed in the new conception of curriculum 
that highly values individual experience (5:&~ , **~tf=r ' 2004; Wong 1991; see 
Chap.4.1.1). This movement of reconstructing the curricula in Asian countries 
constitutes the environment of curricula reform in Hong Kong, and it accords with the 
global trend of curricula development aforesaid. Review on the process of 
institutionalization of ECA in official curriculum in this chapter has examined the 
significance of modern education ideologies, mainly bears the universal modern 
citizenship culture, in steering the curricular reform. The acceptance of experiential 
learning, which is the major justification of ECA institutionalization in school 
curriculum, reflects the visions of participatory individual and society. 
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Chapter 6 
Public Discourse of Professional Bodies as Agency of Reform 
in Hong Kong Society 
6.1 Introduction 
The textual analysis in Chapter 5 has demonstrated that ECA is institutionalized 
in the curricular reform that entrenched a set of modem values such as individuality 
and universal participation of citizen, and discussed how these values prevail in the 
official Common-core Curriculum guides where ECA eventually became a formal 
component. This chapter, we turn to investigate how these values and visions 
constitute the environment of the curricular reform of ECA in the Hong Kong society, 
through the content and textual analysis on the public discourse of ECA. Therefore, 
my research focuses on the role of Hong Kong Extra-curricular Activities Masters' 
Association (2fS:~~)7}15')]± {ft1%tt) as a professional group and contributing force 
promoting ECA'in the Hong Kong society. 
The diffusers of the modem values and visions will be discussed in this chapter, 
Extra-curricular Activities Masters' Association, is not merely a collection of 
individuals but rather a dynamic force in the process of institutionalization of ECA in 
formal school curriculum. The association is the first and only registered professional 
organization of ECA coordinators in Hong Kong. In the theoretical perspective of 
institutional theory, professionals are important authority to speak for the truth and 
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standard. In modem societies, this authority of expertise and professionals expand to a 
wide range of social life (Drori, Meyer, Ramirez and Schofer, 2003). The association 
initialed the project of professionalization in ECA management through the 
collaboration with universities to offer certificates of ECA management, and got 
involved in the process of policy making as the consultants of the Guidelines on 
Extra-curricular Activities in Schools (Education Department 1997). This group of 
professionals is important stakeholder in the field of activities regarding ECA. Their 
discourse on ECA as a systematic knowledge consolidates the social acceptance to 
ECA as a part of the institution. In these processes, ECA is put in the agenda of public 
discourse as an accomplished fact. This continuous to reinforce the cognition of 
public that ECA is something real in activities and discussion regarding it. 
The newsletter "Ke wai huo dong tong xun " (~)7}151}]w§ft), published its first 
issue in 1988. This is the major forum of public discourse for the educators to discuss 
the development of ECA in Hong Kong (see Chapter 3). This newsletter also serves 
as a record to reflect the changes in the social acceptance of ECA. The newsletter is 
expected to present same set of educational ideologies of modem citizenship culture 
of the official curriculum, which is to show that education and vision of local societies 
in pursuing modernity is not isolated in the curricula but also diffuse in the wider 
local society. 
This diffusion of modem citizenship culture is on going with the agencies in 
mass education: the educational professionals, scholars, and practitioners of ECA who 
are the authors of this newsletter. With ECA emerged as a new area of formal 
instruction, it is needed to investigate and explore in what ways these agencies have 
helped shape the institutionalization of the ECA curriculum not only in the schools, 
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but also in the society, particularly the public discourse in the professional bodies, 
which are regarded as the crucial institutional forces in modem societies in the 
institutional theory of education (Drori, Meyer, Ramirez and Schofer, 2003). 
6.2 Textual Analysis 
The textual analysis is to investigate the rationales and the ideological 
framework for the educational professionals, scholars, and practitioners of ECA to 
discuss ECA. How do they formulate their discourse to legitimize ECA as a regular 
part of curriculum? How do they resort to the modem cultural frame that diffuses also 
in the official curriculum as discussed in Chapter 5? Following are the four major 
aspects of the textual analysis on the diffusion of modem educational ideologies in the 
public discourse of the newsletter. In the process of institutionalization of ECA, 
educational professionals, scholars, activists and practitioners of ECA promote ECA 
as the formal instruction area by suggesting that ECA matches these modem 
ideological notions. 
6.2.1 Celebration a/individuality as defined by the newsletter 
The preViOUS curricular researches of institutional theory (Benavot and 
Braslavsky et., 2006: 259-271 ; Ho, 2004: chap. 1) show that the celebration of 
individuality is an important frame of curricular making in modem mass education. 
The uniqueness of every individual is highly appreciated and valued. School 
knowledge is asked to fulfill the whole-person development such as interpersonal 
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communication, aesthetic and physical sense regardless of its relation with economic 
production. The discovery and development of different potentials of individual are 
legitimate and necessary. In the formulation of educational professionals, scholars, 
activist and practitioners of ECA, ECA was defined as an advanced pedagogical tool 
that matches the notion of individual-centered curriculum. Compared with the formal 
classroom teaching, ECA was always taken as to cope with the diversified needs and 
nature of individual students. 
1. Student-centered approach 
In Planning and Implementation of ECA, Y.W. Fung (instructor of the Faculty of 
Education in CUHK) suggested: 
" ... second, ECA must cope with the needs of the students .. The needs 
of students varied in different situations and phases of time, and are 
diversified for every individuaL .. forth, we must implement ECA in a 
democratic way, because students' participation in ECA affects their 
way getting along with people. Everyone should have a democratic 
attitude, and students' personality is related to their participation in 
ECA ... fifth, in helping students to organize ECA, teachers should take 
a student-centered approach. Let students stand on the front 
stage ... and they will grow up." (Ke wai huo dong tong xun 1: 4-5) 
Individuality was considered to be the center of ECA, so ECA was asked to 
fulfill the diversified needs of individual students. Students were also considered to be 
the initiator of ECA and were expected to contribute to the final decision in the 
operation of ECA. The underlying normative frame of this discussion was that 
individuality is valuable. 
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In There Are Lots oJ Following Actions, Y.W. Fung (instructor of Faculty of 
Education, CUHK) also suggested that: 
" ... to organize ECA as educators, we must abandon our 
preconceptions: to understand what are they really interested in and 
cope with this. Students are the center of ECA, and we should adopt 
the student-centered approach." (Ke wai huo dong tong xun 6: 5-6) 
This student -centered approach was prominent and repeated numerously in the 
discussion of ECA. In this article teachers were being asked to understand the interest 
of students and take these into consideration when organizing ECA. 
In ECA Coordinator under Curricular ReJorm, S.T. Leung (secondary school 
principal) mentioned: 
"The core of education reform around the world in recent decades is 
the change in the center of education: to make children proactive and 
the center of learning. Teachers have to adjust the content of teaching 
according to the needs of students, and to let them learning from 
experience. Dewey suggests that child is the center and starting point 
of education, and the knowledge applied on their daily life should be 
comprehensive. Therefore, educators must decide the quality and 
quantity of teaching from the perspective of students." (Ke wai huo 
dong tong xun 21:13) 
The notion of learn from expenence emphasized personal expenence as the 
center of teaching and learning. The motivation of student was given a higher priority 
in deciding the form and content of teaching. When discussing the role of ECA 
coordinators under the curricular reform, ECA in the form of activities and direct 
daily experience became an increasingly legitimate form of teaching. 
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2. Self discovery 
In ECA: one of the important factors for the growth of youth, K.C. Wu (the vice 
chairman of the Chinese General Chamber of Commerce) suggested: 
... through the exploration and participation in ECA, students can 
discovery their forte and interest and develop their potentials. They are 
preparing for their future career and we can foresee they will 
contribute to the society. (Ke wai huo dong tong xun 4: 8-9) 
The personal development and potential self understanding became the desirable 
aims. ECA in the discourse was taken as the tools for this exploration. Individuality 
was taken as the trait of ECA again because ECA was thought to be the aim of self 
discovery of individual. 
3. Whole person development 
In To Review the Functions of ECA In the Angle of a Principle, K.P. Yip 
(secondary school principal) suggested: 
"I believe that if we want to promote whole-person education, which is 
to make a balance between intelligence training and moral, physical, 
aesthetic and spiritual education, it must be done by ECA." (Ke wai 
huo dong tong xun 6: 1-2) 
Regardless of one's economic contribution, individual entitled to the rights to 
have a complete set of development. Far before the government's education reform, 
the notion of whole-person education has been promoted by the pioneer of ECA 
advocators. ECA was taken as a tool to provide room for students to develop their 
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moral, physical, aesthetic and spiritual sense other than intelligent training. 
In The New Paradigm of ECA by Dr. Y.C. Cheng (scholar in education): 
"ECA matches the curricular reform 
ECA matches the new model of curriculum. Theoretically, the nature 
of ECA is student-oriented and to develop multi-intelligence and 
balanced education. New curriculum alms at promoting 
'student-oriented' and developing 'multi-intelligence'. Under the 
curricular reform, ECA integrates with new curriculum and becomes 
an essential component of it. This reform puts theory into practice, 
promoting the education model of 'student-orientation' and 
contributing to the development of 'multi-intelligence'." (Ke wai huo 
dong tong xun 22: 11-12) 
The advocators of ECA suggested that ECA matched the mode of new 
curriculum because they shared the same nature of student-orientated and the same 
aim to develop multi-intelligence. Intelligences other than academic performance such 
as sports and arts were respected as objectives of personal development of students. 
That reflects a set of modem educational ideals: individual is the center of education 
and they are given the rights to develop their different potentials. 
6.2.2 Universal participation of citizens 
In modem societies, individuals are entitled to participate in different roles and 
related responsibilities. In other words, modem individual is thought to be 
interdependent with his or her immediate (family) and expanded (community, state 
and global society) social environment. These modem ideological notions prevailed in 
the school curriculum as mentioned in Chapter 5, that all students were taught to have 
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broadened vision, higher aspiration and awareness to the entire social environment. In 
the newsletter, ECA was presented to foster students' critical thinking, rational and 
independent judgment, and higher awareness in participating in community affairs. 
1. Civic and moral education 
In The Role of ECA in Compulsory Education by N.Y. Wong (instructor of 
Faculty of Education, CURK): 
"Moral education is to develop students' values and let them 
understand themselves and the environment surrounding. These 
educational objectives can not be achieved by mere lecturing, so ECA 
is the best assistant. It is not surprising that the Guideline of Civic 
Education in Schools issued by the Education department emphasizes 
the importance of ECA in moral education. 
In compulsory mass education, everyone is entitled to the rights to 
be educated. Mass education is also important to prepare students as 
citizens. Therefore, mass education must nurture students with the 
basic knowledge, skills and attitude of a citizen. In other words, 
citizenship education requires not only the training of intelligence: 
moral, physical, intelligence and interpersonal communication training 
are also inseparable objectives of education ... . ECA is an indispensable 
pedagogy. ECA is not "extra-curricular" at all." (Ke wai huo dong tong 
xun 2: 7) 
As stated also in The Essence of Informal Curriculum: ECA should be a 
prescribed subject (articles ofWah Kiu Daily): 
"Civic and moral education can not be carried out by mere regular 
classroom lecturing. This must be complemented with ECA to provide 
a balanced development for students. Therefore, ECA should be a 
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prescribed subject from primary school to junior secondary school." 
(Ke wai huo dong tong xun 13: 7) 
According to Guideline of Civic Educations (CDC, 1985), Guideline of moral 
Education in schools (Education department, 1981) and Guidelines on Sex Education 
in Schools (CDC, 1986), one of the major steps of institutionalization of ECA in 
1980 's was the introduction of moral and civic education. There was the notion of 
informal curriculum which was the means to implement moral and civic education in 
cross-curricular learning. In these guidelines, ECA was taken as a kind of informal 
curriculum. Following this trend, educational professionals, scholars and practitioners 
advocating ECA described ECA as the "best assistant" to formal curriculum and 
"indispensable pedagogy" (Ke wai huo dong tong xun 2: 7) to promote civic and 
moral education. The aims of civic and moral education matched with the modem 
educational ideologies-individual citizen is expected to participate in his or her 
surrounding environment, and modem education is to "provide students with the basic 
knowledge, skills and attitude that are necessary for a citizen" (Ke wai huo dong tong 
xun 2: 7). As a result, ECA is taken as the best pedagogical instrument to cover these 
qualities to students and thus becoming legitimate to take a core position in 
curriculum. 
2. Higher awareness and aspiration towards society 
As discussed in Chapter 5, the official curriculum was askc:d to prepare students 
in becoming effective citizens. As a response, the practitioners of ECA justified ECA 
as a means to supplement formal classroom teaching to fulfill this requirement. 
In How to Carry out ECA Effectively by W.Y. Chow (secondary school teacher), 
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the "objectives of ECA" were: 
"a) to help student utilize their leisure time and enjoy their life; b) to 
deepen the understanding between teachers and students, and help 
students build up team spirit and solidarity through corporation; and c) 
to enhance their understanding towards society and the skills to serve 
the others." (Ke wai huo dong tong xun 4: 1-3) 
Individual was expected to participate in society therefore understanding towards 
society and the skills to serve the others became the objectives of modem mass 
education. These requirements were thus reflected on the objectives of ECA which 
were given by the practitioners of ECA. 
In ECA and Career by Rita Fan (representative of Legislative Council): 
"Schools should raIse the political awareness of student through 
ECA ... students must decide critically and independently in political 
affairs. Hong Kong citizens need to face many political issues in the 
process of handover, if they are not equipped with basic knowledge 
and analytical skills, they will be unable to respond to changes in the 
society .... everything related to our patterns in the international trade 
affects our decision making, so we have ~o understand and concern 
about that." (Ke wai huo dong tong xun 5: 7-9) 
Students were expected to participate in social and political affairs critically and 
independently, so mass education was designed to equip them with basic knowledge 
and analytical skills. ECA was taken as the tool to supplement mass education to 
fulfill these aims. The implied ideological pursuit was an open participatory society 
that social issues are open to all individual citizens. 
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In Contribution of ECA to the Fulfillment of Aims of Hong Kong School 
Education" by Y.W. Fung (instructor of Faculty of Education, CUHK): 
"School education should develop the potential of every students, so 
that our students become independent-minded and socially conscious 
adults who are equipped with the knowledge, skills and attitudes which 
help them play a positive role in the community life ... Students enjoy a 
high autonomy in ECA. ECA in school develop students' social, 
political and civic awareness by providing rooms for students to learn 
from practice." (Ke wai huo dong tong xun 10: 1-2) 
Again students were expected to be independent-minded and socially conscious. 
ECA in this participatory individual and society was paraded as the opportunity to 
learn from practice and interaction. 
3. Interpersonal communication skills 
In ECA: practice and experience by N.Y. Wong (instructor of the Faculty of 
Education, CUHK): 
"In the process of ECA, through interpersonal contact, students realize 
the importance of caring the others and placing oneself in others' 
positions. They can also learn the skills for interpersonal 
communication; in interactions with others, they build their own 
personal values." (Ke wai huo dong tong xun 3: 4-5) 
In the curricular reform, interpersonal communication skill becomes the aim of 
education that is increasingly legitimate. Then, why is the interpersonal 
communication so important? Obviously it is for preparing the social participation of 
students. The underlying modem cultural frame is that individual should participate in 
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his or her social environment which implies that individuals need to communicate 
with each other. These notions were also the justifications to promote ECA as shown 
in the article below. 
In ECA and the Growth of Youth, when discussing the "function of ECA in 
nurturing students", W.C. Kwok (secondary school principal) stated: 
" ... in planning, implementing, and participating in ECA, students have 
to work with others. They have to share duties through meeting and 
negotiation. In this process, students understand their obligations and 
rights. They will develop interpersonal corporation and civism ... " (Ke 
wai huo dong tong xun 2: 1-3) 
These basic requirements for students in mass education and ECA reflected a 
higher connection between individual and society that individual is interdependent 
with other members and is associated with different roles, obligations and rights. 
6.2.3 Discussion: ECA as for human resources of economic reproduction and 
patriotism for the local national society, or participatory citizens of an open 
and democratic society? 
The general suspicion shared among the mainstream researchers in Hong Kong 
towards the development of ECA as part of formal curriculum is that, it allows the 
government to exercise its control by imposing performance indicators over students. 
This is to suggest that the government's intention is to create a standardized 
capitalistic "personality package" in order to serve the newly emerged model of 
human resources under the expansion of the capital driven society, particularly in the 
service sector where employers demand more than just labor and skills, but also the 
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emotional and value training of interpersonal skills and creativity of their employees 
()EJB13fD" w~~ , 2000; 2002; 2006; ~Jffi: " w*q~*1 ' 2002:202-210). This view 
also realizes that school curriculum is no longer reproducing working class which is 
obedient in nature, but to nurture and encourage individuals to develop an inclusive 
mentality, recognizing the importance and the balance of striving more than just 
academically. The only difference between this view and the institutional theory is 
that it calls this the reproduction of ideological "personality package" of managerial 
class instead. 
Although this view assumes the promotion of individuality in school curriculum 
is supporting the increased demand in economic production, however the research on 
the world wide based curriculum discovers the emphasis is placed on the growth and 
promotion of individuality and the complete development rather than just enhancing 
human capital from a purely economic purpose (Benavot and Braslavsky et. , 2006; 
see Chapter 2.5.2). As also demonstrated in Chapter 5, the view of full development 
of individual regardless of economic contribution is ever dominant in the official 
school curriculum of Hong Kong. On the contrary, the assumption to reform only to 
serve capitalist ~rder is less evident. 
The normative frame that educational professionals, scholars, activists and 
practitioners of ECA justified ECA as part of the formal curriculum in Hong Kong is 
no different from the world curricula. The self-actualization in the aspects of arts and 
sports was not justified with the direct contribution of multi-intelligence to economic 
production. Remarkably, the social awareness presented in the curriculum is not 
oriented in patriotism and authoritarianism as predicted by some conflict theorists to 
serve the government's will to control (Apple, 1982; Giroux 1983). Indeed, critical 
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thinking and analytical skills are more encouraged in the curriculum to nurture 
independent, rational, and active individuals as responsible citizens in an open society. 
As a result, criticism towards the political and social-economic establishment is 
inevitably increased. If curriculum is for the reproduction of the coercive order of 
nationalism or capitalism, why does it transmit a set of ideologies that are going to 
weaken its legitimacy? 
Although the concerns on CIVIC responsibility (such as "to respond to the 
handover", see Vol.5:7-9) and economic contribution (such as "to prepare for the 
future career", see Vol.4:8-9) have been shown in some articles in the newsletter, 
these articles were highly individual-centered in their ideological framework. This 
means educational functions of ECA were highly attached on the independent and 
diverse individuals - to acquire analytical skills to make decision in political affairs, 
or to discovery one's potentials and interests as a preparation for future career. The 
general image of civic and leadership training presented in the local discourse of ECA 
advocators, was a participatory, full developed, and independent citizen rather than 
mere a successful business talent or obedient subj ect. This supports the findings in the 
curricular researches on "the world discourse of education" (Benavot and Braslavsky 
et., 2006: 136 ; see Chapter 2.5.2), as well as the local official curriculum of Hong 
Kong in Chapter 5, that the developmental aims of mass education has shifted from a 
narrowly focused national and economic development to the full development of 
individual. 
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6.2.4 International model curriculum 
The globally convergent curriculum found in the researches of sociological 
institutionalism (Rauner, 1998; Frank et ai., 2000; Meyer et aI, 1992) indicates that 
the origin of the legitimate model of curriculum for periphery in the world system like 
Hong Kong is the practice of the West. According to this notion, it is the imagination 
of world standard curriculum of the local societies to legitimize their curricular reform. 
Hong Kong should be of no exception. When steering the curricular reform to absorb 
ECA as a regular part of school curriculum, did our local educational professionals, 
scholars, activist and practitioners in Hong Kong resort to the imagined standard of 
curriculum at a transnationallevel? 
The result of textual analysis of the newsletter shows that, the current reform and 
development in the region of East Asia was always taken as the model of reform for 
the local society in Hong Kong. In the discourses formulated by local educational 
professionals, scholars, and practitioners of ECA, Hong Kong has been alerted to be 
left behind to the neighboring countries and is asked to catch up the trend of reform. 
1. The institutional diffusion of ECA as a world wide trend: the mechanism 
A. Through academic conferences 
One of the main themes of the newsletter was to discuss the practice of ECA. To 
introduce academic conferences of ECA, scholars played the role of "cultural agency" 
(Meyer and Jepperson, 2000: 108) to interpret the "foreign exemplary practices" and 
"international current of curricular reform" for the local society (Meyer et ai. , 
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1992:8). As the cultural agency of the knowledge of ECA in Hong Kong, one of the 
tasks of the HKECA Masters' Association was to collect information of "foreign 
model of ECA" by attending these conferences and introduced the model to the local 
audience. The common theme of the reports of these conferences was the onward 
development of the neighboring countries in the region. 
In Report on National Curricular Reform Experiment: a semznar of 
comprehensive practice course" by Dr. W.H. Tseng (scholar in education and the 
chairman of the association): 
"The speakers discussed different cases of the implementation of 
activities curricula in Mainland China, Taiwan, and Japan ... the 
above-mentioned regions have all promoted ECA as the activities 
curriculum, and it takes 15% to 20% in the teaching timetable ... The 
activities curricula in these regions had a very clear educational 
objective, inclusive content, diversified implementation strategy and 
concrete scheme of evaluation. Under the strong leadership of 
government in these regions and the persuasive education ideas, in 
addition of the professional training to teachers, quality education took 
over examination-oriented education. In reverse, the notion of 
Life-wide Learning in Hong Kong does not fully recognize the 
educational functions of ECA 
... our neighbors promote ECA with a great effort while the education 
quality of Hong Kong and the development of characteristics of 
students are doubtful. With reference to the curricular development in 
the region, I suggest the schools in Hong Kong to set up 
Comprehensive Activities Curriculum to supplement regular classroom 
teaching." (Ke wai huo dong tong xun 25: 14) 
In this report on the seminar of Comprehensive Practice Course, Hong Kong 
government was urged to promote ECA as activities curriculum like Japan, Mainland 
China and Taiwan. The author, as a scholar in education, suggested that quality of 
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education and the development students' characteristics were in doubt when Hong 
Kong was deviated from or left behind this trend of curricular reform in the region. 
The trend development in the region served to indicate the desirable direction for 
local society of Hong Kong. 
In also ECA in China: annual seminar of HKECA Masters' Association by the 
editor: 
"The Speaker (Zhou, the Secretary of Education of Shenzhen city) 
elaborated the situation in implementation of ECA in China with the 
example of Shenzhen Experimental School. In the administrative 
structure of this school, there are two offices under the principle: one is 
for academic subjects and one is for ECA. There are 6 phases of 
regular class and 2 phases of second curriculum (ECA) in teaching 
timetable. On every Saturday morning, all students have to join at least 
one interest group ... Dr. N.Y. Wong responded after the speech of Zhou. 
He admitted that there are so much Hong Kong should learn from 
Shenzhen." (Ke wai huo dong tong xun 16: 6-7) 
The practice of experimental school in China was introduced in the annual 
seminar of HKECA Masters' Association. The advanced arrangement of ECA such as 
introduction of second curriculum in the regular teaching timetable and ECA day on 
Saturday were paraded as the model for Hong Kong. 
B. Through exchange tours 
Other than seminars exchange tours were the major source the HKECA Masters' 
Association to collect information about foreign model of ECA. In the process 
HKECA Masters' Association promoting ECA to a more important position in school 
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education and curriculum, foreign experience of curricular reform and practice of 
ECA were always resorted to persuade the local society (policy makers and 
practitioners themselves) to place a higher importance on ECA. 
In Report on exchange tour to Malaysia and Singapore by Helen Tang 
(secondary school teacher): 
" ... the Malaysian society places a high importance on ECA. I highly 
appreciate that they made Co-curricular Activities compulsory for all 
students in primary and secondary schools. Compared with our 
Extra-curricular Activities, it is a more proper title to represent a 
higher importance and significance . 
. . . Singapore is greatly successful in promoting ECA, and it is the 
major objective for us to emulate in this journey. What we admire for 
Singapore is their ECA Center. The Singapore Government and 
Education Department back up ECA with a specific office to 
coordinate and supervise. As a result, their ECA is large in scale and 
highly effective. 
In both Malaysia and Singapore, students must join at least two 
items of ECA and be graded by their level of participation. This is a 
criterion in their promotion to a higher grade and university. It is not 
surprising that their students are so healthy and have a strong sense of 
belonging." (Ke wai huo dong tong xun 2: 4-6) 
In 1988, ECA was still not a part of curriculum and criteria for recruitment of 
universities in Hong Kong. By contrast, ECA in the education system of Singapore 
and Malaysia were more developed and institutionalized: it was compulsory and 
being graded, and was supervised by the specific office of education department. For 
the advocators of ECA in Hong Kong it was the evidence that Hong Kong has left 
behind. The policy of ECA in the education system of foreign countries was taken as 
the model for Hong Kong. The students were even deemed more healthy and 
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committed to the community for these advanced curricula. The advocators of ECA 
were in reflex to ascribe the success of education reform in foreign countries to the 
introduction of ECA in curricula. 
In Implication of Taiwan Exchange Tour: 'Extra-curricular Activities' should be 
renamed as 'curricular activities' by K.H. Wu (secondary school teacher): 
"What impressed me the most is that Education Department of Taiwan 
has renamed Extra-curricular Activities to Co-curricular Activities. It 
means school activities like hobby clubs or interest groups are 
included into the school curriculum as a formal subject. The venue and 
time of activities are listed clearly on the teaching timetable, and 
teacher will record students' attendance. The performance of students 
is recorded and graded. In this sense, it is no difference for students to 
participate in co-curricular activities and regular class." (Ke wai huo 
dong tong xun 11: 12-13) 
This article was to review the curriculum reform of Taiwan to incorporate ECA 
into formal curriculum and thus advocated Hong Kong to follow. In this article, the 
author blamed the backwardness of Hong Kong in still placing ECA in informal 
curriculum, and appreciated the progress of Taiwan to make ECA a prescribed subject 
and rename ECA as Co-curricular Activities. 
For years the HKECA Masters' Association struggled to rename ECA as 
Co-curricular Activities (~~~5*131}])65 in order to represent a closer relation between 
ECA and curriculum. This target was successfully accomplished in 2002 when the 
new official Common-core Curriculum guides was issued: 
65 see also vol. 13 (HKECA Masters' Association, 1994) 
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"Co-curricular activities: Activities that provide students with 
learning experiences to be gained inside or outside the classroom, 
including the actual environment in the community and work places. 
Traditionally known as extra-curricular activities, they form an 
integral part of the school curriculum complementing the formal 
classroom learning." (CDC, 2002: Glossary) 
Such changes were adopted with reference to the world trend and foreign models. 
In the case of renaming ECA as "co-curricular activities", the HKECA Masters' 
Association played the role of "cultural agency" (Meyer and Jepperson 2000: 108) to 
interpret the world current to their local fellows. 
2. Changes in the form of presentation 
The transnational base of reference of pedagogical advancement was not only 
presented in the articles introducing exchange tours and overseas seminars, but was 
also in the form of presentation of the articles discussing skills, experience, and 
models of organization of ECA. The basis of reference of the pedagogical 
advancement transcended from a local to a transnational one. 
We take some examples to portray the changes In the three phases of 
development of ECA. In phrase I (1988-1992; Vo1.1-1 0), articles were all presented in 
a direct form of experience sharing for some strategies and skills. In How to Organize 
Fun Fair? (Vol. 1: p.6-7), the author demonstrated the meeting records of a service 
unit of a local secondary school in organizing a fun fair as an exemplary for the ECA 
coordinators from other schools. It was mainly to display regular steps of planning 
and implementation. However, the articles in Phase 11 (1993-2005) began to rely more 
on the foreign model of ECA as the frame of reference. For example, in Travel Course 
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(Vo1.16:3-5) the author introduced the planning of trips for educational purposes. He 
justified that a planned trip for students can be regarded as a kind of curriculum by a 
set of Western educational theories. He elaborated the aims, content, organization and 
evaluation of the trip as a curriculum with the definition of curriculum in the classical 
work, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction by Tyler (1950). In Adventure 
Based Counseling (Vo1.20:12-14), the authors introduced "project adventure" which is 
a kind of outward bound originated in the U.S. The authors did not only provide 
concrete information of the program, but also introduced numbers of psychological 
theories from the West to justify its education functions, such as "Adventure Therapy" 
of Gass (1993) and "Wilderness Therapy" of Berman (1994). At the end of this article 
there was a list of English literature as reference. The western experience began to be 
taken the base of justification of ECA as part of local education reform, as the 
advanced and progressive example. 
This reflected a stronger reliance on the foreign model of education instead of a 
pure technical approach in the local education discourse. For a more objective account 
of these changes, the content analysis of this chapter will further demonstrate the 
general trend of. increase in the number of articles oriented in foreign model of ECA 
over which in technical and pedagogical approaches, and we will have a more 
thoughtful discussion for its implication. To avoid overrating of the number of articles 
oriented in the foreign model of ECA in content analysis, the foreign reference of 
technical and pedagogical approaches does not fall in this category. Despites this 
prudent coding scheme, the content analysis stills show such a trend of foreign 
reference overtaking pure technical approaches aforementioned. 
As shown in the newsletters, this reliance on the transnational reference of the 
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model of education and ECA is also on going with scholars and academic works as 
important agencies. Scholars, and the professionals of · ECA management, are 
legitimate agencies to interpret these models and exemplars from overseas in the 
paradigm of academic and systematic knowledge. The last ideological framework in 
the local discourse of education and ECA we discuss follow, is going to show the 
ideas to view ECA management as a profession and scientific knowledge that 
shared by the advocators of ECA. 
6.2.5 Professionalisation (scientization of the knowledge ofECA) 
According to the functional theory, professioanlisation implies the progress in 
technical knowledge of ECA management to make ECA more productive and 
effective for educational purpose. In contrast, the institutional theory suggests 
professionalism is a core legitimate "agency of principle" in our rational modem 
societies (Drori, Meyer, Ramirez and Schofer, 2003). Scientific form of knowledge is 
given authority to represent for wider truths and standards beyond local interests. To 
be legitimate, individuals or organizations in such a highly elaborated environment of 
rationality must act in the scientific principles that are carried by the professionals. 
Therefore, professionalization of ECA management implies the recognition to ECA 
by the society. 
1. The professioanlization of HKECA Masters' Association 
The goals of the HKECA Masters' Association are changing from the very 
beginning till now. In the first volume of the newsletter of the association (1988) its 
goal was stated in a modest way: 
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"The objective of the association is to promote and improve the 
quality of ECA in Hong Kong. The work of the association 
includes: to hold seminars and exhibition, publish, visit, and to 
circulate of documents. We aim at to be the center for the 
exchange of experience of ECA." 
From the very beginning, the founders of HKECA Masters' Association were just 
a group of experienced enthusiasts in organizing ECA. They were mainly teachers and 
principals of secondary schools, and ECA management was still not as high profile as 
a profession. However, as shown in the booklet of Master of Arts Degree program in 
Student Activities in Education (Hong Kong Institute of Educational Research, 
2006: 17), the aim of the association are evolved: 
"The major objective of HKECA Masters' Association is to 
improve the quality of ECA offered in both primary and 
secondary schools, and enhance the professional competence of 
ECA co-coordinators and instructors * . In the past years, 
HKECA Masters' Association has organized various talks, 
teacher development programs, seminars, conference and visits. 
further more, to assist members to resolve the problems in 
ECA management so as to achieve a balanced quality 
education in school* .... " 
There are two new alms: to enhance the professional competence of ECA 
co-coordinators and instructors and to resolve problems in ECA management so as to 
achieve a balanced quality education in school. Organizing ECA is no longer a matter 
of experience only, but is a matter of professional competence of management. This 
"professional standard" and "ECA management problems", and therefore the 
emergence of ECA management professions are generated in the way sociological 
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institutionalism suggests: as the result of modernization and rationalization, the 
jurisdiction of rationality and science is expanded. Therefore, science and profession 
(as the agency of science) become highly accepted and are taken as the source of 
legitimation of social actions in every aspect of social life. 
The HKECA Masters' Association mainly adopted the strategy of collaboration 
with universities to promote ECA management as a profession. In 1990, The HKECA 
Masters' Association has joint-ventured with the Faculty of Education CUHK to 
provide Certificate Course of ECA Management. The association and HKU Space 
have also jointly offered Professional Training Course in Extra-Curricular Activities 
Management. In 2003, the Faculty of Education CUHK, the Hong Kong Institute of 
Educational Research CUHK and the HKECA Master's Association have jointly 
offered the Master of Arts Program in Student Activities in Education and 
Professional Diploma Program in Management of Extra-curricular Activities in 
Secondary School. Once the knowledge of ECA is recognized by universities which 
are highly legitimate creators of social roles in modem society (Meyer, 1977), 
professional ECA coordinators will be generated. Reversely, quality and effectiveness 
ECA were guaranteed because it is managed by these professionals. These programs 
further consolidated the status of ECA as a kind of formal educational activities 
managed by professions, that the skills and knowledge of ECA management is 
recognized by universities that are highly legitimate social charter of personnel in 
modem society. 
A. ECA as a professional knowledge 
To rationalize the introduction of the certificates of ECA management, the 
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HKECA Masters' Association emphasized the need of professionalisation of ECA 
management. In The Impact of 'SMI Manual on School Administration' on the 
Development of ECA in Schools by W.C. Kwok (secondary school principal): 
"The problem of human resources is hard to resolve . .. most of the 
education institutes do not provide courses in ECA management, so 
generally speaking teachers lack for the professional knowledge to 
organize ECA . . . the low professional standard of teachers in ECA 
management leads to the low quality of ECA, and it will finally lower 
the motivation of students participation ... The key for the development 
of ECA is to enhance teaching skills in ECA of teachers. However, the 
courses offered by Education Department to the teachers do not 
include ECA management. ... " (Ke wai huo dong tong xun 9: 1-2) 
The professionalization of ECA was considered as the solution to the low quality 
of ECA. It was hoped that the training will enhance professional knowledge of ECA 
management for the teachers and in return enhanced the quality of ECA. However, the 
question is that from the very beginning ECA management was just a matter of 
experience, so how was the notion of "professional knowledge" being generated? One 
of the critical reasons to explain Institutionalization of ECA in Hong Kong is the 
successful strate,gy of HKECA Masters' Association to collaborate with universities. 
When the skills of organizing ECA are recognized by universities it is no longer a 
matter of experience but a systematic and scientific knowledge. Since the introduction 
of the certificates of ECA management, ECA has been increasingly taken as a matter 
of professional knowledge in the discourse. 
B. ECA management as a profession 
In The Role Orientation of Hong Kong ECA Coordinators by T.R. Chan 
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(secondary school principal): 
"The roles of ECA coordinator 
With reference to his long term studies, Scholar of management 
science H. Mintzeberg concludes: there are ten kinds of manager roles 
taken by the commercial and industrial organization managers in their 
practical working situation. According to the practical situation of 
secondary schools, ECA coordinators are taking the role of middle 
level manager. I add the role "teacher" that is the role to manage 
students. Therefore, there are in total 11 manager roles: Entrepreneur, 
Disturbance Handler, Disseminator, Human Resource Developer, 
Resource distributor, Leader, Monitor, Negotiator, Figurehead, Liaison, 
and Teacher. 
ECA coordinators should receive formal training 
... most of the teachers at the middle managerial level are not prepared 
to handle complicated administrative problems. Despite the personal 
interest in ECA, one may not be a good ECA coordinator. Especially 
ECA is the outcome of the changes in the macro environment of Hong 
Kong mass education. The duties and objectives of ECA coordinators 
are always changing. To be qualified, they must grasp the directions 
and currents of the development in education, and develop their skills 
and knowledge. Therefore, continuous training is necessary." 
(Ke wai huo dong tong xun 15: 6-7) 
The analogy between middle level managers and ECA coordinators in secondary 
school implies the application of modem management science to ECA management. 
Being asked to take the manager roles in the article, ECA coordinators had to deal 
with the "complicated administrative problems" so that they needed specific training 
to develop their skills and knowledge. This kind of discourse of ECA consolidated the 
status of ECA management as a profession and generated more needs for the 
certificates of ECA management. The institutionalization of ECA in education system 
demanding for a more sophisticated procedure of ECA in an organization context, and 
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this reversely justified the needs of "professional training" to deal with the 
"complicated administrative problems" of ECA. 
Remarkably, the urges for professionalization were not from scholars, who were 
supposed to be most benefited for a higher acceptance to their involvement in the field 
of ECA, but are from the practitioners of ECA that were going to loss their dominance 
in the discourse as shown in the part of content analysis in this chapter. Other than the 
status conflict of interest groups, a stronger ideological framework of 
professionalization is found to be generally accepted. 
2. Changes in the form of presentation 
We take the discussion the working pressures of ECA coordinators as example. 
In Phase I (1988-1992; Vo1.1-10), the personal observation and experience was 
accepted as the basis of discussion of difficulties of ECA coordinators. For example, 
Problems and Resolution of Implementation of ECA (Vo1.6:3-4) was to analyze the 
problems of implementing ECA, with the personal experience of the author. One of 
the problems he .observed is the "ability and attitude of teachers": 
Form the daily experience in school we understand that the workload of 
many teachers is unreasonably high. As a result, they must be very 
dissatisfied with the extra workload of ECA, and become very passive in 
implementation. Moreover, the priority is generally given to academic 
results for most of the schools, so the promotion of ECA is lack of 
support. (Ke wai huo dong tong xun 6: 3-4) 
In Phase II (1993-2005; Vol.ll-29), more statistic figures and researches with 
social scientific method were used to justify the author's understanding towards the 
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fact. In The Working Pressure of ECA Coordinators (Vol.l5 :3-4), the author published 
his research results for a survey on 175 secondary schools in Hong Kong. The article 
showed concert figures for the self-estimated level and source of pressure by the 
respondents, with charts and diagrams. 
Another example is the discussion of the attitude of parents towards ECA. In 
Phase I, for example, ECA: One of the Important Factors for the Growth of Youth 
(Vol.4:8-9): 
Parents are still not familiarized with ECA, because ECA were not 
coordinated under clear objectives. It was confused with private parties 
and gathering of the youngsters. So most of the parents think that ECA 
has negative affects on the academic results and conduct of students, 
and they do not support student to participate in ECA. (Ke wai huo 
dong tong xun 4: 8-9) 
In Phase 11, statistics were used instead merely an impressional assertion. The 
author of The Research on Parents' Attitude to ECA (Vol. 18 :2-6) published the result 
of a survey by random sampling with a sample size of 3,453 parents. Concrete figures 
with charts and diagrams were presented to show the attitude of parents by the 
indicators like the level of involvement, amount they are willing to pay, the extent 
they agree to the educational functional ofECA listed ... etc. 
The use of social scientific method in the discussion reflects the trend of the 
professionalization of HKECAMA. To maintain their status as a professional group 
which is legitimate to speak for the issue of ECA, they relied more and more on the 
sophisticated empirical researches, to lobby government and schools authorities for 
their policy suggestion. For a more comprehensive account, the shift of orientation of 
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articles to researches and theories will be portrayed in the following content analysis. 
Surprisingly, the reliance of this form of academic articles is even stronger than the 
articles in the pure technical and pedagogical approaches. 
6.3 Content Analysis 
6.3.1 Findings 
The newsletter of HKECA Masters' Association was first published in 1988. Up 
to the end of 2005 there were 29 volumes and 150 articles. To investigate the changes 
in the discourse across the phases of institutionalization of ECA 66, the newsletters are 
divided into Phase I (1988-1992; Vol. 1_10)67, Phase IIA (1993-2000; Vol. 11-20) and 
Phase lIB (2001-2005; Vol. 21-29). In the content analysis, those 150 articles will be 
coded in two schemes-the orientation of content and the background of author-to 
represent the influence of competing social forces: functional advancement of 
pedagogy, local ,power setting of control and conflicts, ritual adaptation of scientific 
from of knowledge, and transnational curricular reform (See Chapter 3.3.2). 
66 For analytical purpose, the temporal dimension of this content analysis is consistent with Chapter 
2 and Chapter 5. The three intervals of time are divided by two milestones of institutionalization of 
ECA. The first one is the introduction of ECA as a kind of "informal curriculum" in the official 
common core curriculum in 1992 (it can be taken as a confirmation of the institutionalization of ECA), 
and the second one is the introduction of "Life-wide Learning" (~1J{1l~~) in 2000. 
67 Since the newsletter was first published in 1988, Phase I in this analysis starts from 1988 but not 
1975 in Chapter 5. 
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Table 3: The distribution of the background of the auth ors across time 
Phase No. of articles Practi ti oners Scholars in Layman 
education 
I 49 75.50/0 16.3% 8.2% 
IIA 56 75% 12.5% 8.9% 
lIB 45 35.60/0 57.8% 6.70/0 
Table 4: The distribution of the orientation of the articles across time 
Phase No. of Pedagogy/ Theory / Policy Foreign Others 
articles Technique Research model 
I 49 59.2% 0% 20.4% 2% 18.4% 
IIA 56 32.1% 16.10/0 14.3% 32.l% 6.1% 
lIB 45 22.2% 26.7.0/0 33.3% 14.3% 2% 
1. Scientization of the knowledge of ECA 
The first finding in the changes of the newsletter across the three phases of 
institutionalization of ECA is the scientization of the knowledge of ECA, in terms of 
the change in agency and form of presentation to a scientific one (scientists and 
academic articles). The first noticeable trend is that the mainstream of the authors has 
shifted from practitioners of ECA to scholars in education. In Phase I and Phase IIA 
practitioners of ECA wrote 75.50/0 and 75% of the articles, and the number drops to 
35.6% in Phase lIB. On the other hand, the articles written by scholars in education 
increased from 16.3% in Phase I to 57.8% in Phase lIB. This trend shows the impact 
of advancing ECA curriculum towards a formal knowledge base and subsequently 
reflects in the educational reform. Since education reform has begun in 2000, 
practitioners of ECA became less legitimated and the scholars in education became 
ever legitimate to speak for the issues of ECA in this forum. There was an obvious 
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change of the legitimate agency of ECA from teachers to professionals and scientists. 
The second noticeable trend is the articles oriented in theory or research of ECA 
overtakes the articles oriented in pedagogical and technical approaches of ECA. The 
former increased from 0% in Phase I to 16.1 % in Phase IIA and finally 26.7% in 
Phase lIB; meanwhile the latter decreased from 59.2% of Phase I to 32.1% of Phase 
IIA, and finally 22.2 % of Phase lIB. The accepted form of knowledge of ECA 
gradually changed to theory and research. It means the institutionalization of ECA 
does not go hand in hand with the advocators' effort in pedagogical and technical 
approaches of ECA, but it was rather done with the scientization of knowledge of 
ECA. There was a noticeable change in the legitimate form of knowledge ofECA to a 
more academic and scientific one. 
2. Increasing influence of foreign model ofECA 
The second finding in the changes of the newsletter across the three phases of 
institutionalization of ECA is the increasing influence of foreign model of ECA. The 
articles oriented, in the discussion of policy and the introduction of foreign model of 
ECA do not show a consistent trend of increase across the three phases, but 
generally the increase took place from Phase I to Phase 11. 
Table 5: The distribution of articles oriented in policy and foreign model of ECA in 
Phase I and Phase II 
Phase Total no. Policy Foreign 
of articles model 
I 49 20.40/0 (10) 2% (1) 
II 101 22.8% (23) 24.8% (25) 
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The comparison shows that neither the force of local power/ policy nor the 
transnational reference dominantly influences the local discourse of ECA. However, 
with reference to the percentage of articles about different topics that in 1988-1992 
the articles introducing foreign model of ECA took only 2% and those discussing 
policy have taken 20.4%, the major change correlated to the institutionalization of 
ECA is rather the increase of articles introducing foreign model of ECA. Since the 
introduction of ECA as a kind of informal curriculum in official Common-core 
Curriculum in 1992, the transnational reference of the model of ECA has been 
increasingly taken as the fresh impetus for the advocators of ECA to legitimize ECA 
as a part of curriculum. The result does not fully rebut the significance of local policy 
and power setting, but it also reflects the construction of homogeneous global 
curricula as suggested in the studies of sociological institutionalism (Meyer et aI., 
1992). 
6.3.2 Discussion: Is it a functional or ritualistic adaptation to the scientific 
style and transnational model? 
Some may argue the evolution of the professional body HKECA Masters' 
Association was driven by the functional needs of a more effective instructional area. 
However, some of the changes are hardly answered by the functional perspective: 
why did the emphasis on the practical technique of pedagogy lessen, when 
organization of ECA is more professionalized and more skills related to ECA are used 
in classroom? Why do the discussion of educational theory, statistics research and the 
model of institutional arrangement of ECA in foreign countries deem more helpful for 
the construction of ECA as an effective instruction tool, compared with practical 
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technique of pedagogy? Why did the ECA practitioners become less accepted to speak 
in this forum despite their actual understanding and experience in organizing ECA? 
Although HKECA Masters' Association highly stressed the pedagogical 
technique in the early period (Phase I), it did not make ECA a part of curriculum or 
the HKECA Masters' Association a professional group that is able to join venture with 
universities to offer certifications related to ECA. The institutionalization of ECA as 
an effective instruction tools in Phase 11 was rather attached on the scientific 
knowledge basis and the transnational model curriculum while they are not directly 
related to the technical advancement in pedagogy. The studies of sociological 
institutionalism offer an alternative explanation to make sense of this fact: ECA is 
increasingly accepted because it is presented in a more legitimate form. 
Science is a deeply institutionalized principle of modem actor-hood (Drori, 
Meyer, Ramirez and Schofer, 2003), and acting in this form will certainly be prized 
authority. The local curricular researches of sociological institutionalism suggest there 
is a phenomenal theme of science in the institutionalization of management education 
(Mak, 2003) an,d civic education (Ho, 2004). The findings in this research further 
confirm the significance of science as an institutional force in the field of education. 
The isomorphism in mass education between developing countries and 
developed countries is also a noticeable institutional force (Meyer et aI., 1992). The 
increasing reliance on foreign model in the discourse of ECA shows that the 
development of ECA in Hong Kong as a part of curricular reform is of no exception. 
These significant institutional forces in modem society constitute the formal 
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structure of modem organization. Given that formal structure as a ceremony of 
effectiveness, modem organizations avoid inspection and gain the necessary 
legitimacy for more resource (Meyer and Scott, 1992: Chap 1). To be a part of formal 
structure in educational organization, ECA must be rephrased in an acceptable 
framework that schools in modem societies can thus generate legitimacy from general 
public and government. In this sense, the possible approach to promote ECA as a part 
of curriculum and formal structure of schools is predicted and restricted for the 
advocators of ECA. This line of thought may explain why the institutionalization of 
ECA in mass education correlates less to their emphasis on practical technique of 
pedagogy. 
6.4 Summary 
The analysis in this chapter demonstrates the major themes of emphasis with 
ECA emerging as a new area of formal instruction in the local discourse of Hong 
Kong society. Firstly, ECA management is a profession that conducted with a 
scientific knowledge base. Secondly, ECA is an indispensable part of curricular 
reform in foreign countries. Thirdly, ECA aims at promoting the modem values of 
personal development and universal participation of citizen. 
These themes are reflected somewhat of the legitimate framework of 
institutionalization in our modernizing society. As discussed in the part of content 
anal ysis, the adaptation of the scientific style and the introduction of transnational 
model curriculum in the discourse of ECA are highly regulated by the institutional 
forces of science and world curricular reform. This trend is not only been found in the 
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shift in the orientation of content of articles. From the textual analysis it can also be 
concluded that the modem educational ideologies of full development and 
participation of individual as human rights are highly diffused in the discourse. 
To persuade local followers (or unintentionally themselves), the agencies of ECA 
such as teachers as practitioners and scholars as educational scientists resort to the 
frame of empowerment of individual as human rights, and as basic qualities for 
modem citizens of an open and rational society. More interestingly, the actualization 
of these visions is not through a pure technical and pedagogical approaches as 
functionalist may predict. A stronger reliance on scholars and academic works to 
promote the professional standard and scientific knowledge of ECA management is 
found. In the pursuit of the normative aims of participatory and independent 
individual citizenship and the cultural from of science and world model (as 
conceptualized in Chapter 2.3.2), the will of power few such as government and 
school authorities as practitioners is restricted. Their dominance in the affairs of ECA 
is lessen and restricted by the scholars and researchers in education as the agencies of 
the science. Moreover, the promotion of critical and active individual citizens will 
also generate m9re criticisms towards the current political and social-economic setting. 
If the evolution of curriculum is to promote a narrowly focused national and 
economIC development in the ideologies of nationalism and capitalism, or the 
particular local interests of the school authorities and government, it would be 
difficult to explain why the agenda like the to promote the sense of belonging to 
China, the skills in commercial world, or particular interest and control of government 
and educational professionals in ECA are giving way to the universally accepted 
ideologies of full development and participation of independent individual, as shown 
in the analysis. 
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The message is clear: "to realize for these VISIons, we promote ECA". This 
presumes these visions are highly accepted and shared. If we considered the curricular 
making of mass education as the pursuit of an ideal mass education and thus the ideal 
society and citizens, these visions are expected to be not isolated in the curricula but 
also to spread in the local society. Indeed, the introduction and institutionalization of 
ECA in our education system has mobilized local educational professionals, scholars, 
and practitioners of ECA as important agencies of mass education. The missions and 
visions of ECA are consolidated in their discourse, and further transmitted to the 
subject of mass education-students, parents and general public (to educate them 
about the value of ECA, like the balanced education for the school children). The 
whole movement of curricular reform of ECA involves the participation of members 
in the society, and is driven by their pursuits and visions towards an ever advanced 
and modernized education and thus the society. Remarkably, these visions toward 
progress and equality are shared in the globally convergent curricula among different 
local contexts as discussed in the previous chapters. Modem mass education and its 
curricular reforms, reflect the imagination and pursuit for modernity of local societies 
like Hong Kong on a transnational base. 
As the diffusers of these ideologies, professionals played an important role in 
formalizing ECA in the official curriculum. Interests and conflict may involve, but the 
common ground between these professionals and policy makers and the public, is a 
set of universal ideologies that to fulfill the empowerment of individual in mass 
education. The agency of local actors in this process is basically resorting to the 
ideological framework in the institutional environment to legitimate their actions, in 
bargaining and negotiation. It is regardless of their subjective intention whether if 




This research begins with a very simple curiosity to a paradoxical phenomenon. 
This is the efforts to promote Extra-curricular Activities (ECA) as a part of the 
curriculum ( 5*f~8~~g~15t) or co-curricular ( ~~~5* ) . As reported in Hong Kong and 
also the U.S., the formalization of ECA as part of education institution distorted its 
originally defined nature as something non-instrumental and self-determined by 
students(ffl] BtjfD ' W~~ , 2000 ; 2006; Fredrick, 1959). The intellectual inquiry of 
this research on this phenomenon is a sociological one-it is not about the 
terminology of extra-/co- to make things different, rather it is the change in people's 
perception on the development of education institution. So why do our social actors 
value ECA while it has been considered as non essential in the formal curriculum 
structure? Institutionalization of ECA is about the social acceptance of ECA as part of 
the institution of education. Moreover, extra-curricular activities and curriculum is a 
couple of mutually defined concepts, meaning that in order to separate what is extra to 
the main curri~ulum, the incorporation of ECA into formal curriculum must first 
identify what constitutes as formal curriculum in the first place. To tackle the problem 
of the social conditions of curricular reform, this research adopts a sociological 
approach within the field of sociology of education. 
The major social forces conceptualized by sociologists to explain the curriculum 
configuration are economic development of modern society, interest of middle class, 
and state control. The institutional theory offers an alternative argument that these 
social forces are inadequate to explain the development of ECA in formal school 
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curriculum, as curricular structures round the globe are convergent despites their 
various local settings and history (Meyer et aI, 1992; Benavot and Braslavsky, 2006). 
The common ground legitimizing ECA regardless of particular interest, power and the 
level of economic development in local societies is the prevalence of modem 
educational ideologies world-wide especially in curricular reforms. 
7.1 Major Findings 
7.1.1 Empowerment and full development of the individual 
The development and expansion of ECA in Hong Kong secondary schools is on 
going with the transformation of school curriculum to a modem paradigm fulfilling 
the educational aims of empowerment and full development of individual. Chapter 4 
presents a historical review of the developmental process of ECA in Hong Kong 
society. In the early period of incorporation of ECA into school establishment in 
1970s and 1980s, there was a clear intention of the colonial government using ECA as 
a means of social control, promoting the sense of belongings and lessening the 
anti-social behaviors of the youth. For this purpose, ECA was to emphasize the 
existing social order and the harmony between individuality and collectivity. It is not 
surprising that ECA was loosely organized as collective activities and hobby groups 
and it was not intentionally promoted to be a part of the formal curriculum. The 
development of ECA in school curriculum and establishment, however, required a 
further step of justification for its position in the institution of education. ECA was 
once marginalized after blooming in the early 1980s, and its institutionalization was 
not accomplished until the impetus of education reform in middle 1990s when was the 
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moment for the advocators to develop ECA in school establishment was looking for a 
new platform. 
If ECA maintains the traditional form to promote a relatively paSSIve and 
obedient citizenship culture, we can still explain the curriculum configuration with the 
conflict view of state control. However, the historical facts seem to support that ECA 
is incorporated into a new curriculum which is to fulfill the modem educational model, 
realizing and encouraging a participatory and open society. 
In Chapter 5, we examIne the affinity between the new curriculum under 
curricular reform to incorporate ECA and the universal ideologies of modem 
education through a detailed textual analysis on the changes and organization of ECA 
in official curriculum. First for all, the incorporation of ECA into school curriculum 
was not an isolated incident but rather the result of the entire curriculum reform. The 
notion of experiential learning served as the essential justification for the penetration 
of ECA into formal classroom teaching. Under this notion, activities and daily 
experience rather than academic subject knowledge became the trait of curriculum. As 
a result, the 1?0undary between ECA and regular classroom teaching (formal 
curriculum) became ambiguous. Before this, ECA was difficult to be incorporated 
into the core of the school curriculum by policy makers and educational professionals. 
However, once this qualitative change took place in the official school curriculum the 
incorporation was done successfully. 
Greater emphasis on experiential learning (and ECA as a form of it) in 
curriculum is justified with the needs of a modem participatory society. As shown in 
the textual comparison of official school curriculum from 1975, the legitimacy of 
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school knowledge is gradually based on its applicability to social life and full 
development of individuality. Compared with the curriculum in 1970s to early 1990s, 
which restricted ECA as kind of informal curriculum (:JFIE~~fj) or even totally 
extra from the curriculum, the new curriculum under curriculum reform gives more 
allowance to ECA in order to bring individual experience into the core of the teaching 
and learning process. ECA is reorganized as Co-curricular activities (~~~~11§'1J) as 
kind of Life-wide Learning (~15{1I~~) which is to provide students with Five 
Essential Learning Experience: Intellectual Development, Moral and Civic Education, 
Community Service, Physical and Aesthetic Development, and Career-related 
Experiences. These experiences are considered as to enrich classroom teaching in 
both the form of classroom teaching activities and after-class teaching activities. The 
rationale for this reorganization of curriculum, as shown in the textual analysis, is to 
cater the diversity of individuals and increase the applicability of school knowledge to 
individual's social participation such as "problem solving skills in daily life" and "the 
willingness to improve society and mankind in general" (CDC, 2000:6.2). The 
increasing connectedness between individual and society is thought to be the rationale 
for this new form of knowledge and teaching, which emphasizes on actual and social 
contact. As the origin of all these changes in curriculum organization and teaching 
strategy, the evolution in the general aims of education from 1975 to present gradually 
shows a clear vision to fulfilling the needs of participatory society for fully developed 
and empowered individuals. 
The outline of formal school curriculum outline in Hong Kong is not different 
from other societies around the world. A passive citizenship training is found giving 
way to a more active and participatory one which may bring more criticism to state 
control and particular interest as aforementioned. Contrary to conflict perspective 
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which focuses largely on the local needs of government and ruling class competing 
for power and interest, institutional theory suggests a relatively comparative approach 
to reveal the influence of world curricular reform on local curricular configuration. 
Conforming to the institutional theory, the government's promotion in education 
reform is restricted to a set of global norms and educational ideologies of progress and 
equality. The ideological elements in local educational discourse are isomorphic with 
the convergent of global educational discourse, rather than, defined by the local needs 
which are varied from one local society to another power settings and history. 
7.1.2 Transnationalization and scientization of modern curriculum 
Modem functionalism explains the development of mass education and school 
curriculum with its function to cope with needs of technical advancement in 
modernization. This thesis attempts to further explore the unexplained aspects with 
the help of institutional theory. In Chapter 6, we carry out textual and content analysis 
on the newsletter published by HKECA Masters' Association from 1988 to 2005. 
Firstly, the textual comparison between the newsletter and the official school 
curriculum outline shows a surprisingly coherent ideological framework to fulfill the 
empowerment and full development of individual. Both local government and local 
professional bodies do not have so many alternatives to justify their actions in 
promoting curricular reform of ECA. More importantly and interestingly, the results 
of content analysis present a picture of the ritualistic adaptation to the scientific style 
and transnational reference in the configuration of ECA curriculum, over the needs of 
pure technical advancement of pedagogy and local policy implementation. 
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The major changes across last two decades, from the early to the later phase of 
institutionalization of ECA, are firstly, the emphasis of the newsletter to pedagogical 
discussion by teachers as practitioners ECA shifts to the theoretical discussion and 
social science by scholars and professionals which are unrelated to pedagogical 
advancement; and secondly, the discussion of policy implementation which is largely 
a concern at local level gives way to the discussion of foreign model of ECA 
unrelated to technical approach of pedagogy. The early emphasis on a pure technical 
approach seems to fail to accomplish the project of institutionalization of ECA despite 
ECA is more professionalized and more activities based teaching is used in classroom. 
Interestingly, the discussion of educational theory, statistics research and the model of 
institutional arrangement of ECA in foreign countries deem more significant in the 
construction of ECA as an effective instruction tools, compared with practical 
technique of pedagogy. So why did the ECA practitioners become less accepted to 
speak in this forum despite their actual understanding and experience in organizing 
ECA? Why did the early emphasis on the practical technique of pedagogy shift? 
These findings question the traditional functionalistic and conflict perspective 
which views the development of ECA in formal school curriculum as simply the 
result of technical advancement and conflicts of power and interest. In contrary, 
institution theory offers an alternative explanation: ECA is increasingly accepted 
because it is presented in a more legitimate form of knowledge relying on the science 
and international reference regardless of its actual functions. Moreover, the struggle 
for interest and power at local level is found relatively insignificant in the formulation 
of local educational discourse of ECA, compared with the boarder concern on 
connecting Hong Kong with the world community. Although the articles discussing 
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policy implication involves the direct interest of ECA practitioners, they no longer 
dominate the discussion with articles in pure technical approach and are taken over by 
the articles discussing theory and researches and foreign model of ECA. ECA 
practitioners become less involved in writing articles for the newsletter as scholars 
and professionals of education gradually takeover. It demonstrates the vision of 
constructing a scientific knowledge of ECA on a transitional basis is highly shared, 
even by different interest groups. 
From the theoretical perspective of institutional theory, the Hong Kong case 
serves as an example of local educational discourse, to illustrate the spread of a set 
universal modem ideologies viewing education as "an institution to build a scientific 
and democratic society around cultural diversity and human rights" (Benavot and 
Braslavsky et., 2006: 136). 
7.2 Research Implications 
7.2.1 Study on ECA as curricular research 
This study attempts to widen the existing scope of curricular research. Research 
interests in the mainstream local curricular studies of ECA focus on the political 
agenda of government control and the consequences of formalization of ECA in 
distorting its educational nature. On the contrary, this thesis conceptualizes the 
process of formalization of ECA in official school curriculum as part of the evolution 
of civic education and entire school curriculum to a modem paradigm, and explores 
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how the world curricular culture affects local Hong Kong education reform. 
In the world-wide curricular reform trend that moves toward an integrated 
curriculum since the post-war period, traditional academic curriculum is transformed 
from subject-base to experience-centered and activities-based. This change in formal 
school curriculum is the premise of the incorporation of ECA in Hong Kong. Also, the 
development of ECA could serve as a crucial aspect in examining curricular 
development and reforms that have commanded much of the educational scene 
globally. This research offers an alternative perspective to account for the curricular 
development as a whole in Hong Kong. 
7.2.2 The examination of institutional theory on curricular configuration at 
micro-level 
This research attempts to extend the theoretical discussion of institutional theory 
on curricular configuration. The comparative research studies of institutional theory 
on curriculum focus on the universal diffusion of modem educational ideologies in 
shaping a globally convergent curricular structure and outline. However, the interplay 
between the lower-order process of interest groups and the higher-order institutional 
effects of world curricular reform has been overlooked. That is, how do the local 
agencies of mass education such as professional bodies, school authorities and 
teachers as practitioners and government as policy makers cope with this changing 
institutional environment in the local context? The Hong Kong case serves to 
illustrate the institutionalization process of modem educational ideologies in the 
social interaction among involved local interest groups. 
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In the early period of the development of ECA in mass education, there was a 
clear political agenda of the colonial government to use ECA as a mean of social 
control lessening anti -social behaviors and promoting the sense of belongings for 
youths. This restricted view to ECA considers ECA as merely outlets for youths' 
energy and emotions. As a result, ECA was still a kind of loosely organized collective 
activities rather than a systematic instructional programme as we know today. Few 
inter-school competitions were organized for gaining reputation among elite schools 
and nurturing middle class culture of individual assertiveness, but that were restricted 
to high achievers. These interests of the powerful few might drive the loose 
incorporation of ECA into school system in the early period of institutionalization, but 
far from promoting ECA as generally accepted educational activity within the larger 
institution of mass education. 
In the 1990s the colonial government carried out the curricular reform to 
incorporate ECA into school curriculum as informal curriculum and later co-curricular 
and the extension of classroom teaching. Interestingly, it is avoiding passive doctrine 
of patriotism ~nd promoting a more voluntary approach of one's awareness and 
knowledge, which brings more criticism to the current political and economic 
establishment with the increasing aspiration towards equality and independent 
judgment of citizens. Being aware of the deepened investigation of government and 
the standardization of personality, some researchers argue from a conflict perspective 
that this new curriculum is to serve the newly emerged model of human resources 
under the expansion service sector where employers demand emotional and value 
training of interpersonal skills and creativity of their employees. However, according 
to this new paradigm of curriculum, the legitimacy of capitalist system is expected to 
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be weakened. The question we need to attend to is, why do the influential parties of 
the authoritarian government and capitalists preserve their interests through a 
curriculum that transmits this set of contradict ideologies that are going to weaken 
their legitimacy? If the configuration of curriculum is merely a response to the local 
interest of state control and capitalist order, then the modem educational ideologies of 
the new curriculum should be irrelevant especially when its teaching content is 
moving towards an individual based and participatory orientation. This implies a 
change in the social acceptance to curriculum has gone beyond a mere response to 
local capitalist or the state elite class. 
The investigation on the official Common-core Curriculum and the newsletter of 
HKECA Masters' Association further examine the common ground for the 
government and involved interest groups to justify their actions in formalizing ECA to 
the general public. Official school curriculum gradually presents a modem vision to 
empower all students to self-actualize and actively participate in society. For example, 
nurturing capable citizens for the introduction of the representative government is 
taken for granted as an educational aim in the official curriculum despites the actual 
conservative stand of the government. On the other hand, education scholars, 
professionals and teachers as practitioners justify their project of professionalization 
of ECA management with the vision of an ECA curriculum fulfilling fully developed 
participatory individuals. Remarkably, in the later phase of institutionalization, ECA 
practitioners become less involved in writing articles for the newsletter and education 
scholars of education gradually takeover to construct a scientific knowledge of ECA 
on a transitional basis with education theory and research and the discussion of 
foreign model of ECA. 
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This shared vision goes beyond particular interest of the practitioners of ECA to 
preserve their leadership. Although there are different agendas such as status 
competition between ECA practitioners and education scholars and the state control 
on the national citizenship training, the ideological framework these agencies resort to 
in steering the reform is restricted to a shared one that is increasing prevalent in the 
global environment. In this process, these involved parties generate and develop a 
social consensus to this vision of social development and their modem ideologies got 
diffused rapidly. It is particularly distinct in the institution of mass education. 
Particular interest groups in Hong Kong do not constitute an alarmingly varied 
curricular outline and ideological framework from the other societies around the 
world. Instead, they strengthen these globally convergent ideologies in justifying their 
interests. It is not the aim of this study to denounce the need for educational reform, 
but rather to highlight and explain how educational organizations respond to 
dynamics of the global vision and properties in the culture of educational reform. 
7.3 Limitati,ons 
7.3.1 Level of analysis and the empirical reality 
The major limitation of this research is that it is unable to examine the empirical 
data at the micro level of implementation of ECA in secondary schools. The outline of 
official curriculum and articles of newsletter are to portray the discourse of education 
at a rather abstract level. The distance between this formal and published discourse 
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and the actual implementation in classrooms remains a methodological problem gap 
to be further examined. 
This methodological limitation is indeed a problem not to be overlooked. The 
intellectual concern of this research is inspired from the research program of 
institutional theory in education whose research question is why the curricula are 
configured in the current form but not the others. That is, we believe the world-wide 
convergence in the outline of curriculum and discourse of education is shaped by a set 
of universally convergent norms instead of the variance in the different local 
social-economic settings. Following this line of argument, this research program is to 
examine the affinity between the local and the world discourse of education rather 
than the actual implementation. The critical reason for this research to adopt this 
approach is that the development and expansion of ECA in Hong Kong secondary 
schools, which is mainly defined as the incorporation of ECA into the official 
curriculum, is largely an outcome of the change and the changes in the social meaning 
of the larger institution of modem mass education. This research questions why and 
how does ECA develop as a significant component of the formal school curriculum. 
Therefore, the approach of curricular research at a macro level is adopted instead of 
those at a micro level already carried out by the mainstream researchers to describe 
the concrete situation of participation and attitude of students in ECA 
Another way to justify this relatively abstract research approach regarding the 
problem of empirical reality is the nature of interpretative sociology. This is to suggest, 
when social actions are the objects of study, the researcher must be able to mentally 
undertake the circumstance, views and feelings of the social actors in order to 
understand their actions appropriately (Weber, 1968). The objective of this research is 
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not to test the causal relationship between variables, rather to examine the "historical 
significance" (Weber, 1976) of the world curricular reform, which is entrenched on a 
transnational base of universally accepted ideologies of individual human rights. In 
Max Weber's master piece, The Protestant Ethics and the Spirit of Capitalism (ibid), 
he demonstrates the methodology of "sympathetic understanding" to examine the 
"affinity" (Weber, 1968) between the Calvinistic protestant ethics and the rise of 
capitalism. To examine the research object of concepts, the sources of empirical 
research is mainly a set of documents such as doctrines of religious leaders and letters 
of merchants. Another classic is The Chrysanthemum and the Sword: patterns of 
Japanese culture by Ruth Benedict (1954). That studies the "patterns" of Japanese 
culture by documents such as newspapers and literatures. The implication is that, 
textual and content analysis of documents can be applied as a methodological 
approach when exploring and studying the meaning and changes in the formulation of 
modem social arrangements. 
Although this research is far from a sophisticated interpretative study, textual and 
content analysis on the local discourse of education is applied to understand the 
concepts and i4eological elements of an important education formulation. That is, the 
emergence and institutionalization of extra-curricular activities in Hong Kong 
secondary schools. 
7.3.2 Hong Kong case 
Another methodical limitation is that only the case of Hong Kong is examined in 
this research due to the limitation of time and resource. It is proposed that 
comparative studies are more preferable. The objective of this study is to borrow the 
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education system of Hong Kong, for its affinity with the general trend of world 
curricula, to illustrate the influence of the competing social forcers such as the needs 
of curriculum advancement, local political and power struggle, and the universal 
norms of citizenship training on the development of ECA. 
The strategy is to study the official curriculum and newsletters of the 
professional group HKECAMA, revealing the ideological base of the education 
reform to incorporate ECA into formal school curriculum. The findings support the 
argument that, the universally diffused educational ideologies as shown in the outline 
of the world curricula does shapely play a role in educational reform in Hong Kong. 
In this sense, comparative studies are more powerful to further demonstrate the 
structural and ideological isomorphism of educational reform of ECA. 
This limitation in empirical base is minimized with the intertextuality between 
this research and the pervious curricular studies of institutional theory at world level. 
The strategy of this research is to analyze the educational ideologies in the local 
official curriculum, and the conceptualization and operationalization of these 
ideologies, such as full development of individuality and universal participation of 
citizens are basically coherent with the one at the world level (Meyer et aI., 1992). 
Moreover, another pervious curricular research at the world level (Benavot and 
Braslavsky et. aI. , 2006: 15-34) has already counted for the quantitative presence of 
aims presenting modem education ideologies of progress, individual human rights and 
democracy. The significance of the particular case study of Hong Kong official 
curriculum in this research is not to serve as a proof of this global trend, it is rather to 
present an in-depth qualitative presence of these aims. Although more comparative 
foreign cases such as Singapore and Taiwan are more powerful to illustrate the 
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structural and ideological isomorphism of educational reform of ECA, the limitation 
of single case does not weaken the empirical significance of this research at a large 
extent. This study, therefore, expands the horizon of inquires for further research and 
broadens the perspectives in sociological thinking about the interplay between world 
educational culture and the actual implementation of day-to-day school activities in 
local societies. 
7.3.3 Weakness in demonstrating clear causal relation 
This thesis attempts to examine the significance of world curricular reforms 
and universal educational ideologies in the Hong Kong case. However, we must be 
careful that this significance, or correlation, could not deny the alternative theoretical 
models such as functionalistic and conflict theory. Firstly, there is still an obvious 
correlation between the actual advancement in quality and enrollment of ECA and the 
restructuring of the Hong Kong econom y emphasizing interpersonal skills and 
creativity of employees. Secondly, the officially clamed intention of reform in this 
research could not fully represent the actual process of negotiation and conflict 
between interest parties such as bushiness leaders, professional associations, schools 
authorities and teachers. Do government officials fully internalize the universal 
educational ideologies, or just strategically respond to the trend? What actually does 
the global trend mean to the policy makers in decision making? Is there any evidence 
to show the influence of the trend of ECA reform, such as counting its appearance in 
international conference? To answer these questions concerning the local political 
setting, more in-depth interviews with policy makers are required. However, due to 
the limitation in time and resources, this research presumes a global convergence in 
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curricular outline with the help of pervious comparative curricular researches. It rather 
focuses on the affinity of local and world educational discourse in their ideological 
elements in order to trace the origin of curricular configuration in the Hong Kong 
case. 
This thesis is far from a mature and comprehensive one to tackle the problems, 
so we should notice that this thesis is not to rebut any other possible explanations. It 
serves rather to expend the scope of sociological imagination in curricular studies. 
Institutional theory of education offers a hint, other than the traditional theoretical 
models of functionalism and conflict theory, in discerning the social condition of 
curricular making. This thesis is rather humble to argue that this angle is one of the 
indispensable. My preference in the theoretical model of sociological institutional in 
this thesis is mainly subject to my core theme of intellectual inquiry in the curricular 
configuration. 
7.4 Possible Future Inquiries 
Although this research pays special attention to the response of local actors to 
educational globalization, the dynamics of cultural incorporation by different societies 
are not easy to portray without a concrete comparison, that is, on a macro-sociological 
approach. This research shows only the agency of the government and professionals 
as local actors resorting to the universal ideological framework in their interaction. 
Cross-national studies will certainly help to examine the issue of cultural 
incorporation by showing the concrete difference in the interplay among actors 
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around these ideologies. 
Another major direction to extend this research is the effort to investigate the 
dynamics in the implementation in actual classroom situation. It is known that 
organizational decoupling is a common phenomenon in public organizations. This 
research shows only a ritualistic enactment of world cultural frameworks, through the 
investigation of official policy statements and curricular outline. Although the 
analysis on the public discourse of HKEC Masters' Association attempts to portray 
the response of teachers as ECA practitioners, the actual day-to day activities in 
classrooms would likely be further decoupled from their formal claims. How do 
teachers deliver the actual content and practice of ECA inside classroom and schools? 
How does ECA implement with the examination-oriented culture in Hong Kong, or 
even in other Asian countries? 
This thesis may be far from a mature one to tackle all these questions, but it 
preliminarily provides an empirical base for further research inquiries on ECA or 
other areas of the school curriculum from a sociological approach. This thesis also 
empirically confirms the institutional theory, which suggests the configuration of 
local curriculum is also influenced by the world institutional ideologies to construct 
an ideal version of a modem and progressing society where education is certainly an 




Coding Scheme for the Newsletter of Hong Kong 
Extra-curricular Activities Masters' Association 
This appendix presents the details of the coding scheme of the content analysis in 
Chapter 6. The newsletter of Hong Kong Extra-curricular Activities Masters' 
Association (wm~:9}11§'JJ 3:. ff:tJ%tf) is coded by two schemes: orientation of 
content and author. As conceptualized in Chapter 3 "Methodological Approach", there 
are four categories of orientation and three categories of author. Excluding the articles 
for the administrative purpose such as report of chairman and the introduction, there 
are 150 articles being coded from the Volume 1 (1988) to the Volume 29 (2005). The 
following table will indicate the title, name of author and published date of all coded 
articles, with the results of coding. 
1. Orientation of content 
A .Pedagogical or technical approaches of ECA 
B. Theory or research ofECA (academic articles) 
C. Discussion of policy implementation 
D. Introduction of foreign model ofECA 
E. Others (which do not fall into these four categories) 
2. Author 
A. ECA practitioners 
B. Scholars in education 
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